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Methodology

This benchmark report was based on nine European countries - Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, United-Kingdom - as well as the United States of America.
Given the vast inconsistencies across the various countries, whether related to the tax or legal
framework, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to provide a consistent comparison. To facilitate
an effective benchmark, we have therefore adopted a simplified approach, which defines a “standard”
for the majority of countries per topic. Once the standard had been defined, we were able to perform
a clustering exercise, which classifies each country as either “standard”, “better than standard” or “less
than standard”. To allow us to extrapolate this information and apply it to an overall evaluation we
have used a points system. Countries rated “better than standard” receive three points per topic,
“standard” countries two points, and those ranked “less than standard”, one point.
We would like to emphasise that the information provided (stand: August/September 2001) concerning
tax and legal issues, is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of printing. However, due to
our “simplified” approach, and limited time, we have not provided a detailed description of the legal
frameworks of the different jurisdictions. Furthermore, we should point out that the analysis made with
regard to corporate law topics for the USA is limited to the laws of the State of Delaware; with regard
to the other legal topics, the analysis is based on federal law and principles of state law.
There are inevitably exceptions and caveats to the general principles considered, and the way in
which they have been described to suit the context of this report. We therefore recommend that
professional advice be taken for a more detailed understanding of specific issues and how these could
affect a business in a given set of circumstances.
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2001 OVERALL RANKING

Country

Score

The United Kingdom

48

The United States of America

43

Spain

43

The Netherlands

40

France

39

Germany

39

Belgium

38

Italy

37

Austria

36

Sweden

30

The overall ranking reflects the classification obtained by each country in the three sections of the
benchmark report. In the first section, we evaluate the fiscal framework for private investors/business
angels and venture capital companies as well as possibilities of internal funding by tax incentives. The
second section, People, examines conditions for attracting and retaining employees. We analyse the
fiscal and regulatory framework of stock-options and direct ownership incentives. Moreover, the
accessibility of foreigners to the labour market has also been considered. Finally, in Business
Environment, we analyse the overall business environment as determined by the tax, corporate law
and labour law framework applicable in each country.
The topics we have examined in each section are those deemed to be the most important by Europe’s
fast growing entrepreneurs, represented by the Growth Plus network. The findings of each topic which
have lead to a classification as “standard”, “less than standard” or “better than standard” clearly show
the strengths and weaknesses of the countries studied in the benchmark for this particular criteria. As
such, the topics developed under each section therefore illustrate the areas, which currently
encourage, or on the contrary inhibit the development of growth companies in each country.
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Due to the “simplified” approach used in the benchmark report (system of points attributed to each
country according to its classification as “better than standard”, “standard” or “less than standard”) and
to the limited number of topics examined, the overall ranking should however be considered carefully.
It must be clear that the benchmark only focuses on the tax and legal environment. The overall
ranking should therefore only be regarded as a general indicator of the tax and legal environment of
each country that creates or not favourable conditions to foster growth companies. Obviously, other
criteria than tax and legal are also to be taken into account when comparing the general background
offered by the various countries to growth companies (level of education, infrastructures, general
economic situation, subsidies...). Our study is however limited to the tax and legal background which
is one of the determining elements to be taken into consideration and on which governments can have
a rapid and direct action.
Taking the above into account, we have synthesised hereinafter the results obtained by each country,
explaining to a certain extent the reasons for its overall ranking. In particular, we have tried to highlight
the main strengths and weaknesses pointed out by the study.
Sweden:
Sweden obtains the lower number of points in the three sections of the report, and therefore obtains
the minimum score in the overall ranking.
Sweden has been classified as “Standard” for the three topics of the Funding section. Indeed, Sweden
does not provide for any tax incentives for private investors investing in growth companies besides
regular tax treatment, or for significant tax incentive for venture capital funds. Besides, no lower tax
rate is available for retained earnings, and the Swedish tax law does not provide additional tax
incentive for R&D expenses besides full deductibility in the first year.
Regarding the People section, Sweden has been classified as “less than standard” for four of the five
topics dedicated to the tax and legal framework of share and stock-option plans. In particular, the profit
derived by individuals on the exercise of stock-options is taxed at the individual’s marginal tax rate,
which may be up to between 53 and 59% depending on the municipal residency. As all other
European countries studied in the benchmark report, Sweden is subject to European law, which
provides for freedom of movement within European Union member states. Therefore, work permits are
not required for EU nationals who are willing to work in Sweden, while non EU citizens are required to
obtain ones. As well as other European countries studied in the benchmark, Sweden has been
therefore classified as standard for this topic.
As regards the tax part of the Business Environment section, Sweden obtains contrasted results.
Whereas Sweden has been classified as “better than standard” for the corporate tax rate criteria (with
notably an effective corporate income tax rate of approximately 21%), it obtains a “less than standard
classification” for the three topics dedicated to the taxation of individuals. With an effective tax rate of
approximately 35-40% applying to the sale of a “qualified share” in a closely held company, Sweden is
notably the country which is likely to impose the most heavily gains derived by an entrepreneur from
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the sale of a growth company. Sweden is also one of the few countries within the scope of the
benchmark which imposes taxation on wealth.
Sweden is also classified as “less than standard” for two of the three topics that concern the labour
law environment. In particular, social security charges of the employer are levied at a rate of 32.82%,
which represent the second highest rate for the countries studied in the benchmark. Finally, because
rights of the trade unions in Sweden may sometimes limit the freedom of the employer to take core
entrepreneurial decisions, Sweden is the only country to be classified as “less than standard” for the
criteria related to “general relationship to collective law”.
Austria:
Regarding the Funding section, Austria obtains an average ranking (7 points out of a maximum of 9),
thanks to its classification as "better than standard" with regard to the criteria of investments
incentives. This classification is notably due to the favourable tax treatment of retained earnings
provided by Austrian tax law, which allows to deduct fictitious interest calculated on the amount of
equity exceeding the highest level over the last seven years, and to the possibility for companies to
deduct from their taxable basis an additional amount of 25% of their R&D expenses on the top of the
deductibility of the actual R&D expenses.
Regarding the People section, Austria has been classified as "standard" for all of the six criteria.
Actually, the Austrian legislation does not appear to provide for particularly favourable conditions to
the granting of share or stock-option plans to employees, in comparison with other countries studied in
the benchmark report.
Finally, Austria only obtains 17 points in the Business Environment section, because of its
classification as "less than standard" for three of the ten topics analysed in the benchmark report,
namely “new business foundation”, “quality of intellectual property rights” and “tolerance of failure in
business”. Regarding the “new business foundation” criteria, Austria requires the highest minimum
share capital amount for private limited companies among all countries studied in the benchmark
report. Austria also ranges “less than standard” regarding the minimum nominal share capital of public
limited companies, the number of shareholders required for the foundation of a limited company, and
the cost incurred with the foundation of a limited liability company. Among other factors, the
classification of Austria as “less than standard” regarding tolerance of failure in business is due
notably to the fact that no specific out-of-court or amicable procedure is available in Austria to prevent
the filing of bankruptcy proceedings. With respect to the level of taxation of companies, as well as
individuals, and to the level of social security charges, Austria ranks as “standard” for all of the topics
analysed in the study.
Italy:
Alike Sweden, Belgium, Germany and the USA, Italy has been classified as “standard” for the three
topics of the Funding section (no specific incentive for private investors investing in growth companies
besides regular tax treatment, no significant tax incentive for venture capital funds, no lower tax rate
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available for retained earnings, and no additional tax incentive for R&D expenses besides full
deductibility in the first year).
Italy has obtained the higher score in the People section, with in particular a classification as “better
than standard” for three of the five topics dedicated to share and stock-option plans (Italy being
classified as “standard” for the deductibility of stock-option expenses and the special law requirements
related to stock-options). This classification results notably from the fact that under certain
circumstances, no social security liability is due on the benefit that employees realises from stockoptions. As well as almost all European countries studied in the benchmark report (with the exception
of Germany), Italy has been classified as “standard” with regard to the criteria of accessibility of
foreigners to the labour market.
On the contrary, Italy has obtained the lowest score in the Business Environment section, with a
classification as “less than standard” or “standard” in all categories. Regarding taxation topics,
corporate income tax appears to be the weakest point, Italy being the country with the higher
corporate income tax rate. With social security contributions levied at a rate of roughly 35% of the
salary for the employer, and 10% for the employee, Italy also imposes significant labour costs on
growth companies, and is therefore classified as “less than standard”.
Belgium:
Regarding the Funding section, no criteria appears particularly discriminant, since Belgium has been
classified as “standard” for the three topics of this section (no specific incentive for private investors
investing in growth companies besides regular tax treatment, no significant tax incentive for venture
capital funds, no lower tax rate available for retained earnings, and no additional tax incentive for R&D
expenses besides full deductibility in the first year).
Belgium obtains a good score of 14 points in the People section, due to its classification as “better
than standard” for three of the five topics dedicated to share and stock-option plans. As well as almost
all European countries studied in the benchmark report (with the exception of Germany), Belgium has
been classified as “standard” with regard to the criteria of accessibility of foreigners to the labour
market.
Given the fact that Belgian private investors are generally not taxed on capital gains on shares that are
part of their private assets, the tax topic related to taxation of capital gains appears as one of the most
advantageous factors for entrepreneurs developing growth companies in Belgium. Regarding capital
gains tax rates, Belgium has therefore been classified as “better than standard”. This advantage is
however mitigated by the taxation rate of individual income, with a marginal income tax rate exceeding
60% that has lead to a classification of Belgium as “less than standard” for this criteria. Another weak
point appears to be the rate of social security contributions imposed on Belgian employers, with a rate
varying between 34% and 40%. Alike Austria, Germany and Sweden, Belgium has also been
classified as “less than standard” regarding tolerance of failure in business.
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Germany:
As a preliminary remark, it must be pointed out that due to its last tax reform, Germany has improved
its ranking on certain criteria analysed in the benchmark (notably the tax rate applicable to nondistributed profits or the tax rate applicable to capital gains realised by individuals on the sale of
shares).
Alike Sweden, Belgium, Germany and the USA, Germany has been classified as “standard” for the
three topics of the Funding section, as its tax legislation does not provide any specific incentives for
individual or corporate investors investing in growth companies, nor does it encourage investments in
R&D.
Germany has obtained a satisfying score of 13 points in the People Section. The only criteria for which
Germany is classified as “less than standard” in this section is taxation of stock-option, due to the lack
of tax incentives on stock-options in Germany. In this respect, taxation of stock-options occurs at
exercise if the options are non-tradable/non-marketable, and the maximum income tax rate on the
taxable benefit is 48.5%. Germany is however the only country with the United-Kingdom where no
prospectus or authorisation is required to implement a stock-option plan. Because of the absence of
securities formalities, Germany has been classified as “better than standard” with regard to special law
requirements required for the implementation of a stock-option plan. Another area where Germany
can be defined as “better than standard” is the accessibility of foreigners to the labour market, due to
its “ITS Specialists Temporary Programs” for granting work permits to non-EU IT specialists.
Regarding the Business Environment Section, Germany is classified as “standard” on all the tax topics
(corporations and individuals taxation), which therefore do not appear to be discriminant. On the
commercial and labour law topics examined in this section, Germany is also classified as “standard”,
except for tolerance of failure in business, where Germany is defined as “less than standard”. This
classification is notably due to the lack of out-of-court or amicable procedure in Germany, to the set of
laws related to “over-indebtedness”, and to the existence of track-records registering the names of
bankrupt company’s managers or directors. Finally, it should be highlighted that Germany is one of the
countries where social security charges are the lowest for employers (together with The Netherlands,
Spain and the USA), which has lead to a classification as “better than standard” for this criteria.
France:
Although France obtains the maximum number of points in the Funding section, its average results in
the People and Business Environment sections has lead to an average overall ranking.
Thanks to the exemption that may apply to proceeds received from the investments in risk venture
capital funds (“FCPR”, “SCR”) and to the deferral of taxation that may benefit to capital gains
reinvested in small companies, France has been qualified as “better than standard” for the criteria
related to tax incentive available for private investors. Given the fact that risk venture capital funds
(“SCR”) may benefit from a specific favourable tax regime under certain conditions, France has also
been defined as "“better than standard” for the criteria related to tax incentives for venture capital
funds. Eventually, the lower corporate income tax rate applicable on long-term capital gains credited to
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a special reserve account and the existence of a research tax credit explain the classification of
France in the “better than standard” category for investment incentives.
In the People section, the part dedicated to share and stock-option plans shows average results.
Whereas France has been classified as “better than standard” with respect to the criteria of social
security charges on stock-options, it has been defined as “less than standard” regarding deductibility
of stock-option expenses. For other topics related to share and stock-option plans, France has been
ranked as “standard”. In addition, France has been classified as “standard” with regard to the criteria
of accessibility of foreigners to the labour market.
With no ranking as “better than standard” in the Business Environment section, France obtains a
relatively low score for that part of the benchmark report. Regarding taxation topics, the weakest point
appears to be wealth taxation. For the three other tax criteria (Corporate tax, Individual tax, Capital
gains tax rates), France ranks as “standard”, with a corporate income tax rate of 36.43%, and a rate of
taxation of capital gains on shares realised by individuals of 26%.The other criteria for which France
has been defined as “less than standard” is the one related to social security contributions. With social
security charges being levied at a rate varying between 40% and 45% for the employer, France is
currently the country where the burden of such contributions is the heaviest for companies. With
respect to commercial law as well as labour aspects, France ranks as “standard” for all the criteria
studied in the benchmark.
The Netherlands:
Thanks to the exemption from corporate income tax that may apply to Venture Capital Fund structured
as Fiscal Investment Institution (“FII”), The Netherlands has been classified as “better than standard”
for the criteria related to tax incentives for venture capital funds in the Funding Section.
In the People Section, The Netherlands obtains a satisfying score of 13 points. Particularly, The
Netherlands has been classified as “better than standard” with regard to the tax framework related to
shares plan and taxation of stock-options. It appears however that the deductibility of the spread (i.e.
the difference between the market value of the shares at the moment of exorcise and the exercise
price paid by the employee) can not be guaranteed at the level of Dutch companies. The Netherlands
has therefore been classified as “less than standard” regarding the criteria of deductibility of stockoption expenses at the level of growth companies.
In the Business Environment Section, The Netherlands has been categorised as “standard” for all
topics regarding the taxation of individuals and corporations, except for the criteria related to wealth
taxation. The Netherlands is actually one of the few countries (together with France, Spain and
Sweden) within the scope of the benchmark, which imposes taxation on wealth. Regarding
commercial law topics, it should be noted that The Netherlands has been defined as “better than
standard” on the criteria of new business foundation. In comparison with other countries, the minimum
nominal share capital required for a public liability company appears actually limited in The
Netherlands, together with the costs generally incurred to found a limited liability company. The
Netherlands is also the country where the rate of social security charges is the lowest for employers.
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Spain:
Alike The Netherlands, Spain obtains a score of 7 points in the Funding section. In this respect, Spain
has been classified as “standard” regarding tax incentives for venture individual investors and
investment incentives, and as “better than standard” for the criteria related to tax incentives for venture
capital funds, as certain partial exemption or deferral of taxation may be obtained, under certain
conditions, by companies investing in growth companies.
In the part of the People section dedicated to share and stock-option plans, Spain obtains average
results. Although the tax framework related to share plans appears particularly favourable due to the
limited period of vesting time required for employees to benefit from a reduced tax rate, Spain has
been classified as “standard” with respect to the stock-option taxation and social security charges, and
as “less than standard” with regard to the deductibility of stock-option expenses at the level of growth
companies (no guarantee of the deductibility of the spread). As well as other European countries
studied in the benchmark, Spain has been classified as “standard” regarding the accessibility of
foreigners to the labour market.
In the Business Environment Section, Spain obtains a very good score of 24 points. The only criteria
for which Spain has been categorised as “less than standard” in the Business Environment Section is
the taxation of wealth, Spain being one of the European country where individuals are imposed on
property. Regarding tax issues, it should also be noted that Spain has been categorised as “better
than standard” for the criteria related to capital gain tax rates, a reduced flat rate of 18% being
applicable to shares held for more than one year. Another good point to be highlighted is the limited
rate of social contributions imposed on employers, Spain being classified as “better than standard” for
this criteria (together with Germany, Netherlands and the USA). Spain is also the only country with
USA to be classified as “better than standard” regarding tolerance in failure in business. In particular,
the liabilities of bankrupt companies’ individual entrepreneurs are terminated upon the closure of the
insolvency procedure, and the tracing of management is only possible prior to the end of the
bankruptcy proceedings. Finally, Spain is also the only country with USA and the United-Kingdom that
has been categorised as “better than standard” regarding labour law restrictions to the lay-off of
employees.
USA:
Alike Sweden, Belgium, Germany and Italy, the USA have been classified as “standard” for the three
topics of the Funding section, as its tax legislation does not provide any specific incentives for
individual or corporate investors investing in growth companies, nor provide specific incentive tax
treatment for retained earnings.
The USA also obtains average results in the People section, being categorised as “standard” for all
topics, except for the criteria related to the special law requirements for the implementation of a stockoption plan where the USA is categorised as “less than standard”.
The good overall ranking finally obtained by the USA mainly results from the score realised in the
Business Environment section. Although its “less than standard” classification for the criteria related to
the corporate tax rate (notably due to an average corporate income tax rate of more than 37%), the
USA obtains the maximum number of points for all topics of the section relating to the taxation of
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individuals (with notably a maximum individual income tax rate of 42% and no wealth taxation).
Regarding commercial law topics, the USA has been classified as “better than standard” with respect
of New business foundation and Tolerance of failure in business, and as “standard” with respect of
Quality of intellectual property rights. Finally, the USA has been classified as “better than standard” for
all of the three labour law topics.
United-Kingdom:
The United-Kingdom obtains the best overall ranking with 48 points, far ahead Spain and the USA,
which both score 43 points. This overall ranking is due to good results obtained by the UnitedKingdom in the three sections of the benchmark report.
In the Funding Section, the United-Kingdom obtains a total of 8 points, i.e. a classification as “better
than standard” in two of the three categories of this section (Tax incentive for venture individual
investors and Tax incentives for venture capital funds). With respect of the criteria related to tax
incentives for venture capital funds and companies investing in growth companies, the Corporate
Venturing Scheme (CVS) provides tax relief for companies, which subscribe to shares in unconnected
unquoted companies carrying certain types of higher risk trading activities. Besides, venture capital
funds may be exempt from corporate tax on any chargeable gains arising from the disposal of their
investments under the Venture Capital Trust regime. With respect to the criteria related to individual
investors, UK individuals investing in Venture Capital Trusts may obtain income tax relief of 20% on
his subscription for ordinary shares in a VCT, limited to a maximum investment of approximately EUR
164,924 par annum.
Regarding the People section, the United-Kingdom has been classified as “better than standard” for
two of the five topics dedicated to share and stock-option plans. As far as social security charges on
stock-options are concerned, this classification results from the fact that under certain circumstances,
no employer or employee social security contributions are due at the exercise of an option. Since no
securities formalities normally need to be fulfilled in the United-Kingdom in order to implement a stockoption plan, the United-Kingdom has also been defined as “better than standard” in respect of the law
requirements for the implementation of such plans. Besides, the United-Kingdom has been classified
as “standard” with regard to the criteria of accessibility of foreigners to the labour market.
In the Business Environment section, the United-Kingdom has the highest overall score together with
the USA (26 points). It obtains the maximum number of points for all topics dedicated to tax issues.
Regarding corporate taxation, the effective corporate income tax rate applicable to an UK single entity
corporation with taxable income of 1 million Euro would be approximately 26%, being the lowest rate
applicable to a similar entity in all countries studied in the benchmark report. It is also the country
which has the lowest maximum individual income tax rate. Regarding commercial law topics, the
United-Kingdom has been classified as “better than standard” for Quality of intellectual property law
(due to the relatively extended rights given by law to the employers over the inventions of their
employees) and New business foundation (with notably minimum time and cost for the foundation of a
standard limited liability company). With regards to the labour law area, the United-Kingdom has also
been defined as “better than standard” in respect of labour law restrictions to the lay-off of employees.
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FUNDING
Capital of the right type and in sufficient quantity is critical if entrepreneurs are to invest in the physical,
human, and intellectual resources needed to exploit new opportunities. For start-ups and early stage
companies, risk capital from families, business angels and venture capitalists is of the greatest
importance. More mature fast-growth companies rely on retained earnings as well as external capital.
The evaluation and analysis that follow therefore focus on the possibility for growth companies to
attract capital for funding, irrespective of whether the capital is raised from inside or outside the
company. In this respect we have evaluated specific tax provisions related to foster venture investors
(e.g. by tax incentives for private or corporate investors) and to the funding from internal sources by
the company itself.
In order to determine the classification of the different countries, we have only considered the tax
incentives or special tax regimes applicable to private investors investing in growth companies and to
venture capital funds or venture capital companies investments made in all other types of companies,
besides the regular (incentive) tax treatment that is applicable. In our view, the existence of tax
incentives exclusively aimed at individual or corporate investments in growth companies should
actually make it easier for entrepreneurs of growth companies to raise funds, as it may encourage
investors to invest by priority in this area.
Moreover, as already mentioned (see page 5), the benchmark report is purely based on tax and legal
criteria. Therefore, direct subsidies have not been taken into account.
With a total of 9 points in the Funding section, France obtains the maximum ranking in this section,
thanks to a classification as “better than standard” in the three categories. With a total of 8 points, the
United-Kingdom also realises a good score, with a classification as “better than standard” for the two
categories related to the tax incentives aimed at venture individual investors and venture capital funds.
Spain and The Netherlands both obtain a total of 7 points, thanks to the specific tax regime provided
by their tax legislation for venture capital funds. Austria also scores 7 points, because of the
favourable tax treatment of retained earnings provided by Austrian tax law. Finally, Belgium, Germany,
Italy, Sweden and the USA have been classified as “standard” for the three topics of the Funding
section (i.e. a total of 6 points). Indeed, these countries do not provide for any tax incentives for private
investors investing in growth companies besides regular tax treatment, or for significant tax incentive
for venture capital funds. Besides, neither a lower tax rate for retained earnings nor additional tax
incentives for R&D expenses besides full deductibility in the first year are available in these countries.
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Is a special tax regime available for private investors who (a) act as business angels or (b)
invest in growth companies via a venture capital fund?

With regard to the investment climate in Europe, it is interesting to know whether or not any
jurisdictions provide tax incentives for individuals (e.g. business angels, who are willing to invest in
growth companies) or those investing in venture capital funds. The existence of such incentives may
have a direct impact on the available capital for investments in small and growth companies. In the
New Economy, speed is essential and the need for capital, and consequently its availability, is very
important and one of the decisive challenges facing each growth company.
Most of the countries analysed do not provide any tax incentives or a special tax regime for private
investors besides regular (incentive) tax treatment which might also be applicable. This is, therefore,
to be defined as "standard". Consequently, only a second classification of "better than standard" will
be possible for those countries which have significant special regulations for private investors who
invest in start-up or growth companies.
Better than standard

Standard

France

Austria

United Kingdom

Belgium

Less than standard

Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
USA
3

2

1

Only two of the ten countries provide tax incentives to private investors. However, as outlined, general
favourable tax provisions applicable in certain circumstances, but not specifically to growth
companies, have not been considered.
BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES:
France:
There are two main incentives available for individuals investing in growth companies:
1. Investment in risk venture capital funds ("FCPR", "SCR"): proceeds received from the investments
in such funds and related capital gains may be exempt, under certain conditions, from income tax
(depending on the nature of the fund, the withholding period, etc.). The exemption concerns, in
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principle, all income distributed by such funds as well as all income generated by the disposal of
the shares of the SCR or the FCPR (provided, in particular, that a 5-year withholding period has
expired). There is no limitation on that income tax exemption.
At least 50% of the assets of the FCPR and SCR must be made up of shares in non-listed EU
companies or in companies listed on an EU growth-company market (in this case, the shares must
not have been held for more than five years).
2. Deferred taxation upon capital gains reinvested in small companies: if the gains generated from
the sale of securities are reinvested in cash via the subscription of shares in unlisted companies
which are fully liable to corporate income tax, the taxation of the capital gains can be deferred until
the transfer, the repurchase, or the cancellation of the new shares.
A number of conditions have to be met in order to benefit from this favourable tax regime: the
seller must have been an employee or an executive of the corporation whose shares are being
sold for at least three years. In addition, he must hold at least 5% of this corporation's capital.
United Kingdom:
A few regimes provides for tax breaks concerning capital gains and income tax.
The first incentive regime is called the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS): this regime provides for a
deferral of capital gain where an individual reinvests his gain from the disposal of any asset within
three years of the disposal, in shares of an unlisted company carrying on a qualifying trade. There are
a number of conditions for this relief. Any gain deferred will be charged to Capital Gains Tax on any
subsequent disposal of the shares, but any growth in value on the first £ 150,000 (approx. EUR
247,386) worth of shares should be free from Capital Gains Tax. There is no limit on the amount of the
gain which can be deferred, although participation is limited to companies with gross assets of less
than £ 16m (approx. EUR 26.4m) after the reinvestment (£ 15m before -approx. EUR 24.7m-).
As well as capital gains tax deferral, the investor may also qualify for income tax relief at 20% on the
amount invested, up to a limit of £ 150,000 (approx. EUR 247,386) per fiscal year.
The second incentive regime concerns investments in Venture Capital Trusts (VCT): these are listed
vehicles designed to invest in unlisted trading companies. An investor in a VCT can obtain income tax
relief of 20% on his subscription for ordinary shares in a VCT, limited to a maximum investment of £
100.000 (approx. EUR 164.924) per annum.
Capital gains relief is also applicable: individuals who subscribe to shares in a VCT on which they
have been given income tax relief will be able to defer capital gains tax on gains arising from the
disposal of any assets, where the gain is reinvested in a VCT holding. This reinvestment must be
made within one year of the date on which the gain took place. In addition, the disposal of the shares
in the VCT, under certain conditions, will not be taxed on any gain to the extent that the original
acquisition cost of the VCT did not exceed £ 100,000 (EUR 164.924) in any one year.
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Is a special tax regime available for venture capital funds or companies investing in growth
companies?

Venture capital funds and venture capital companies provide some of the essential capital for start-up
and growth companies. The importance of the venture capital market for the development of high
potential growth companies should not be underestimated.
We assessed whether or not there were any tax incentives or special regimes applicable for venture
capital funds or venture capital companies, apart from the regular (incentive) tax treatment which
might be also applicable.
In more than half of the countries, neither significant tax incentives, or significant special tax regimes
are available for venture capital funds or companies investing in growth companies. We have,
therefore, qualified these countries as "standard". Accordingly, the rest of the countries should be
considered as "better than standard", as they provide significant favourable tax regulations for
companies or Venture Capital Funds investing in start-up or growth companies.

Better than standard

Standard

France

Austria

The Netherlands

Belgium

Spain

Germany

United Kingdom

Italy

Less than standard

Sweden
USA

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES:
France:
Risk Venture Capital Funds ("Société de Capital Risque", SCR) may benefit from a favourable tax
regime under certain conditions. The investment portfolio must meet certain quota (merely
investments for more than 50% in qualifying non-listed French or EU companies). All SCRs must have
the administration of investment portfolios as their exclusive activity. An exception remains for SCRs
with annual income of less than MFRF 65, where incidental business related activities are allowed. As
a result, the corporate income tax exemption applies to all income and capital gains.
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Companies investing in SCRs may also benefit from a favourable tax regime with respect to dividends
received and capital gains.
The Netherlands:
Under Dutch Tax law, the Venture Capital Fund (VCF) can be structured in different ways: as a
partnership, a normally taxed corporation, or as a Fiscal Investment Institution ("FII" or "Fiscale
belegginginstelling"). An FII is exempted from Dutch Corporate Income Tax provided that certain
requirements are met. The most important requirement is the obligation of the FII to pay on all the
profits derived from the investments to the participants within 8 months. Furthermore, the statutory
purpose and the actual activity of the FII should be limited to passive investments. The amounts that
can be borrowed by the FII to finance its investments are limited.
Spain:
A special tax regime is available to venture capital companies and funds. In this sense, the income
obtained from the transfer of shares, and the participation in the capital of certain companies in which
they hold a stake, will be partially exempted from corporate income tax, provided that certain
conditions are met.
Furthermore, dividends received by venture capital companies and funds benefit from a tax credit
regardless of the percentage of interest and the period the shares have been held.
A deferral of taxation may occur when capital gains are reinvested in certain assets and some
conditions are met. As a general rule, there is the obligation to reinvest the capital gain within three
years. Once the amount is reinvested, taxes will be due proportionally over the following seven years,
although in the case of assets whose amortisation period is greater than seven years, taxes will be
due during the period in question.
United Kingdom:
Under certain conditions, the Corporate Venturing Scheme (CVS) provides tax relief for companies
which subscribe to shares in unconnected unquoted companies carrying on certain types of higher risk
trading activities. The company in which the investment is made must have no more than £ 15 million
(EUR 24.7 million) of gross assets immediately before the investment (£ 16m after - EUR 26.4m-).
The types of relief available are as follows: investment relief (relief from corporation tax up to 20% of
the amount subscribed, under certain conditions), deferral relief (corporation tax deferral on
chargeable gains arising from the disposal of those shares under certain conditions), and loss relief (if
a capital loss arises at the time of the disposal of those shares, it may be set off against the investor's
income in the accounting period in which the disposal was made).
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Another tax regime incentive is the VCT (Venture Capital Trust): if the Venture Capital fund is
approved as a VCT by the Inland Revenue, it will be exempt from corporation tax on any chargeable
gains arising from the disposal of its investments.
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Are investments by (growth) companies encouraged? Does local tax law provide tax incentives
for retained earnings? Are any tax incentives for research and development investments
available?

To provide a better understanding of the results, we have split up the topic into two sub-topics. First
we have analysed the taxation of retained earnings followed by the issue of tax incentives for research
and development investments. Finally, we have put the data together to make an overall assessment.
a) Tax incentives concerning retained earnings
Countries in which tax law provides for a lower tax rate applicable to the portion of the income which is
not distributed (under certain conditions) are considered as better than standard.
Better than standard

Standard

Austria

Belgium

France

The Netherlands

Germany

Spain

Italy

Sweden

Less than standard

United Kingdom
USA

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES:
Austria:
Retained earnings (as well as the company's funding) increase the equity of a company. Fictitious
interest can be calculated on the amount of equity that exceeds the highest level over the last 7 years.
This interest can be deducted from the tax base. On the other hand, it is taxed at a 25% rate.
Therefore, the net advantage of recognising such interest is in the order of 9%, if the corporate tax of
34% applies.
France:
Under certain conditions, a lower corporate income tax rate is applicable for corporations on long-term
capital gains credited to a special reserve account and also to a certain portion of the accounting
income of smaller companies when booked in a reserve account.
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Germany:
With respect to planned investments in movable fixed assets small and medium enterprises (SME) are
entitled to create a tax free capital reserve, if the preconditions of sec. 7g German Income Tax Act are
met, e.g. a company qualifies as SME, if e.g. the net business property according to the tax balance
sheet does not exceed the value of DM 400.000 (Euro 204.517). Further preconditions have to be
fulfilled.
The setting up of this tax-free capital reserve is deductible for trade tax and (corporate) income tax
purposes and amounts to 40 per cent of the anticipated acquisition costs for concrete investments.
The planned investment must be realised within 2 years. For each company the total amount of this
capital reserve is limited to DM 300.000 (Euro 153.388).
When the investment is exercised the corresponding capital reserve has to be disclosed, which leads
basically to taxable profit. However, this profit effect is compensated by a special tax write-off on the
investment, which also amounts to 40 per cent of the acquisition costs. Economically, this special tax
write-off is granted in advance, if the company creates the tax-free capital reserve according to sec. 7g
German Income Tax Act.
In case of the establishment of new businesses the limit of tax-free capital reserves is increased to DM
600.000 (Euro 306.775) and the investment period is extended to 5 years.
Italy:
The Italian Government introduced a few incentives in order to encourage the retaining of earnings by
companies:
1. "Dual Income tax": the taxable income of corporations is subject to corporate income tax at the
reduced rate of 19% for the amount corresponding to the ordinary yield of the increase of the
capital invested (i.e. retained earnings and capital contribution). The increase is calculated starting
from the amount reported in the financial statements of December 31, 1996 (mere incentive on the
retained earnings).
2. "Visco law": Tax relief is provided for companies that use retained earnings and capital
contribution for investments in new fixed assets. The relief consists of the application of the
reduced rate of 19% to the part of taxable income corresponding to the lower of the amount of
investments in new fixed assets and the amount of retained earnings and capital contributions
(incentive both on retained earnings and investments in new fixed assets).
Both the above incentives are going to be reduced (and partially abolished) by the new Government
that is going to substitute them with other tax incentives related to investments in new fixed assets.
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b) Tax incentives for research and development
In most of the countries, full deductibility of the expenditures related to R&D investments is available in
the first year. Some countries provide additional incentives besides full deductibility in the first year,
such as tax credits, tax relief or the deductibility of additional, fictitious R&D expenses.
Considering the above, the countries in which tax law merely provides for full deductibility of R&D
expenses in the first year may be qualified as "standard". Those in which additional specific incentives
are available are classified as "better than standard".
Better than standard

Standard

Austria

Germany

Belgium

Italy

France

Sweden

Less than standard

The Netherlands
Spain
United Kingdom
USA

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES:
Austria:
On top of the deductibility of R&D expenses, companies may generally deduct an additional amount of
25% of R&D expenses from the tax basis. Some further requirements must be met (e.g. their
economic value must be certified by the Minister of the Economy). If the investment of € 100,000
comprises neither administrative or distribution costs, or the acquisition costs of fixed assets, an
additional € 25,000 may be deducted from the tax base on top of the € 100,000 expenses. Under
certain circumstances, the R&D allowance is 35%.
Belgium:
A standard or increased investment deduction may apply to newly acquired or brought about
investments in fixed assets. The increased investment deduction applies to investments in patents
and/or fixed assets deployed to stimulate R&D and the development of environmental-friendly futureoriented technologies or to investments in fixed assets serving a more rational use of energy. The
increased one-time deduction allows to deduct 14.5% of the acquisition or investment value of the
qualifying asset from the taxable basis. For investments in patents and/or fixed assets deployed to
stimulate R&D and the development of environmental-friendly future-oriented technologies, an
increased spread investment deduction, amounting to 21.5% of the fiscally accepted depreciations,
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can be deducted from the taxable basis during the full asset depreciation period. Any excess
investment deduction can be carried-forward indefinitely. Moreover, a tax exemption of EUR 11,130 to
EUR 22,260 is available for (additional) personnel employed for scientific research, for experimental
development relating to the development of the company's technological potential, as export manager
or as quality control manager.
France:
The French tax regime allows entire deductibility of the R&D expenditures in the year they occur.
Furthermore, for the years 1999 to 2003, companies may qualify, under certain conditions, for a
research tax credit calculated on the basis of the increase between research expenses incurred during
the year and the average research expenses incurred during the last two years. The research tax
credit is equal to 50% of the said increase, but is limited to FRF 40 million (approx. € 6.1 million) and
may be offset against corporate tax in the taxable year or over the following three fiscal years.
The Netherlands:
A special R&D arrangement is available where certain employees of a corporation perform activities
that are considered approved R&D activities. The arrangement consists of a decrease in the
applicable payroll tax rate. The decrease rate varies from 40% (for income not exceeding NLG
200,000 - € 90,756) to 13% (for income exceeding NLG 200,000)) of the payroll tax due. The total
decrease in payroll tax due is limited to an amount of NGL 17,500,000 (approx. € 8 million) per
company, per year.
Spain:
Spanish tax legislation provides some tax breaks for R&D investments, such as free amortisation of
tangible and intangible fixed assets (excluding buildings) used for R&D activities, as well as free
amortisation of R&D expenses which are capitalised as intangible fixed assets.
Furthermore, corporate income tax law provides a broad tax credit for the performance of R&D
activities, giving the right to deduct from gross tax due, 30% or 50% of the expenses involved (in some
cases, even if part of the R&D activities are performed in a foreign country, and in almost all cases
even if a Spanish company performs the activity and invoices all the expenses to a foreign company).
United Kingdom:
An upfront 100% allowance is available for all companies for capital expenditure relating to R&D, in
place of a 25% writing down allowance. R&D in this context is generally defined in accordance with
UK accounting standards.
From April 1, 2000 small and medium-sized companies can claim tax relief for qualifying R&D
expenditures at the rate of 150%, thus reducing their taxable income by more than the amount actually
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spent. As an alternative to claiming a tax deduction, a tax credit of 24p per £ 1 (€ 0.4 per € 1.65) spent
can be claimed, restricted to a maximum of tax and social security contributions collected by the
company in respect of its employees.
Both reliefs may potentially be claimed by the same company (subject to specific qualifications) but
not on the same expenditure. The 100% R&D relief applies only to capital expenditure, whereas the
150% tax relief applies only to revenue expenditure which is otherwise tax deductible.
USA:
In the USA, R&D expenditure can be deducted in the year the expenses are paid. Moreover, for
qualified R&D expenses that exceed a specified "base period" amount, a 20% credit against a US
corporation's US tax liability is available. Furthermore, the first US$ 24,000 (approx. € 28,300) of
expenditure for "qualifying property" may be deducted in the year the property is acquired and placed
in service. The deduction election amount is reduced by US$ 1 (€1.18) for each US$ 1 of qualifying
property purchased during the year in excess of US$ 200,000 (€ 236,000).
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Summary of the sub-topics’ results:
Taking the afore-mentioned sub-topics into account, we can define any country as “standard” which
has received 4 or 5 points. Accordingly, all countries with 6 points are considered as “better than
standard”, and those with less than 4 points are qualified as “less than standard” (no country this
year).

Better than standard

Standard

Austria

Belgium

France

Germany

Less than standard

Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
USA

3

2

1
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SUMMARY OF FUNDING SECTION
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PEOPLE
In modern, knowledge-driven economies, entrepreneurs succeed because they recruit, retain, and
develop high-calibre people who can utilise financial, intellectual, and technological resources to
exploit new opportunities.
However, Europe’s entrepreneurs face a ‘skills deficit’. Europe’s education and training systems
produce for instance too few people with IT skills. Restrictive immigration laws make the situation
worse by preventing Europe’s entrepreneurs from attracting new workers with required skills from
outside the EU. We therefore have analysed the different labour law regulations regarding accessibility
of foreigners to the labour law market, in order to determine how far the exploitation of new
opportunities is limited in the jurisdictions.
These problems are exacerbated by the way in which Europe’s governments tax stock options,
bonuses, and other types of risk-based pay. In many countries, stock options, for example, are taxed
as income rather than capital and also subject to social security charges. Another problem is that each
EU country taxes stock options in a different way. This may lead to double taxation for options granted
to employees on international assignment and will create a burden for companies to move their
employees within the EU.
In the People section, Sweden realises the lowest score (8 points), due to its classification as “less
than standard” for four of the five topics dedicated to the tax and legal framework of share and stockoption plans. In particular, it can be noted that the profit derived by individuals on the exercise of
stock-options is taxed at the individual’s marginal tax rate, which may be up to between 53 and 59%
depending on the municipal residency.
On the contrary, Italy realises a very good score with a total of 15 points, immediately followed by
Belgium and the United Kingdom with a total of 14 points. These good scores results from the
favourable regime provided for share and stock-option plans, with notably a potential exemption of
social security charges on the benefit that employees realise from stock-options in these three
countries.
Regarding the criteria of accessibility of foreigners to the labour market, it should be noted that all
European countries studied in the benchmark report are subject to European law, which provides for
freedom of movement within European Union member states. Therefore, work permits are not
required for EU nationals who are willing to work in another member state, while non EU citizens are
required to obtain one. All European countries have therefore been classified as “standard” for this
criteria, with the exception of Germany which has been ranked as “better than standard” thanks to its
“ITS Specialists Temporary Programs” for granting work permits to non EU IT specialists. Due to the
conditions required to obtain a visa for business purposes, the USA has also been classified as
“standard" for this topic.
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EMPLOYEE INCENTIVES – STOCK OPTIONS AND DIRECT SHARES

Tax framework related to the granting of share plans to employees

This section provides an overview of the tax treatment resulting from the granting of share (as
opposed to share options, which are discussed in the next section) plans to employees in nine
European countries and the United States. The taxation of benefits derived from share purchase plans
is analysed primarily. Share purchase plans are very often combined with share savings plans
whereby the participants are required to reserve 1% to a maximum of 20% of their base salary to
purchase shares from their employer at a discount. At the same time, the tax treatment of the granting
of free shares to employees is also analysed. Bonus schemes are sometimes replaced by the granting
of free shares, certainly in start-up companies lacking funds. The granting of free shares is in most
cases subject to vesting conditions, such as continued employment with the company.
The acquisition of shares by employees at a price below market value generally gives rise to taxation
on the difference between the market value of the shares, at acquisition, and the price paid by the
employee. However, most countries have specific legislation on the acquisition of shares below
market value, which provides that a discount can be treated under certain restrictive conditions as
non-taxable for the beneficiary. Our “standard” is the taxation of the discount granted to the employee
under similar conditions as salary. Depending on the length of the vesting conditions and the amount
of discount available, some countries can be classified as "better than standard”.
In most countries, the same tax and social security treatment applies to the free award of shares to
employees. The taxable benefit will normally be calculated as the market value of the shares at the
moment that the shares are vested, i.e. when they become fully acquired and give voting rights and
entitlement to dividends.

In summary, the discount at which employees can purchase shares is in general taxable for the
individual. The tax exemptions for free or discounted shares are in general very low and range from a
few Euro to approximately € 3,000 per year, except in the United Kingdom (if an All-Employee Share
Ownership Plan is used). Moreover, the tax exemptions will only be applied if the shares acquired by
the employee are kept unavailable for a period ranging from two to six years. This condition is often
not attractive for start-up and growth companies with substantially evolving stock quotes. In Sweden,
the discount is taxable as normal salary and is therefore considered as “standard”. Austria and
Germany are also classified as “standard” because of the long period of time that the shares should
be kept before receiving a (limited) tax discount. The United States are also classified as “standard”
since only a qualified stock purchase plan can benefit from a more favourable tax treatment than
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salary. Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain can be considered as "better than standard" due to
the limited period of vesting time. The United Kingdom would be clearly "better the standard” if an AllEmployee Share Ownership Plan was used, because of the amounts that qualify for tax exemption,
even though the shares must be held in the plan for five years to qualify for the full tax exemption.
However in practice, not many companies have implemented All-Employees Share Ownership Plans,
therefore the United Kingdom is classified as “standard”. Finally, Sweden is classified as "less than
standard", due to the lack of tax incentives on share schemes.

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Belgium

Austria

Sweden

Italy

France

Netherlands

Germany

Spain

United-Kingdom
USA

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
There are three main share ownership mechanisms: stock purchase plans; plans for the free transfer
of shares and stock participation plans for employees. The most commonly used are share purchase
plans. The main advantage is the simplicity of the taxation system and the exemption from social
security (if purchased at fair market value). The main disadvantage is the financing aspect for the
employee (in the case of free shares) and the risk that the investment could be lost (in the case of a
stock exchange decrease). The taxable benefit can be reduced to the difference between 100/120 of
the share value and the price paid by the beneficiary if the shares are kept "unavailable" for a period of
at least 2 years.
Employee participation plans in Belgium can consist of profit sharing or capital participation (through
the attribution of stock or profit certificates). In the first case the participation advantage to the
employee will be cash. Social security contributions of 13.07% as well as 25% withholding tax are due
on this benefit. In the second case the employee will receive the benefit as stock or profit certificates.
No social security contribution will be due and the withholding tax amounts to 15%. The tax and social
charges are due at the moment of grant or payment. Stock or profit certificates, attributed within the
framework of a participation plan, will remain unavailable for a minimum period of 2 years and a
maximum of 5 years in a blocked bank account in the name of the employee. A specific regulation is
foreseen for small and medium sized companies. Within these companies, the participation plan could
be an investment plan. Such profit participation is only subject to a withholding tax of 15% or 25%.
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Italy:
No tax is payable on up to ITL 4,000,000 (€ 2,065.83) realised in one fiscal year if the shares are
granted to the generality of employees and are not reacquired by the employer and the employee
does not sell or transfer the shares in the following 3 years. Any benefit in excess of ITL 4,000,000
would be included as a benefit in kind for personal income tax and social security purposes. With
regard to other share ownership mechanisms, it is usually advisable not to use warrants, convertible
bonds or option rights transferable before their exercise since the tax relief will not apply.
The Netherlands:
The discount on the purchase of shares is taxable, but a special tax favoured regime exists for shares
(and stock options) that are granted in conjunction with a corporate savings scheme
('spaarloonregeling'). Under this arrangement, shares with a taxable value of up to NLG 3,472 can be
granted free from Dutch wage and income taxes and social security annually. In order to implement a
corporate savings scheme, certain conditions have to be met, of which the most important is that at
least 75% of the personnel are eligible to participate in the scheme and that the savings (whether in
the form of shares or in cash) are blocked for a period of four years.
Spain:
Employees may purchase shares, either financed or non-financed. If the shares are held for at least
one year between the purchase date and the date of sale, and if the shares were purchased at market
value, the sales gain will be taxed at a flat rate of 18%. The delivery of shares below market price
(including free shares) to employees will not be treated as compensation in Spain provided the
following conditions are fulfilled:
• the benefit does not exceed PTAs 500,000 (€ 3,005.06) annually or PTAs 1,000,000 (€ 6,010.12) in
the last five years;
• the offer is made within the general compensation policy of the company and, if this is the case,
must allow the employees to take an interest in the company;
• each employee, together with its wife and close relatives, must not hold an interest over 5%;
• the employees must maintain the stock for a period of three years.
If the employee does not hold the shares three years, he will have to submit a complementary tax
return including the income plus interest.
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STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
A tax exemption is available for the benefit realised by the employee when certain conditions are
fulfilled. A benefit of up to ATS 20,000 (€ 1453.46) per year is exempt from tax if the shares are lodged
with an Austrian bank for five years. Any benefit which is higher than ATS 20,000 would be subject to
taxation with the difference between the exempt amount and the realised benefit. Employees of startup enterprises may also be granted shares (before IPO) below their real value, and after 1 year they
may be sold tax free, providing the participation is below 1%. Concerning the tax relief for a
"privileged" benefit, see section "Taxation of stock options".
France:
An exemption from individual income taxes is available for the employer contributions to a share save
scheme within a limit of FF 15,000 (€ 2,286.74) per annum or FF 22,500 (€ 3,430.11) per annum if the
contribution is invested in company shares. The contributions are nevertheless subject to C.S.G. and
the C.R.D.S., but not to the other forms of French social security. The employee contribution to the
plan is not deductible for income tax purposes. Participation in the plan is normally subject to a
minimum service requirement, which can range from three months to three years. Capital gains
realised will only be exempt from taxation in France if the shares have been blocked for a period of 5
years. The exemption is also limited to 50% of the annual social security ceiling (FF 89,700 for 2001).
Germany:
The employee will be taxed in Germany at acquisition of the shares provided he is entitled to voting
and dividend rights. The taxable amount is the difference between the fair market value of the shares
at acquisition and the price paid by the employee. However there is a tax beneficial arrangement
available for Employee Share Purchase Schemes if such shares cannot be disposed of within 6 years
from acquisition. However, the tax-free amount available under this arrangement is capped at the
lesser of DM 300 per annum or one half of the value of the shares. Please note that legislation has
been proposed which would abolish the six-year holding period. Other mechanisms available (apart
from share purchase plans) are stock options and convertible bonds. The main advantage of
convertible bonds as opposed to naked stock options is that they may be granted to members of the
supervisory board of the German stock corporation, even if the underlying shares are created through
a conditional capital increase. However, they are more difficult to implement from a legal point of view,
and they are more difficult to communicate.
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United Kingdom:
The most common types of share plans operated by UK companies, for their most senior executives,
are stock option plans and/or free share plans. Free share plans normally involve free shares being
delivered to employees at the end of a performance period. The number (if any) of free shares
delivered depends on the achievement of the performance targets. Where a share plan is being
extended to a broad base of employees, then SAYE (Save As You Earn) share options, are the most
common way of delivering shares, although free share plans and share purchase plans constructed
under the new All Employee Share Ownership Plan legislation are likely to become more common.
Share plans involving sophisticated security structures such as warrants, transferable options and
convertible bonds are unusual, because there are rarely tax advantages for such structures.
In the United Kingdom, Inland Revenue approval can be obtained for All-Employee Share Ownership
Plans. Under such plans, the employer can award free shares (which may be performance related
awards) of up to £ 3,000 (approximately € 5,100) per employee and per year. Alternatively, the
employee may choose to buy “partnership shares” from his gross salary without having income tax or
social security consequences for the individual provided that the shares are held in trust for a period of
at least five years. The employer can also award “matching shares” (of up to a maximum of two
“matching shares” for one “partnership share”) free of tax and social security provided that the shares
are held in a trust for a period of five years.
USA:
The benefit from a qualified stock purchase plan in the United States will normally be taxable as
capital gains, which are normally taxed at a significantly lower rate than ordinary income. Qualified
stock purchase plans should be open to all employees but may exclude employees who have worked
for the employer for less than two years, employees who customarily work 20 hours or less per week
or five months or less a year, and those who are highly compensated.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Sweden:
In principal any benefits from the participation in a share scheme are taxed according to ordinary tax
provisions. There is an income tax (and pension fee) liability for the employee on the difference
between the market value of the shares at the time of acquisition and the amount paid by the
employee. The employer pays social security charges on the benefit value.
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Taxation of stock options

In most countries, stock options are taxable on exercise. The benefit is then equal to the market value
of the shares at the moment of exercise less the price paid by the employee. The various tax
incentives available in Western Europe and the United States are analysed below. It is expected that
most countries will have certain incentives available, which make the tax treatment of stock options
“favourable” compared to regular compensation. This is classified as our “standard”. Some countries
have introduced legislation that makes the tax treatment of stock option plans “favourable” for both the
employer and the employee. These countries are classified as "better than standard”.

In summary, Belgium, the Netherlands and Italy have a favourable tax treatment for stock options,
which is "better than standard". In France, the United Kingdom and the United States, the tax
treatment is "better than standard" for qualified stock option plans but equals the "standard" for nonqualified plans. In Spain, a "better than standard" can be achieved provided the shares are kept for a
period of at least 2 years, however since share options are normally granted in a recurring way, it has
been classified as "standard". Austria is also considered as “standard” due to the new tax relief in
place since December 31, 2000. Germany and Sweden are listed under the countries “less than
standard” due to their lack of tax incentives on stock options.

Better than standard
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Less than standard

Belgium
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Germany
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BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
st
For share options granted as of January 1 , 1999, taxation will occur at the moment of grant. If the

option is quoted on the regulated market, the taxable benefit is equal to the market value of the option
(being the average quotation of the option on the business day prior to the offer). If the option is not
quoted, the taxable benefit is calculated as a percentage of the value of the underlying shares at the
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moment that the options are offered. The taxable benefit varies from 7.5% to 20% depending on the
exercise period and the vesting conditions. This benefit is then taxed at the normal progressive tax
rates up to approximately 60% (including communal taxes and crisis levy). There is no capital gains
tax on privately invested funds. This regime is very attractive for start-up companies and for
companies with an increasing stock price because the taxable benefit is calculated at a lump-sum
stock value at grant, regardless of the amount of gain realised at exercise or sale of the shares. The
system seems however unfair for companies with a decreasing stock price as taxes have to be paid
up-front without having the guarantee that income will be received. Nevertheless we can conclude that
the regime is quite attractive and is better than the standard taking into account the transparency of
the system and the fact that taxation will only occur once (i.e. at grant).
Italy:

Non-transferable options are taxable at exercise and will be subject to ordinary taxation as
employment income through the application of the ordinary progressive rates. The taxable base will be
the value of the shares recognised for tax purposes less any acquisition costs. The difference between
the "normal value" of the shares at exercise and the price paid by the employee is not subject to
personal income taxation if the price paid by the employee is not lower than the "normal value" of the
shares at the date of grant and as long as the employee’s total holding does not exceed 10% of the
vote in the General Meeting. On sale of the shares on the difference between the sales price and the
price paid to acquire the shares will be taxed at a flat rate of either 12.5% or 27%.
The Netherlands:

Stock options are in principle taxable at vesting, i.e. when the stock options become exercisable.
However, on December 28, 2000, new tax legislation came into effect with regard to the taxation of
stock options. Under this new legislation, the employee can elect to defer the moment of taxation from
the moment of vesting until the moment of exercise. The aim of this deferral is to avoid cash-flow
problems at the moment of vesting, when no gain has been realised, but tax has become due. At
exercise, the full exercise gain is subject to tax. In order to apply for a deferral of the moment of
taxation, the Dutch employer and employee must file a joint announcement, which must be received
by the Dutch tax authorities before the first regular moment of taxation (i.e. the first vesting). Where a
significant increase in value of the shares underlying the stock options is anticipated, it may be
beneficial for an employee to pay Dutch tax at the date of vesting of the stock options when their value
is expected to be at its lowest. Any further increase in value can, under certain conditions, be realised
free from Dutch tax. However, whether such an up-front taxation proves attractive to the employees
will depend on the individual’s personal financial situation, risk adversity and the actual appreciation of
the share value.
The taxable value that is taken into account at vesting is the fair market value of the stock option at the
taxable moment. If the stock options are not tradable, the fair market value is calculated by reference
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to a formula taking into account the intrinsic value and the expectation value. Taxable income is
subject to taxation at the normal progressive rates. The maximum tax rate for 2001 is 52%. In
principle, no Dutch taxes are due upon the sale of shares acquired through the exercise of stock
options.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
There is generally income tax payable at the exercise of non-transferable options granted after
December 31, 2000 on the difference between the market value of the shares at exercise and the
exercise price. Providing certain conditions are met, up to ATS 20,000 (€ 1453.46) of the benefit is
exempt from taxation. Furthermore, for options granted after 31/12/2000, there is a new tax relief, or
"privileged benefit", whereby up to a maximum of 50% of the benefit at exercise is tax free, also
providing certain conditions are met. The "privileged benefit" is granted up to a value of the shares at
date of grant of the option of ATS 500,000 (€ 36,336.42). From the amount exceeding ATS 500,000 (€
36,336.42), ATS 20,000 (€ 1453.46) can be set off. The taxable part is subject to income tax later than
normal, at the date of sale of the shares, at the termination of employment, but not later than
st
December 31 of the seventh year following the grant date. The taxable part of the benefit is taxed at

progressive rates up to a maximum of 50%.
France:
Income tax is payable in France on exercise of the options for non-qualified plans. The benefit is
calculated as the difference between the market value of the shares and the price paid by the
employee. Gains realised from qualified stock option plans will normally only become taxable upon
sale of the shares, provided there is no an “excess” discount (not more than 5%). For options granted
as of April 27, 2000, provided the shares are kept for a period of at least 4 years following the grant
date, if the total exercise gain is less than 1 million FF, the gain is taxed at 40%. If the total exercise
gain is greater than 1 million FF, the portion below 1 million is taxed at 40% and the portion above 1
million is taxed at 50%. For shares held for 2 years beyond the minimum 4 year holding period, if the
total exercise gain is less than 1 million FF (€ 152,449), the gain is taxed at 26%. If the total exercise
gain is greater than 1 million FF, the portion below 1 million is taxed at 26% and the portion above 1
million is taxed at 40%. The taxpayer may opt to have the gain taxed at the normal progressive tax
rates if this would be more beneficial. Whether under a qualified or a non-qualified plan, the capital
gain at sale (the sale price less the FMV at exercise) is always taxed at a capital gains rate of 26% if
total sales proceeds for the year exceed FF 50,000 (for 2000).
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Spain:
Stock options are taxable at exercise, providing the option is not freely transferable and certain
conditions are met (e.g. the employee must remain with the company). The benefit, which is equal to
the market value of the shares less the price paid by the employee, can be reduced by 30% if the
options are held for 2 years or more from the date of grant and are not granted on an annual basis.
However, the relief has been limited to the amount resulting from multiplying the annual average
salary of all Spanish taxpayers (approximately € 16,830) by the number of years over which the
income was obtained. Transferable stock options are taxed at grant if a value can be attributed to the
options, although in the case of non-quoted companies it will be difficult to establish the value of the
shares.
United Kingdom:
In general, there is no tax payable at grant unless the option is exercisable beyond ten years from the
date of grant and the exercise price is lower than the market value of the shares at grant. For
unapproved options, income tax is payable at exercise on the difference between the market value of
the shares at exercise and the exercise price. At the date of sale of the shares the difference between
the sales proceeds and the market value of the shares at exercise is subject to capital gains tax
(subject to the annual exemption and taper relief).
Provided that the relevant conditions are met there is normally no tax payable at the exercise of
approved share options. At the date of sale of the shares the difference between the sales proceeds
and the exercise price is subject to capital gains tax (subject to the annual exemption and taper relief).
For 2001/2001, capital gains are taxed at a rate of 40% (reducing to 10% when full taper relief is
available) payable on gains in excess of the annual exemption of £7,500. Options granted under
Inland Revenue approved plans are more tax efficient from the employee's point of view (taxed as
capital gains rather than ordinary income provided that the conditions are met).
USA:
In the United States, a distinction should be made between qualified stock options under the Internal
Revenue Code and non-qualified options. Providing certain conditions are met, Qualified stock options
are only taxable upon sale of the shares. Capital gains tax of 20% will apply for shares held for more
than 12 months from the date of exercise, and a special rate of 18% applies to gains on assets
acquired after December 31, 2000 and sold after more than five years from acquisition. If NonQualified Options ("NQSOs") are granted at fair market value or granted at a discount, the employee
treats the residual of the market price less the exercise price of the share as ordinary income at the
date of exercise. Ordinary income tax rates would apply ranging from 10% to 38.6%. If the NQSOs are
deeply discounted (i.e. granted at a price which represents a discount more than 75% of fair market
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value at date of grant), the IRS may take the position that the option is taxable at grant. Capital gains
tax is due on any further appreciation in value on subsequent sale.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Germany:
Taxation of stock options occurs at exercise if the options are non-tradable / non-marketable (which is
usually the case with employee stock options). The taxable amount is the difference between the fair
market value of the acquired shares at exercise and the exercise price paid by the employee. In 2001,
the maximum income tax rate on the taxable benefit is 48.5%. The maximum rate will be reduced to
47% in 2003 and 2004 and to 42% from 2005 onwards. In addition, a solidarity surcharge of 5.5% and
if applicable, a church tax of 8 or 9% will become due on the amount of income tax payable.

Sweden:
Stock options qualifying under the stock option legislation are taxable as compensation income on the
date of exercise. The taxable amount is the difference between the exercise price and the stock's fair
market value at exercise. The benefit is taxed as ordinary income at the individual's marginal tax rate,
which may be up to between 53% and 59% depending on municipal residency. At the sale of the
underlying shares, the difference between the net proceeds from sale and the individuals basis in the
shares (i.e. the cost to exercise the option plus the income recognised at exercise) is taxable as a
capital gain at a flat 30% national tax rate.
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Social security charges on stock option gains

In general, social security contributions (for both employee and employer) will be due on the benefit
that the employee realises from stock options. However, in some countries such as Germany, the
Netherlands and Spain, social security contributions are capped so that in most cases no payment of
social security will in effect be due. Countries that have a "favourable" social security treatment for
stock options are classified as our "standard". Some countries have introduced legislation on social
security which makes stock option plans “favourable” for both the employer and the employee. These
countries are therefore classified as "better than standard”.
In summary, Belgium, France, Italy and the United Kingdom are "better than standard" for social
security on stock options, as in certain cases there is no social security liability on the benefit. In
principle, social security contributions are due on the taxable benefit in Austria, Germany, the
Netherlands and Spain. However, since these contributions are capped, the benefit realised from
stock options (which is in addition to the normal salary) will in practice be exempt from social security
contributions for high level executives. We have nevertheless qualified these countries as “standard”.
Sweden is considered "less than standard" because social security is normally levied on the taxable
benefit, social security rates are high and no ceiling applies.
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BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
No social security contributions are due on the benefit that an employee is deemed to have received
upon grant of the options, unless the options are "in the money", with an exercise price lower than the
value of the stock at the moment of offer.
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France:
Social security is only payable by the employer and the employee when a plan is non-qualified, or
when tax qualified plan requirements have not been met. In the case of the former, social security
taxes are due on the exercise of the option. In the case of the latter, they will be due on the sale.
Italy:
According to Italian legislation, social security contributions are determined on the same taxable base
calculated for personal income tax purposes. Therefore, where the benefit is non taxable, is it also free
from social security contributions. Where the benefit is taxable, the rate at which social security is
payable depends on several factors including the sector in which the company operates and the
employee's position in the company. As a rough estimate, social security contributions rates are
approximately 10% for the employee and 30% for the employer.
United Kingdom:
In general, social security is payable at the exercise of an option (or the vesting of shares) on the
difference between the market value of the shares at exercise (or at vesting) and the exercise price (or
the price paid for the shares) if the options are granted under an unapproved plan (or if the shares are
awarded under an unapproved plan) and if there is a market for the shares. However, no employer or
employee social security contributions will be payable if the benefit is related to stock options that
were granted under an Inland Revenue approved plan or the award of shares under an Inland
Revenue approved plan.
The employee social security contributions in the United Kingdom are capped at an annual income
level of £ 29,900 (for 2001/2002). However, employer contributions are uncapped and payable by the
employer at a flat rate of 11.9% (for 2001/2002).
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, there is a social security charge of 16.65% for the employee and 21.15% for the employer
on extraordinary earnings of up to ATS 88,800 (ceiling for extraordinary income). Normally the ceiling
is already reached by payment of a vacation and Christmas bonus foreseen by Labour Legislation;
therefore in practice there is no Social Security Charge to be paid. The tax exemptions for income are
also available for social security.
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Germany:
Social security contributions are payable at exercise on the amount subject to taxation as employment
income (i.e. the difference between the fair market value of the shares at exercise and the exercise
price). The maximum rate of social security contributions is approximately 40.8%, depending on the
contribution to the health insurance (41.1% in newly formed German states). These contributions are
borne 50% by the employer and 50% by the employee. Social security contributions are however
capped, payable only on taxable income not exceeding DM 104,400 (DM 87,600 in newly formed
German states) for pension and unemployment insurance and DM 78,300 for health and nursery
insurance.
The Netherlands:
Social security contributions are due on the taxable benefit at the date of vesting. The moment of
taxation cannot be deferred for social security purposes. Therefore, even if the exercise gain is taxable
at exercise for wage and income tax purposes, the taxable benefit is subject to social security
contributions at vesting. Social security contributions in the Netherlands are however also capped,
therefore in many situations, the employee has already reached the social security ceiling on the
regular employment income, so no social security contributions will be due on the stock options.
Spain:
In Spain, social security taxes are due at the date of exercise, and the amount of the contributions
depending on the employee's total salary. However, social security contributions are capped when the
employee's monthly salary reaches a ceiling of approximately € 2,500. Below this ceiling, the
employee social security contribution is approximately 6.35% of the gross salary, and the employer
contribution 30.6%.
USA:
In the United States, in the case of qualified stock option plans, there are no social security
contributions due. For non-qualified stock options, social security contributions are due at exercise
based on the difference between the fair market value at the date of grant and the price paid by the
employee.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Sweden:
The employer pays social security charges of 32.82% (for 2001) on the benefit value of the employee
stock option. The benefit value is the difference between the market value on the day of exercise and
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the grant price of the stock option. If a foreign entity has granted the options and the foreign entity is
not registered in Sweden for Swedish social security purposes, the foreign entity normally agrees with
the employee that he / she reports and pays social security fees instead (at a rate of 31.01%)
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Are expenses incurred in connection with the granting or exercising of stock options
deductible for tax purposes at the level of the (growth) company?

The two major costs which have been taken into account for the purposes of analysing the corporate
deductibility of expenses incurred when implementing a stock option plan are the administration costs
(e.g. consulting fees, broker fees, etc.) and the spread (i.e. the difference between the market value of
the shares at the moment of exercise and the exercise price paid by the employee).
If the stock option plan is financed by way of increasing the company’s capital, the cost will be borne
by the existing shareholders through dilution. However, if the spread is recharged to the employing
subsidiaries a deduction is usually available at the level of the employing subsidiaries. Administration
costs are deductible in all the countries that we have analysed, provided that a real business cost has
been incurred, or has been recharged to the company.
In summary, in Austria, the United Kingdom, Germany and Italy, a corporate deduction is normally
available provided the effective costs are borne by the local entities under an appropriate recharge
agreement. In the US a deduction is available, regardless of whether costs are borne by the local
entity, on amounts taxable in the hands of the employee. These countries have been classified as
"standard". Since the deductibility of the spread can not be guaranteed in Belgium, France, the
Netherlands, Spain and Sweden, these countries have classified as "less than standard".
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STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, the exercise gain (i.e. the difference between the value of the shares upon exercise of the
option and the option price) is deductible for corporate tax purposes at the level of the issuing
company. Furthermore, in the case of both options over newly issued shares and reacquired shares,
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other expenses such as legal and tax constancy fees are also deductible. These expenses are
deductible on an accrued basis.
Germany:
At the level of a German subsidiary, the exercise gain is only deductible for corporate tax purposes if
the gain is recharged to the German company. In order to ensure the deductibility, a written
agreement creating an enforceable liability for the German company to bear the cost of the spread
and establishing that the costs are incurred by the German company in fulfilling a liability towards its
employees must be in place prior to the grant of the options. In the case of both options over newly
issued shares and options over reacquired shares, expenses (administrative costs) directly incurred
by the German employing company in relation to the stock option plan are deductible. If expenses are
recharged to the German employing company by a foreign parent company that implemented the
plan, such costs would be deductible if a written recharge agreement was in place prior to the grant of
the options.
Italy:
In Italy, as a general principle, any cost sustained directly or indirectly by the Italian company in order
to grant a benefit for its employees is deductible for corporate tax purposes as employment expenses.
Only the costs effectively sustained by the Italian company will be deductible. Opportunity costs are
not deductible if not sustained (i.e. the exercise gain will not be deductible if the company did not
sustain it). In the case of both options over newly issued shares and options over reacquired shares,
general expenses sustained in order to set up a share scheme are deductible for corporate purposes.
United Kingdom:
Under UK legislation, the cost of establishing a share option or share purchase plan is generally
considered a capital expense and therefore, not deductible (except for certain expenses incurred in
relation to establishing Inland Revenue approved plans). The cost of administering a share plan is
generally deductible and can be set against profits of the current accounting period, or, in the case of
losses, be carried forward and set against future profits.
With regard to the deductibility of the spread, a distinction should be made between the issuing
company (over whose shares the share plan operates) and the employing subsidiaries. If appropriate
recharge structures are implemented, it should be possible to generate a corporate tax deduction for
the employing company (as opposed to the issuing company) on the gain made on the exercise of
options over newly issued shares. This deduction is not available to the issuing company even when it
is the direct employing company.
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The UK does not allow a company to acquire treasury shares. However, if a trust structure is
implemented so that shares are acquired in the market to satisfy option awards then any costs
incurred by the employing company in acquiring the shares should be deductible.
USA:
In the case of Non-qualified stock options, no tax deduction is allowed on the grant of the options or
the subsequent sale of the shares that were purchased by the exercise of options. The employer is
allowed a tax deduction equal to the amount that the employee recognises as ordinary income for the
taxable year of the employer in which the recipient's taxable year of inclusion ends. Set-up costs
(incurred or recharged by a parent) as well as administration/ongoing costs (incurred or recharged by
a parent) are also deductible. In the case of Incentive stock options, no deduction is allowed upon the
grant, exercise or sale under a qualifying disposition. If the statutory holding period is not satisfied, and
the employee subsequently recognises income on the date of sale, the employer is entitled to a
deduction equal to the amount the employee recognises as ordinary income.

LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
In Belgium, although the tax authorities may try blocking a corporate tax deduction, there are good
prospects of success for a Belgian subsidiary to claim a corporate tax deduction between the exercise
price and the market value of shares under options when this amount is paid to the employee trust as
part of a share option scheme. The deduction is available for both newly issued shares and subsisting
shares. To support a deduction, it is recommended that a written agreement between the subsidiary
and the parent company be in place prior to grant. Set-up costs (incurred or recharged by a parent) as
well as administration/ongoing costs (incurred or recharged by a parent) are also deductible on a paid
basis.
France:
In France, the deduction is limited to ongoing administration and set up costs recharged from the
parent to the French subsidiary, and the capital loss (the difference between the option price and the
purchase price of the shares), where the options are satisfied by shares purchased in the market, if
recharged. The option spread is not deductible even if recharged.
The Netherlands:
If a foreign or Dutch parent company issues new shares at the time of exercise of the share options, a
deduction of the spread is not available. Furthermore, due to the case law of February 2001 and a
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resolution issued by the Ministry of Finance in June 2001 following the case law, if a foreign or a Dutch
parent company purchases shares in the market at the time of grant or exercise of the share options,
a corporate tax deduction of the spread will generally not be available. However, at the moment of
vesting, the amount that is taxable for the employee without election for deferral can be deducted from
the taxable profit. Even if the employee has elected to defer the taxable moment until exercise, the
employer can only deduct the amount that would have been taxable at vesting if the election for
deferral had not been made. This deduction applies regardless of whether shares are purchased in
the market or new shares are issued. The set-up costs of stock option plans and the administration /
ongoing costs are deductible.
Spain:
In Spain, expenses such as capital tax, notary fees, registration expenses and stockbroker fees are
deductible on an accrued basis. A corporate tax deduction is also available for the difference between
the company's purchase price and the price of sale to the employee.
Sweden:
It is uncertain to what extent costs related to incentive plans are deductible in Sweden. There is no
relevant legislation addressing this issue, nor is there any established court practice. Generally for a
deduction to be available it must be a true business cost. The chance that the costs relating to the
purchase are deemed a true business expense should increase if there is a legal or contractual
obligation on the subsidiary to provide this benefit to an employee. Thus, different forms of recharge
arrangements between the foreign parent company and the Swedish subsidiary may be insufficient for
the purpose of creating a right to a deduction as long as the employer has no liability pertaining to the
options in relation to the employee.
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Special law requirements for the implementation of a stock option plan

This topic has been analysed as it has a significant impact on the implementation of stock option plans
or share purchase plans, from a practical point of view. The reason for this is that the requirement to
file a prospectus can be time-consuming and expensive, thus, hindering the fast and effective
implementation of stock option or share purchase plans.
In some countries, legislation requires a prospectus to be issued when a stock option plan is offered to
employees. In other countries a prospectus is only required if an offer is made to a certain number of
employees.
Consideration has also been given to whether the shareholders' approval is necessary for the
implementation of a stock option plan. Furthermore, any legal constraints that would limit the granting
of stock options to only a certain group of employees within a company have been analysed.
In summary, since no securities formalities normally need to be fulfilled in Germany and the United
Kingdom, we have classified them as "better than standard". In the United States, in many cases
exemptions are foreseen under US securities law but further consideration is required on a case by
case basis. In the other countries a prospectus may be required, but under certain conditions this
prospectus requirement can be avoided. All these countries are therefore classified as "standard".
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BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Germany:
No prospectus or authorisation is required. If the stock option plan of a German company is financed
through a contingent capital increase, participation of non-employees, such as members of the
Supervisory Board and external advisers is not allowed. They can however participate through
convertible bonds. In Germany, the approval of the shareholders is only required in the case of a stock
option plan of a German AG if the capital is increased to satisfy the options or if the shares are
reacquired.
United Kingdom:
The Companies Act 1985 and the Financial Services Act 1986 generally permit a company (including
a foreign company) to offer its shares to its, or its subsidiaries', UK resident employees without any
form of prospectus requirement. It is therefore unlikely that a prospectus will be required for an offer to
UK employees, unless unusual structures are being used.
If a company is listed on the London Stock Exchange the implementation by it (or any of its
subsidiaries) of either an employee's share plan if it may involve the issue of new shares, or any long
term incentive plan in which one or more of the directors are eligible to participate, will usually require
shareholder approval. Otherwise shareholder approval is not required unless this is specifically
provided for in the company's articles of association or in some other type of shareholders' agreement.
Market practice in the United Kingdom is that in general, share awards and share option grants are
made to employees and executive directors only. In some cases, companies might also consider
granting share plan awards to non-executive directors and/or consultants, however, this is less
common. If grants are made to non-employees, careful legal review is required to ensure compliance
with UK company and securities law.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
There is no authorisation under securities law nor prospectus required in order to implement a stock
option programme in Austria. Furthermore, the approval of the tax authorities is not required. However
there are certain specific duties of reporting and disclosure, depending on the form of the shares
provided for the stock option plan. All employees are eligible for stock option grants, however,
restrictions may apply for directors and on insider trading. Depending on to whom the stock options
shall be granted, either the Management Board or the Supervisory Board have to make a report on the
way the shares are provided. Furthermore there are special report duties with regard to the notes to
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financial statements. Depending on the type of shares provided for a stock option plan, the approval of
the shareholders may or may not be required.
Belgium:
An abbreviated prospectus needs to be submitted to the Commission for Banking and Finance at least
one month prior to the date of offer, for each new offer made to more than 50 potential investors in
Belgium. This is a fairly lengthy procedure and the approval should normally be received prior to the
launch of the stock option plan or stock purchase plan in Belgium. No prospectus is needed where,
within the previous three months, a public offer of transferable securities has been made in another
EU Member State. Furthermore, stock options may be granted to employees, directors and even third
parties such as suppliers, provided that the option is granted in the context of a professional
relationship. However, some restrictions do exist, for example, a management company cannot be the
beneficiary of stock options under Belgian stock option law and will fall under different tax and
accounting rules. The decision to grant stock options to employees in Belgium is in principle not
subject to the prior approval of the shareholders, since this decision falls within the scope of
competence of the board of directors. However, under certain circumstances, such as the issuance of
new shares or the repurchase of existing shares, the approval of the shareholders may be required.
France:
A prospectus is not necessary for qualified stock option plans. For non-qualified stock option plans, a
simplified prospectus is required for plans concerning 100 or more employees. Employees and
directors who hold more than 10% of a company's share capital are not entitled to receive qualified
share options. Furthermore, as of 2001, share options entitling individuals to subscribe to or to
purchase unlisted securities cannot be granted to non-employee directors of an affiliated company of
the granting company. Nevertheless, options can be granted to non-employee directors of the granting
company. In France, the shareholder must be informed of any decision to grant options to the
company's directors and the ten employees with the greatest number of options.
Italy:
In Italy, each public offer must normally be authorised in advance by the Italian Stock Exchange
Security Commission, the CONSOB. However, the promotion of a share plan is not regarded as an
offer to the public, and therefore no filing requirements are due, when either shares are offered only to
manager or members of the Board of Directors of the company itself, the controlling company or a
controlled company, the plan does not involve more than 200 individuals or the total aggregate value
of the shares does not exceed € 40,000. If the plan fails all of the above three tests, the issuer must
file a prospectus with the CONSOB, but no authorisation is required before implementation. A
prospectus, when due, must be filed at least 5 days prior to the date of commencement of the plan,
and must be updated annually until the expiration of the plan. Furthermore, stock options may be
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granted to all employees as well as members of the Board of Directors and consultants. The approval
of the shareholder is required to implement a stock option plan in Italy.
The Netherlands:
Offerings of securities in or from the Netherlands beyond a restricted circle are prohibited unless a
prospectus is published. However, a securities offering under a stock option plan open exclusively to a
company's employees or to the employees of its subsidiaries in which the company holds a controlling
interest and can exercise the majority of the voting rights qualifies as a restricted circle. Consequently,
no prospectus or authorisation under securities law is required. It is not required to have a stock option
plan approved by the tax authorities, although in general it is recommendable to have a plan approved
to be sure about the tax treatment. Furthermore, all employees are eligible to receive stock options.
However, for tax and legal purposes, consultants are not considered employees, as a result of which
special rules apply. Therefore, stock options are not normally granted to non-employees such as
consultants in the Netherlands. The approval of the shareholders is required to issue shares under a
stock option plan.
Spain:
The Spanish Securities Market Commission should be given notification of the offering of securities in
Spain. This notification includes information on the issuer, the number of shares to be issued,
information on employees and the method to inform employees of the offer. An exemption to file a
prospectus is foreseen when the offer is addressed to 50 or fewer potential investors or when the
share plan is addressed to the employees of the issuer. It is recommended that a prior Notification,
along with all relevant documentation is submitted to the Spanish Securities Market Commission.
Nevertheless, even this Prior Notification will not be needed if the offer is made to less than 1,000
employees of a foreign company not listed on a Spanish secondary market. Furthermore there are no
restrictions in terms of beneficiaries, however it is necessary to obtain the General Meeting's approval
in the case of stock option grants to Directors and members of the Board of Directors. The approval of
the shareholders is required in the case of quoted companies.
Sweden:
The grant of stock options in Sweden can in certain cases be decided by the board of directors without
the approval of the general meeting The grant of stock options from a Swedish company to employees
within a company group does not require any prospectus or other notifications to the authorities
provided the grant is directed to less than 200 employees. If the granting company is a listed company
it has to follow stock market rules relating to the disclosure of information to the public. Stock options
can be granted to all employees, however, as stated previously, if the number of employees offered
exceeds 200, a prospectus must be issued.
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LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
USA:
A prospectus is required for all offers of securities in the United States unless an exemption is
available. If a foreign company offers stock worth more than $ 5 m p.a., it can be difficult to achieve an
exemption. Approval is not required from the US tax authorities, but a plan must follow the applicable
tax code and regulations in form and function for employee and/or employers to receive tax
preferential treatment under "qualified" plan status. Furthermore, for non-qualified plans, shareholder
approval may be required according to the company by-laws and relevant corporate documents.
Qualified plans must be approved by the shareholders. In the United States, there are no legal
restrictions on which employees may participate in a plan. Any employee designated by the plan may
be awarded an option. However, certain participatory restrictions or exemptions may apply where
plans are qualified under relevant employment laws, tax laws, etc.
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LABOUR LAW REGULATIONS

Labour law restrictions on the accessibility of foreigners to the domestic labour market

Labour law restrictions affecting the accessibility of foreigners to domestic labour markets cannot be
ignored by employers, particularly those operating in sectors which required a highly specialised,
internationally mobile workforce.
With exception of the United States, all countries included in this survey are subject to European law,
which provides for freedom of movement within European Union member states. A national of any
member state has the right to employment without a work permit in any other country of the Union,
irrespective of his/her place of residence. In some countries, residence permits are required, however
this is in most cases no more than a formality and cannot obstruct freedom of movement.
For any other national, member states are free to restrict accessibility to their domestic labour market.
A work permit (subject to various prerequisites) may therefore be mandatory, although according to
European law, an exception can be made for non EU nationals who have already been granted a work
permit in another European country. The employer of these nationals may profit from the right of
freedom to provide services and accordingly, the employees providing these services should be free
to perform their activities in other countries without having to apply for a work permit.
In general, a work permit is only granted if there is a shortage of qualified employees in the domestic
labour market i.e. if there is no national who could do the job in question. For management positions,
or those requiring high-level qualifications, it is more likely that a permit will be granted than for other
positions, in which case permits are granted on a very restricted basis. Various contracts governing
the accessibility of non EU nationals to domestic labour markets exist between EU member states and
non EU countries. Such contracts may simplify and accelerate the process of granting a work permit.
In the US, various types of visa are issued to non US citizens who are seeking temporary
employment, whether or not they are European nationals. No additional work permit is required once a
specific visa has been granted.
In most of the countries included in this report, work permits are not required for EU nationals,
whereas non EU citizens are required to obtain one. These countries have been placed in the
“standard” category. No countries fall into the “less than standard” category. Germany, where
accessibility to the domestic labour market is in some cases facilitated by means of a specific
mechanism, has been placed in the “better than standard” category.
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Germany

Austria
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Less than standard

Belgium
France
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
USA

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Germany:
Germany has been placed in the “better than standard” category due to its “IT Specialists Temporary
Programme” for granting work permits to non EU IT specialists. This programme simplifies and
accelerates work permit applications. Specifically, the Federal Employment Agency provides a
guarantee, within one week of an application being made, that a work permit will be issued.
Thereafter, obtaining a work permit takes only about six weeks as opposed to five months previously.
Over 8,000 of such permits have already been issued. Work permits are issued free of charge, while a
residence permit costs about EUR 50.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
Austria only issues work permits to non EU nationals for one year, one job and one province. The
permit may then be renewed for periods of two years and five years; five-year permits enable the
holder to change jobs and work anywhere in Austria. In 2000 the City of Vienna only issued 1,000 new
work permits to non EU nationals. Special provisions apply to key executives, who are entitled to work
with a temporary residence permit. Applications for permits may take between 2 to 4 months and cost
between € 2,000 and € 4,000.
Belgium:
In Belgium all non EU nationals require a work permit. With the exception of students, trainees and
highly qualified employees earning over € 28,433 pa, work permits are only issued to non EU
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nationals in the event that the domestic labour market is unable to provide a suitable candidate for a
given job. Applications for permits take 4 to 6 weeks and cost around € 25.
France:
The French job market is only open to non-EU nationals who have obtained work and residence
permits (these are combined in the event of permanent residence). Permanent residents holding valid
permits are entitled to fill any job position, whereas temporary work permits are specific to one job.
Applicants for permits are required to provide details of the job for which they are applying. As is the
case with many other EU countries, non-EU nationals have to show there is a shortage of skills on the
domestic labour market in order to obtain a permit. Non EU nationals, wishing to become corporate
officers of French companies have to obtain a foreigner’s commercial card (carte de commerçant) in
order for their appointment to be valid. A work permit in France may cost at least FRF 300 and take up
to two months to obtain.
Italy:
Non EU nationals wishing to work in Italy are subject to a maximum entrance rate fixed annually by
law. Work permits issued to non EU nationals are valid for two years, but may be renewed easily if the
employee is receiving regular income. Non EU nationals are allowed to perform autonomous business
activities providing such activities are not reserved for Italian nationals and provided that the individual
in questions fulfils certain requirements, e.g. in terms of minimum annual income. A work permit costs
around ITL 5,000,000.
The Netherlands:
All non-EU nationals working in The Netherlands are required to hold a work permit. Intra-group
transfers for executives who earn more than € 50,000 pa and who work for companies which meet
certain requirements (e.g. annual revenues of at least € 50 million) are exempt from the requirement to
show that there are no Dutch or EU nationals to fill the job position in question. Employees not
transferred within a group have to prove a lack of a suitable candidate among Dutch or EU nationals to
the Dutch Labour Authorities. For IT-specialists meeting certain criteria, a simplified application
procedure could be applicable. Obtaining a permit takes from 11 to 13 weeks for ordinary applications
and 6 to 8 weeks for intra-company transfers. Work permits cost between NLG 3,000 and 5,000 for
ordinary permits and between NLG 2,000 and 3,000 for intra-company transfers.
Spain:
Spanish companies who wish to employ non EU nationals are required to make a preliminary request
to the Spanish authorities, which may include explanations as to why it is necessary to employ a non
EU national. Prospective employees concurrently have to make a visa application to the Spanish
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Consulate of their last legal place of residence. Workers have to collect their visas in person. The
entire process may take up to ten months, although the cost is low.
Sweden:
Non EU nationals are required to obtain a work permit in order to take up employment in Sweden.
Arrangements in this respect should normally be made before the individual enters the country. In
general, applications for work permits by non EU nationals are only accepted if no Swedish or EU
national is available for the job position concerned. Exceptions nevertheless exist for top executives
on intra-group transfers and individuals with highly specific qualifications. Permits are normally granted
for one year. Applications take from 6 to 10 weeks for a cost of SEK 1,000.
United Kingdom:
There are restrictions on non EU nationals who wish to take up employment in the UK.
In addition to entry clearance (usually with a visa) there is the separate issue of the right to work in the
UK. Depending upon the nature and duration of the work there are a number of possible ways for a
non EU national to work lawfully in the UK. They include, in particular, a work permit, “working
holidaymaker” status, visiting on business or being the sole representative of an overseas company.
The time in which an application can be processed varies according to the nature of the application. A
work permit application can take up to 8 weeks or more to process whereas a business visitor does
not need any formal clearance to work in the UK.
There is no cost unless the company or the individual uses the services of another to draft the
application.
Note that in the case of an application for a work permit this can only be obtained in respect of specific
employment and must be obtained by the employing company and not the individual.

USA:
In the United States, specific types of visa are available for business purposes. Eligible persons
include those with highly specialised knowledge, employees on intra-company transfers, persons of
extraordinary ability in certain fields (business, science, art, education, etc.) and nationals from
countries with which the US maintains a treaty of commerce and navigation. Visa applications may
take between 6 weeks and three months. For some types of visa the employer is charged a filing fee
of USD 500.
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BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Many factors determine whether societies encourage entrepreneurship. One of the most important is
the impact of fiscal policies on the rewards risk takers receive for creating successful businesses.
Measured on this basis, it is important to analyse whether or not Europe faces a ‘business
environment deficit’. In many countries, high levels of taxes on income and capital gains reduce
incentives for entrepreneurs to create successful businesses. Further problems might be the high level
of regulatory costs linked to setting up and running a new business as well as specific domestic labour
law regulations.
In this section of the “Not Just Peanuts”-Report we have therefore focused on four key areas:
•

the taxation of companies and individuals including capital gains taxation and wealth taxation

•

corporate law regulations related to the foundation of a new business, the “quality” of intellectual
property rights and the tolerance of failure in business

•

labour law regulations and their impact on the daily business of entrepreneurs and growth
companies. Specifically, we have analysed the regulations related to the lay-off of employees and
those due to the general relationship to collective law.

•

social security and other mandatory charges levied in each country

In the Business Environment section, Italy and Sweden obtain the lowest score, with a total of 16
points. In particular, Sweden obtains a “less than standard classification” for the three topics dedicated
to the taxation of individuals. Sweden is also classified as “less than standard” for two of the three
topics that concern the labour law environment, and is the only country to be classified as “less than
standard” for the criteria related to “general relationship to collective law”. Italy obtains a classification
as “less than standard” or “standard” in all categories. Regarding taxation topics, corporate income tax
appears to be the weakest point, Italy being the country with the higher corporate income tax rate. Italy
also obtains a classification as “less than standard” regarding “New business foundation” and “”Quality
of intellectual property rights”. Finally, both Italy and Spain are ranked “less than standard” for the
criteria related to social security contributions.
On the contrary, the United Kingdom and the USA obtain the maximum number of points in this
section (26 points). Spain also realises a good score with a total of 24 points. In particular, it can be
highlighted that the United-Kingdom obtains the maximum number of points for the part of the section
related to taxation issues. The USA also obtains good results regarding taxation issues, although a
classification as “less than standard” for the corporate income tax criteria. The ranking of Spain is
more contrasted, Spain obtaining a “better than standard” classification for the criteria related to
capital gains tax rate, but a “less than standard” classification regarding wealth taxation. It should also
be noted that Spain, the United Kingdom and the USA are the only countries ranked as “better than
standard” regarding labour law restrictions to the lay-off of employees. These countries also obtain a
good score on the part of the section dedicated to commercial law issue, each of them being defined
as “better than standard” for two of the three commercial law topics of the section.
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TAXATION ISSUES

Tax rates for corporations with a taxable income of 1 Million Euros (taking the underlying tax
base into account)

In our opinion, the taxation of companies, particularly the tax rates applicable in the different
jurisdictions is the most important aspect of tax competition. In the New Economy an entrepreneur is
most likely to be “European” – a person willing to invest in whichever country offers him the best
business and competitive conditions, including the tax environment. New European entrepreneurs will
not necessarily start their business in their home country, although many of them will continue to do
so. In addition to the tax rates, we have taken the underlying tax base into consideration, albeit, in a
simplified approach. This is essential, for merely taking the tax rate would lead to a distorted result. In
order to compare the tax environment of several countries effectively, with regard to a given base
scenario, one has to consider both the tax rate and the tax basis, as both determine the effective tax
rate.
Firstly, we outline the tax rates for corporations in each country, given a taxable income of 1 Million
Euros. Secondly, we provide a simplified overview on the tax bases.

a)

Evaluation of tax rates

Considering only the European countries studied in the benchmark, the average tax rate applicable on
a taxable income of 1 million Euros is approximately 35%. Therefore, it has been decided to classify
as "standard" corporate income tax rates ranging from 33% to 37%. Consequently, Belgian, German
US and Italian rates can be considered as less than standard, whilst those of the United-Kingdom and
Sweden are better than standard.

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Sweden

Austria

Belgium

United-Kingdom

France

Germany

The Netherlands

Italy

Spain

USA

2

1

3
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Comments

income tax
rate
26%

A single entity corporation with taxable income of 1 million Euro (at an exchange rate
of 1 Euro = £ 0.60634) will be taxed at 30%, but would be entitled to marginal relief
reducing the effective rate to approximately 26%

Sweden

28%

Flat rate. Tax allocation reserve may result in effective tax rate down to 21%.

Austria

34%

Flat rate

The

34.89%

Dutch corporate income tax amounts to 30% on the first NLG 50,000 (22,689 Euros)
and 35% on the excess income. Given a taxable income of 1 million Euros, the
effective corporate income tax rate is 34.89%

Spain

35%

France

36.43%

USA

37.3%

Germany

38.9%

Belgium

40.17%

Italy

40.25%

A reduced tax rate is available to entities whose net turnover is less than 3.000.000
Euros. In this case, a 30% tax rate is levied on the first 90,152 Euros and 35% on the
rest
Companies that are not at the head of a French consolidated tax group, with a gross
income of less than FRF 50 million and 75% of whose equity is held by individuals or
assimilated entities may qualify for corporate income tax at a reduced rate of 26.5%,
under certain conditions. This reduced rate applies to the portion of taxable income up
to FRF 250,000. Profits characterised as long-term capital gains may be taxed at the
reduced rate of 19%.
The 37.3% rate takes into account a state tax applied at an average rate of 5%. It
should be noted that state tax may be as high as 10%. For instance, state tax applies
at a rate of 8.84% in California, 8% in New-York and 4.5% in Texas.
As from 2001, corporate income tax applies at a flat rate of 25% for both retained and
distributed profits. In addition, all business activities are subject to a municipal trade
tax which varies between 13 and 20%, and which is deductible for corporate income
tax purposes (average tax rate approx. 17%). A solidarity surcharge is also payable at
a rate of 5.5%. Where previously retained profits (from fiscal years prior to 2001) are
distributed which were subject to higher or lower tax rates under the old imputation
system, special transition rules, which apply for 15 years, adjust the tax rate for
distributed earnings to 30%
This corporate income tax includes the 3% crisis surcharge. It should be noted that
progressive lower rates may apply if a number of conditions are met simultaneously
For the purpose of computing the effective corporate tax rate, it has been assumed
that the taxable basis for corporate income tax (IRPEG) and regional tax (IRAP) are
the same, which is generally not the case

UnitedKingdom

Netherlands

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Sweden:
In Sweden, the corporate tax rate is 28%. The tax rate is the same for all types of business and no
distinction is made between distributed and undistributed profits. A general provision may be used as
a tax allocation reserve. It allows for a deduction of 25% of the taxable income for the year to be
allocated to a special timing reserve. The allocation must be reversed within six years. Hence,
allocation to the tax allocation reserve may result in an effective rate down 21%.
United-Kingdom:
In the United Kingdom, companies with taxable profits of over £1.5m will be taxed at 30%, whereas
companies with taxable profits below £300,000 will be taxed at 20%. Marginal relief is available where
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the companies’ taxable profits fall between these upper and lower limits. However, please note that
these limits are proportionately reduced by the number of associated companies in the company’s
world-wide group. A single entity corporation with taxable income of 1 million euros (at an exchange
rate of 1 Euro = £0.60634) or £606,340 will be taxed at a 30% rate but would be entitled to marginal
relief reducing the effective tax rate to approximately 26%. For companies, all types of income are
taxed at the same rate.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, corporations are subject to corporate income tax at a flat rate of 34%.
France:
In France, corporations are subject to normal corporation tax at a rate of 331/3%. Furthermore, a
corporate tax surcharge equal to 6% of the entity's corporate tax liability and an additional security tax
equal to 3.3% of the entity's corporate tax liability are also payable for 2001, unless the company's
turnover is less than FRF 50 millions and the shareholders are individuals. The effective tax rate
applicable to corporations is therefore generally equal to 36.43% for this year.
However, for corporations that are not the head of a French consolidated tax group, with a turnover
not exceeding FRF 50 million, and whose equity is 75% held by individuals or assimilated entities, the
first FRF 250,000 of taxable income is subject to corporate income tax at the effective rate of 26.5%.
The remainder of taxable income is subject to corporate income tax at the effective rate of 35.33%.
Capital gains must be included in operating profits in the year that they are generated. They are then
subject to corporate tax at the normal effective corporate tax rate.
However, controlling interests (securities held for long-term purposes, as opposed to investment
securities), securities acquired in take-over bids or holdings qualifying for parent/subsidiary tax status
and units or shares of specific venture capital, are taxable at a reduced rate of 19% provided certain
conditions are met. In such a case, together with the 6% surcharge and the additional social security
tax of 3.3%, the effective rate is 20.77% for 2001. To qualify for this reduced rate, shares must be held
for more than two years (five years for specific venture capital funds/companies' units or shares).
Furthermore, the net after-tax gains must be credited to a special reserve account. Upon distribution
from this reserve, a complementary tax equal to the difference between the reduced tax rate and the
standard corporate income tax rate must be paid. This status is called "long-term capital gains
taxation". Long-term losses may be carried forward against long-term gains for up to ten years.
The Netherlands:
The current Dutch corporate income tax rate is 30% on the first NLG 50,000 of income and 35% on
the excess income. These rates apply both to resident and non-resident companies. The world-wide
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income of resident corporations is taxed under corporate income tax, whilst Tax treaties and the
unilateral Decree for Prevention of Double Taxation remove or mitigate international double taxation.
Spain:
In Spain, a flat rate of 35% is levied on resident entities. Nonetheless, a reduced tax rate is applied to
entities whose net turnover is less than 3.000.000 Euros. In this case, a rate of 30% is levied on the
first 90.152 Euros and a 35% on the rest. Some types of entities are taxed at a flat rate of 25% (i.e.
General Mutual Insurance Companies, Mutual Guarantee Societies, Co-operative credit societies,
professional associations), some at a 20% tax rate (i.e. tax protected co-operative societies), some
foundations are taxed at a 10% flat rate, and finally, a tax rate of 1% is levied on some security
investment companies, security investment funds and money market asset investments funds, real
estate investment companies, etc.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
In Belgium, the standard corporate income tax rate amounts to 40.17% (39% plus a 3% crisis
surcharge). Progressive lower rates apply if a number of conditions are met simultaneously, namely:
 the company may not own shares whose investment value exceeds 50 percent of (i) the revalued
paid-up capital or (ii) the paid-up capital increased by the taxed reserves and recorded capital
gains (at the date of drafting the annual financial statements). Shareholdings representing at least
75% of the paid-up capital of the underlying company value are not taken into consideration;
 the company does not pay dividends exceeding 13 percent of the value of the paid-up capital (at
the beginning of the taxable period);
 at least one director of the company receives a remuneration of at least EUR 24.789. If the
remuneration is lower, it should at least equal the taxable basis of the company;
 the company may not belong to a group of companies which includes a recognised Belgian coordination centre.
 at least 50% of the shares representing the statutory capital is held by individuals.
These progressive lower rates for the respective taxable bases are:
 EUR 0 – EUR 24,789

: 28% + 3% = 28.84%

 EUR 24,789 – EUR 89,241

: 36% + 3% = 37.08%

 EUR 89,241 – EUR 322,261

: 41% + 3% = 42.23%

The rates mentioned above apply to all distributed and undistributed taxable profits, irrespective of the
business segment or type of income.
The Belgian government is working on a corporate income tax reform whereby the standard corporate
income tax rate would be lowered to around 33%-35%, being the European average and whereby the
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crisis surcharge would be (gradually) abolished. This reform is not expected to become effective
before 2002-2003 and it is not clear to what extent rates would be effectively lowered.
Germany:
In Germany, a flat rate of 25% is applicable for both retained and distributed profits from the 2001 tax
year. This tax rate is applicable to German and foreign corporations as well as to branches of the
latter.
If previously retained profits (from fiscal years before 2001) are distributed, which were subject to
higher or lower tax rates under the old imputation system, special transition rules, which apply for 15
years, adjust the tax rate for distributed earnings to 30%. Besides, all business activities are subject to
a municipal trade tax on income depending on the actual local tax rate, varying between 13% and
20% (average tax rate approx. 17%) and deductible from corporate income tax and any surcharge. A
solidarity surcharge is also payable at a rate of 5.5% of the corporate income tax liability. Therefore,
corporate income tax is levied at the effective total rate of 38.9%.
Italy:
In Italy, resident companies are subject to corporate income tax (IRPEG) at a rate of 36% on their
world-wide income and to regional tax (IRAP) at a rate of 4.25% on the added value produced in Italy.
However, the aggregate tax burden is not simply 40.25%, since the taxable base for IRAP purposes is
different from the corporate income as assessed for IRPEG purposes. The IRPEG tax rate can be
reduced by the application of “Dual Income Tax” and “Visco Law” as explained above.
Capital gains generated on the sale of going concerns or holdings in controlled or affiliated companies
(i.e. more than 20% of the voting rights) held for more than three years can be subject to a 19%
substitute tax (no IRAP applies).
USA:
In the United-States, the rate of corporate income tax varies between 15 and 35% (graduated rate
scale). Corporate income tax levied on US$ 847,500 (approx. 1 Million Euros) would be USD 288,150,
or 34%. State taxes may also be incurred. Virtually all 50 states have an income tax that varies in
amount. The state income depends on where companies are located and how much of their assets
and employees are located in the state. The state tax may be as high as 10%, but an average rate of
5% to 6% is generally applicable (New-York: 8.84%; California: 8%, Texas: 4.5%). However, some
state taxes are based on gross income (not net income) and some states levy tax on other types of
income that are not included in Federal gross income. The state tax is deductible from federal income
tax.
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Evaluation of tax bases

With regard to the calculation of the tax bases, we have compared the various countries using a
simplified approach. This allows us to analyse the calculation of the different tax bases and should
provide a consistent and rational result. We have therefore decided to focus on the tax deductibility of
depreciation, interest and provisions. Furthermore, we have taken into account the use of tax losses
and the possible existence of a tax consolidation regime.
We have evaluated the different depreciation rates on machinery, plant, buildings and intellectual
property, including goodwill. With regard to the deductibility of interest, we have analyses inter alia,
whether or not any thin capitalisation regulations exist. We have also analysed whether specific
provisions (e.g. vacation provisions, pension provisions, bad debt provisions, etc.) are tax deductible
in each country. We have also analysed the time limitations imposed on loss carry-forwards. Finally,
we have examined the tax consolidation regime which may be available in the different countries.

Depreciation rates
From the table below, it appears that the only discriminating feature regarding depreciation is whether
or not goodwill is amortizable. In most of the countries studied in the benchmark report, amortisation of
goodwill is allowed with a depreciation rate that cannot exceed 10% per year. Only in France and in
the United-Kingdom is the depreciation of goodwill not allowed for tax purposes. In Sweden and
Netherlands, goodwill can be depreciated at a maximum rate of 20% per year.
Therefore, it has been decided to classify the countries which allow amortisation of goodwill as
"standard", while France and United-Kingdom are classified as "less than standard".

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Austria

France

Belgium

United-Kingdom

Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
USA

3

2

1
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Buildings

Intangible property

Goodwill

Only acquired goodwill is subject
to depreciation, generally equal to
1/15 per year
8-10% (for purchased goodwill
only)
Not allowed

and
equipment
Austria

10-33%

2-3%

10-33%

Belgium (1)

20%

3-5%

France (2)

10-15%

2-5%

Germany (3)

10%

2-4%

Italy (4)

10-15%

3%

Intangible assets must be
amortised over at least 5 years
Amortisation
of
intangible
assets is deductible, apart
from goodwill and trademarks,
The depreciation rates for
intangible property depend on
the actual assets concerned.
For software e.g., the standard
rate amounts to 25-33.33%
Patents,
know-how,
intellectual
property
and
inventions, all classed as
intangible assets, can be
amortised for an amount not
exceeding 1/3 of their cost per
year

The Netherlands (5)

10-20%

2-4%

Spain
Sweden (6)

5-25%
Straight line
20% or
declining 30%
25%
(6% on long
life assets)
10-20%

1-3%
2-5%

10% (33% for software)
Straight line 20% or declining
30%

5-10% (for purchased goodwill)
Straight line 20% or declining 30%

4%

25% (certain
royalties)

and

Currently not allowed (although
under review)

Nonresidential
property
depreciable
over
39.5
years

Intangible property acquired in
the acquisition of a business
amortizable on a straight-line
basis over 15 years

Goodwill
amortizable on a
straight-line basis over 15 years

United-Kingdom (7)
USA

Trademarks = 10 years min.
20%

patents

Only acquired goodwill is subject
to
depreciation,
average
depreciation rate approx. 1012,5%, minimum 6.67%
Goodwill can be depreciated over
not less than 10 years

20% (for purchased goodwill only)

Other
intangible
property
amortizable over its useful life

(1) Straight-line depreciation is compulsory for cars, assets leased to a third party and intangible assets (excluding audio-visual investments). For
all other assets, the double declining balance method may be used. Under this method, the asset is depreciated at twice the straight-line
depreciation percentage computed on the remaining net book value of the asset. The annual depreciation under such method may not exceed
40% of the acquisition cost of the asset.
(2) Accelerated depreciation is possible for certain new assets (e.g., industrial equipment for manufacturing, processing, transport or handling and
certain office equipment) whose normal depreciation period is more than three years. Specific amortisation rules are applicable to particular
investments such as software, which may be amortised over 12 months.
Patents may be amortised at a rate of 20%.
(3) In exceptional cases, an investment incentive may be provided in the form of special higher depreciation rates for certain assets over a
particular period of time. Movable assets can also be subject to declining balance depreciation, giving higher depreciation in the earlier years of
their useful life. With effect from 1 January 2001, declining-balance depreciation will be limited to twice the straight-line depreciation rate, or 20%,
whichever is higher.
(4) In the first year in which tangible assets are placed in service, depreciation is reduced by half. In the case of new assets, the depreciation may
be doubled for the first three years in the form of accelerated depreciation.
(5) Straight-line depreciation is generally used but the declining balance method is also permitted in certain circumstances. Intangible property and
goodwill are usually depreciated over five years, however, the Dutch tax authorities may require a longer period for depreciation as this depends in
essence on the economic useful life of the asset.
(6) For equipment, intangible property and goodwill, depreciation is applied either at a straight-line rate of 20%, or on the declining balance method
using a rate of 30%. Either method can be used but the same method must be applied to all assets in the same year. Alternatively, there are tax
rules, which permit the residual method to be used at a rate of 25% using the declining balance method.
(7) Depreciation is not deductible for tax purposes. However, tax depreciation may be claimed in the form of capital allowances. Capital
allowances are generally available on a reducing balance basis, although a straight line basis is used for industrial buildings
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Deductibility of provisions

For each country studied in the benchmark, the table below indicates which types of provisions are
potentially deductible for tax purposes, and which types of provisions are specifically non-deductible. It
should be noted that in almost all countries, the deductibility of such provisions depends on specific
requirements that must be fulfilled. From this table, it appears that Belgium, Germany and Sweden
can be classified as "better than standard", with five or six types of provisions that may be deductible
(out of seven). Countries for which three or four types of provisions may be considered as tax
deductible (Austria, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, United Kingdom) can be classified as
"standard". With only one type of provision that may be deductible for tax purposes, the United-States
can be classified as "less than standard".

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Belgium

Austria

USA

Germany

France

Sweden

Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
United-Kingdom

1

Type of provisions

Belgium

France

Germany

Italy

The

Spain

Sweden

UK (6)

USA

Netherlands

2

Austria

3

Provisions for vacation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (4)

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (4)

Yes (1)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No (2)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Pension plan provisions

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes (4)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Provisions

for

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No (5)

Yes

Yes

Yes (3)

Yes

No

Provisions for economic

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

3

6

4

5

3

3

4

6

4

1

expenses
Bad debt provisions
Tax provisions
Contingencies

and

provisions for losses

investments/repairs
redundancies
Provisions

potentially

deductible
(1) For IRPEG purpose only, up to 0,5% of the nominal value of accounts receivable
(2) Except for trade tax
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(3) Provisions for repairs only
(4) For IRPEG purposes only /
(5) Some industries are allowed to deduct such provisions (i.e. repairs on aircrafts and ships)
(6) For a provision to be deductible it must be for allowable revenue items (i.e. not capital items) and must be specific in nature
(i.e. calculated with a high degree of proven accuracy)

Use of tax losses
It appears that most countries do not limit the loss utilisation period, hence, the losses may be carried
forward indefinitely. In France, ordinary losses can be carried forward for five years, while capital
losses can be carried forward for ten years. However, deferred depreciation can be carried forward
indefinitely unless a change in activity occurs. Under Italian rules, tax losses may be carried forward in
no more than five subsequent tax periods. However, losses incurred in the first three years of activity
may be carried forward with no time limit. In Spain, the period for loss utilisation is limited to ten years.
Finally, in the United-States, ordinary losses may be carried forward for twenty years, while the period
provided for the utilisation of capital losses is limited to five years.
It should also be noted that in almost all countries studied in the benchmark report, specific provisions
limiting the loss utilisation are applicable in the event that a restructuring occurs.
In view of the above, it appears than countries which do not limit the loss utilisation period can be
classified as "better than standard", while those which provide for such a limitation can be classified as
"standard". Therefore, the following classification can be made:

Better than standard

Standard

Austria

France

Belgium

Italy

Germany

Spain

The Netherlands

USA

Less than standard

Sweden
United-Kingdom

3

2

1
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Maximum period of
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Carry-back

Specific restrictions on the use of tax losses

No
carry-back
permitted

At least 25% of the year's profits must be taxed

utilisation
Austria

No time limit
utilisation

for

loss

The 25% of losses that are not allowed to offset the profits
can be carried forward to subsequent tax years
Belgium
France

Germany

Italy

The
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

No time limit for loss
utilisation
Losses can be carried
forward for 5 years
Losses
attributable to
depreciation
may
be
carried forward indefinitely
No time limit for loss
utilisation

Losses may be carried
forward for 5 years
Losses incurred in the first
three years of activity may
be carried forward without
any time limit
No time limit for loss
utilisation
Losses can be carried
forward for 10 years
No time limit
Trade losses can be
carried
forward
indefinitely, although can
only be set off against
profits of the same trade.

No
carry-back
permitted
Losses may be
carried back for
three years

Capital losses may only offset capital gains for 10 years
Ordinary losses may offset capital gains

Losses up to a
maximum
of
DM 1 million can
be carried back
to the preceding
year
No
carry-back
permitted

Losses may be
carried back for
a period of 3
years
No
carry-back
permitted
No
carry-back
permitted
Trade
losses
may be carried
back
for
12
months and set
off against all
profits.

Capital losses can only be offset against capital gains.
Capital losses can be carried forward indefinitely, but no
carry-back is permitted

Non-trade debits can be
carried
forward
indefinitely, although can
only be set off against
non-trade profits.

USA

Excess
management
expenses can be carried
forward indefinitely and
can be set off against all
profits.
Ordinary losses can be
carried forward for 20
years
Capital losses can be
carried forward for 5 years

Capital losses may only offset capital gains
Ordinary losses may offset capital gains
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Deductibility of interest expenses

The deductibility of interest payments is generally allowed in all countries. However, some of the
countries studied in the benchmark report ( Austria and Italy, for example) provide regulations which
do not allow the deduction of interest expenses incurred in relation to income received tax-free.
Among the countries studied in the benchmark report, only Sweden does not impose thin
capitalisation rules, and does not limit the deductibility of interest paid to shareholders or directors. In
addition, in Sweden no limitation is applicable to the deductibility of interest related to non-taxable
income.

Therefore, it has been decided to classify Sweden as "better than standard", while the other countries
are classified as "standard".

Better than standard

Standard

Sweden

Austria

Less than standard

Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
United-Kingdom
USA

3

2

1

STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
Although no rules are provided under Austrian law, certain criteria laid down by the Supreme Court
can lead to disallowing of the deductibility of interest payments related to loans qualified as capital.
This is only applied to certain exceptional cases.
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Belgium:
In Belgium, interest paid or attributed is not tax deductible if the ultimate beneficiary is not subject to
income tax or, for such income, benefits from a considerably more advantageous tax regime than the
Belgian one, though only to the extent that the related loans exceed a debt/equity ratio of 7/1.
Furthermore, interest paid or attributed on advances granted by a foreign company which is appointed
director in the Belgian interest-paying company are re-characterised as non-deductible dividends to
the extent that:
 the interest rate exceeds the market interest rate; and
 the total amount of the interest-bearing advances exceeds the paid-up capital (at the end of the
taxable period) plus the taxed reserves (as at the beginning of the taxable period).
France:
Under French tax provisions, interest on shareholders’ loans and advances is only deductible for tax
purposes when all shares are fully paid up. The allowable deduction cannot exceed the average rate
of bank interest on variable rate loans.
Companies subject to corporate income tax can deduct interest paid to the shareholders who legally
or effectively manage the company and/or directly hold more than 50% of the company's shares, to
the extent that their total loans or advances do not exceed one and a half time's the company's stated
capital. Interest exceeding the above-mentioned ratio is non-deductible and is, in principle,
characterised as a deemed dividend. This last restriction does not apply to interest relating to loans
granted by one company to another where the former is a French company that falls within the scope
of the parent company regime.
It should also be noted that despite the fact that there are no thin capitalisation statutory regulations in
France for loans granted by indirect shareholders, the French tax administration tends nowadays to
initiate tax reassessments by trying to challenge the tax deductibility of interest paid to indirect
shareholders when the debt/equity ratio of the French borrower has excessively deteriorated and the
company does not have the means to reimburse its indebtedness on its own (and related interest)
within a normal time frame.
No limitation is applicable to the deductibility of interest related to non-taxable income.

Germany:
In Germany, interest on loans is not deductible for tax purposes, if the loan is subject to German thin
capitalisation rules. The remuneration for debt instruments provided by
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 a shareholder who directly or indirectly holds at any time during the fiscal year a stake of more than
25% in a German company which is subject to unlimited taxation and for whom this interest income
is not subject to German taxation
 or by a non-resident creditor who is affiliated with such a shareholder and for whom this interest
income is not subject to German taxation
 or third parties with right of recourse to such a shareholder/affiliated creditor
is reclassified as a hidden dividend distribution and is not deductible as an interest expense if the
following criteria are met:
 remuneration for the debt provided is given in the form of a share of profit or turnover, or
 where the return on the debt is specified as a fixed percentage of the loan, the debt exceeds the
shareholder's portion of the entity's equity by more than 1.5 times (the 'safe-haven' ratio). For
holding companies, the debt/equity ratio is increased from 1.5/1 to 3/1.
Italy:
In Italy, the deductibility of interest expenses is limited in cases where the business profit includes
non-taxable revenues. In such a case, interest expenses are deductible in a percentage equal to the
ratio between the taxable revenues (including extraordinary receipts) and the total amount of all
revenues. There are no thin capitalisation rules in Italy. However, there are restrictions regarding the
deductibility of interest on intra-group loans from a non-EU connected company domiciled in a country
which has a "privileged tax system" (i.e. a tax haven) unless it can be proved that the transactions
pass a "business purpose test". There is a pre-clearance option for taxpayers in respect of the
application of such restrictions.
The Netherlands:
Although the Netherlands have no formal thin capitalisation rules, since January 1997 there have been
certain limitations introduced with respect to the deductibility of interest expenses, including currency
exchange results and other related costs, on artificially created intercompany debt. Interest deduction
could be jeopardised for Dutch corporate income tax purposes if:
 Interest is due on an account payable by the taxpayer, originating from a distribution of dividends
or a repayment of capital, which is not actually paid.
 Interest is due on an account payable by the taxpayer originating from an obligation to contribute
capital to another entity which has not (yet) been paid.

 Interest is due on an account payable by the taxpayer originating from several specified
transactions, all relating to restructuring of the financing of its business activities, whereby equity of
the world-wide group is transformed into debt at the expense of the Dutch taxpayer. For an interest
deduction to be permitted, the taxpayer must show that the underlying reasons for the restructuring
are mainly business-related, or alternatively, they must show that the interest will be subject to tax
in the hands of the recipient which, according to Dutch standards, is deemed reasonable.
As a temporary rule for Dutch taxpayers, where the interest payor is subject to the above restrictions
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for deductibility, an exemption applies up to December 31, 2001, where the interest will not be taxable
in the hands of the recipient.
Certain interest expenses incurred by a fiscal unity may not be deductible, but may be deferred for a
certain period of time.
Spain:

In Spain, when the amount of loans exceeds three times the net equity of the company (excluding the
profit/loss of the year), the interest corresponding to the part of the loan exceeding said amount will
not be tax deductible. No limitation is applicable to the deductibility of interest related to non-taxable
income.

United Kingdom:
Special regulations do exist for thin capitalisation. The Income and Corporation Taxes Act (ICTA)
1988, Section 209 defines which payments constitute a distribution for the purposes of UK tax
legislation. Subsection 2(da) includes in the definition of distributions, interest which would not have
been incurred had there not been a connection between the counterparties. It follows that if the Inland
Revenue claim that a company is thinly capitalised and would not have received debt funding in the
absence of the connection the interest payments associated with the debt funding will be treated as
distributions and will not be deductible for UK tax purposes.
There are no specific rules to determine whether a company is thinly capitalised apart from these
provisions. The capitalisation of the company for these purposes will be compared with comparable
companies in the same market sector. The ratios used for this comparison will generally be
debt/equity and/or interest cover depending on the nature of the company’s business.
USA:
In the United-States, the general rules for thin capitalisation are based on the facts and circumstances
of the situation – there is no fixed limitation. Factors such as ability to pay and the relationship
between creditors and shareholders will be examined.
An additional thin capitalisation rule targeting non-U.S.-owned U.S. companies applies. This rule
requires a deferral of interest deductions if the ratio of interest-bearing debt to shareholders’ equity
exceeds 60:40, and the cash flow before interest expense is less than twice the interest expense. The
interest expense subject to this rule is interest paid to persons who would not be subject to U.S.
income tax at the graduated rates on interest income. Interest paid on debt guaranteed by such
persons would also be covered.
Generally, interest charges incurred in order to acquire tax-exempt securities are not deductible.
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Existence of a tax consolidation regime
There is no tax consolidation regime available in Belgium. Italian law does not make any specific
provision for the taxation of groups, but allows the deductibility of devaluation/losses on the sale of
shareholdings and the transfer of certain tax credits within a group.
In all other countries studied in the benchmark report, the tax legislation provides for a more or less
extended group taxation.
Therefore, it has been decided to classify the countries where no tax consolidation regime exists as
"less than standard" (Belgium, Italy). In view of the more restricted circumstances under which their
tax consolidation regime may apply, Germany and Austria have been classified as "standard".
Countries where an extended consolidation regime is provided for can be classified as "better than
standard".

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

France

Austria

Belgium

The Netherlands

Germany

Italy

2

1

Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
USA

3

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
France:
Group taxation rules may apply to a group of French companies connected by 95% control links. The
head company of the group must be a French company of which 95% or more is not controlled by
another French company, or may be a branch of a foreign company. The control links between the
members of the group must be direct or indirect. The taxable base years of all members must begin
and end on the same dates. The option of tax consolidation must remain in effect for five years,
otherwise part of the tax consolidation advantages would be recaptured.
Each member of the consolidated group continues to calculate its own taxable income. However, the
group's parent company files a consolidated group tax return enabling the aggregation of taxable
income or losses of the consolidated companies, the neutralization of most of the intragroup
transactions and the optimum use of the tax credits and losses.
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The Netherlands:
Dutch-resident companies, incorporated under Dutch law, may form a fiscal unity with other such
companies if certain conditions are met. The most important of these conditions is that the parent
company has the full legal and beneficial ownership of the shares of the subsidiary and that both
companies have the same book-year. The shareholding test should, in principle, be met during the
entire book year. The fiscal unity concept means that the subsidiary is said to be absorbed by the
parent company for corporate income tax purposes.

The main advantage of this type of tax

consolidation is that losses of one company can be offset against profits of another company and that
a consolidated tax return can be filed. In addition, fixed assets can be transferred at book value from
one company to another.
The approval of the fiscal unity concept is subject to the acceptance of certain "standard conditions"
that concern various technical aspects of the consolidation, the treatment of pre-fiscal unity profits and
losses and anti-abuse measures.
Spain:
Spanish tax law allows certain corporate groups to be taxed on a consolidated basis. A consolidated
group is defined as a Spanish controlling company and all the Spanish-resident subsidiaries in which it
has direct or indirect holdings of at least 90%. The controlling company must have had this 90%
holding for at least one full year immediately preceding the first day of the fiscal period in which the
consolidated taxation status is applicable. The controlling company cannot be controlled by another
company residing in Spain. Losses generated by a tax group can be offset against the taxable income
of the group over the following ten years. Intra-group asset transfers and any other intra-group
transactions are excluded from the determination of the taxable base of the group.

Sweden:
Qualifying groups of Swedish companies may equalise their profits and losses for tax purposes each
year through the use of "group contributions". To qualify, there are a number of conditions that must
be met, including the fact that more than 90% of the share capital must be detained for the entire fiscal
year. As from 1 January, 2001, Sweden has implemented anti-discrimination rules stating that the
inclusion of a foreign company in the group does not affect the right to group contributions between
two Swedish companies, if the foreign company is resident within the European Economic Area
(EEA). Further, a Swedish permanent establishment of a foreign company resident in the EEA is
placed on an equal footing with a Swedish subsidiary. There are special rules regarding the use of
group contributions when a new subsidiary is acquired in the year. The carry forward of losses
incurred by the subsidiary before the year of a change in ownership is limited to twice the purchase
price paid for the shares. Such carried-forward losses cannot be used against group contributions
from the purchaser during a five-year period. Group contributions are not permitted in the year in
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which there is a major change in the ownership of the company or the following five years. Special
limitations also apply in respect of mergers.

United-Kingdom:
There are no provisions under UK law for a consolidated tax regime. However, there are provisions to
surrender surplus current-year trading losses, financing costs and management expenses as group
relief to offset against profits of companies in the group. It is not possible to surrender capital losses
between group companies but assets can be transferred (both actually and notionally) between
companies in a group on a no gain/no loss basis so that capital losses can be offset against gains
realized on sales to third parties in different companies.
However, the definition of a group in this context requires 75% common ownership.
USA:
A group of U.S. corporations may file a consolidated tax return. A consolidated tax return group must
have a U.S. parent company and 80% of the voting stock and 80% of the value of outstanding shares
of each group member must be directly owned by another group member. Generally, companies
incorporated outside the U.S. may not be included in the consolidated tax return.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, a form of tax consolidation is available in certain very restricted circumstances, where both
the parent company and the subsidiary are Austrian-resident and the subsidiary is financially,
structurally and economically integrated with the parent. Profits and losses are pooled under a written
profit pooling agreement and a combined tax return can be filed. The parent company is subject to
corporate income tax on the consolidated results of the group. Where a group of companies qualifies
for tax consolidation, losses of one company in the group are automatically offset against the profits of
other companies within the group. Intra-group transfers of assets are treated in the same way as any
other disposal. Rollover relief may be available.
Germany:
The offsetting of profits and losses of affiliated companies for tax purposes is permitted under the
fiscal unity (Organschaft) concept. Prior to 1 January, 2001, three conditions had to be satisfied in
order for the fiscal unity concept to apply. A German company (AG, KGaA, GmbH) had to be
financially, economically and organizationally integrated into eitheranother resident business
enterprise (sole proprietorship, partnership or company), without prejudice to either enterprise's legal
independence or a foreign business enterprise operating a registered branch in Germany.
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 Financial integration exists if the parent in a fiscal unity (Organträger) holds, either directly or
indirectly, the majority of the voting stock of the subsidiary (Organgesellschaft), provided each
investment within the chain represents a voting majority.
 Economic integration exists if the subsidiary in a fiscal unity economically supports and
complements the parent company's business operations in the same way as if it were a division of
the parent enterprise.
 Organisational integration requires actual organisational domination by the parent, e.g., based on a
contract providing for such domination, which guarantees that the parent company is able to control
the activities of the subsidiary in such a way that the subsidiary makes no decision independently .
Meeting the integration requirements established fiscal unity for both trade tax on income and VAT
purposes. For corporate income tax purposes, a profit and loss absorption agreement for a period of
at least five calendar years also had to be entered into by the two enterprises and actually operated.
Under the new regime, as from 2001, economic and organisational integration are no longer required
for corporate income tax consolidation. Corporate income tax consolidation therefore requires only
fiscal integration and a profit and loss absorption agreement. However, all three integration conditions
must still be met for fiscal unity for trade tax on income and VAT purposes. For fiscal unity to apply in
a particular year, the integration requirements must be met throughout the subsidiary's accounting
year.
Where all the requirements are satisfied, the subsidiary's annual profit or loss is allocated to the
parent, except for those amounts needed for compensatory payments (guaranteed dividends) to
minority shareholders, which are taxed at the subsidiary level. The profit and loss absorption
agreement only applies to profits and losses generated during its term, so that losses of the subsidiary
incurred prior to the fiscal unity cannot be offset against profits of the parent company. Such losses
can only be carried forward, at the subsidiary level, to business years following the end of the
agreement period.
It should be noted that there are plans to reform the fiscal unity law in 2001. One element of this
reform will be the re-harmonisation of the fiscal unity requirements for corporate income tax and trade
tax on income purposes. No further substantial changes are expected. There are no special provisions
for the transfer of assets between group companies.
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Final classification on the criteria related to the tax base
Finally, we would like to emphasize that our approach is limited to a specific number of indicators
regarding the calculation of the tax base. Not all potential applicable deductions have been considered
in calculating the minimum tax base. Consequently, our findings must be considered with caution.
However, our approach should be sufficiently consistent so as to provide a clear picture of the
deduction possibilities resulting from the rules of determination of the tax base in each country, for a
growth company having an industrial and commercial activity.
In view of the aforementioned regulations, our analysis gives rise to the following classification :

Better than standard

Standard

Austria

France

Belgium

Italy

Germany

Spain

The Netherlands

USA

Less than standard

Sweden
United-Kingdom

3

2

1

Belgium, Austria, Sweden, the United Kingdom, The Netherlands and Germany have been classified
as "better than standard", as they obtain at least a total of eleven points and they all allow for the
carry-forward of losses with no time limitations.
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Summary regarding the effective tax rates of corporations (taking into account the underlying
tax base):
In view of the above classifications regarding corporate income tax rates and the calculation of the
taxable base, it has been decided that a total of six points (a classification of "better than standard" in
the two categories of corporate income tax rates and base) shall define "better than standard"
countries. Countries obtaining a total of four or five points have been classified as "standard". Lastly,
countries with three points (higher corporate income tax rates and a wider corporate income tax base)
have been classified as "less than standard".

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Sweden

Austria

Italy

United Kingdom

Belgium

USA

France
Germany
The Netherlands
Spain

3

2

1
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Tax rates for individuals with taxable income of EUR 200,000

Personal income tax, like corporate income tax, is an important factor to consider when investing in a
country. Additionally, the tax treatment of dividends is a key factor for shareholders in determining the
return on their investment in a company.
In this respect, we have tried to take into account the maximum income tax rates and the effective tax
rate (average rate) for a married couple with income of EUR 200,000. We have also taken into
account the tax on dividends received by an individual shareholder.
Each country has a different tax system and a multitude of provisions and deductions. Consequently, it
is very difficult to perform a consistent comparison of the various calculations of tax bases and
deductions to be taken into account according to the family situation, nature of income, etc....
Using the example of a married couple with income of EUR 200,000, in which one spouse works and
there are no children, the standard range of income tax has been defined as 40%-46%. The following
classification can be made:

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

France

Austria

Belgium

United Kingdom

Germany

Sweden

USA

Italy
The Netherlands
Spain

3

2

1

Using the maximum progressive rates of the individual income tax scales as a basis for comparison,
the classification is as follows (the standard range being defined as 45%-50%):

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

United Kingdom

Austria

Belgium

USA

Italy

France

Spain

Germany
The Netherlands
Sweden

3

2

1
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On the basis of these two approaches, the classification is as follows:
Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

United Kingdom

Austria

Belgium

USA

France

Sweden

Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain

3

2

1

Austria
Belgium (1)

Average tax rate for a married
couple with income of EUR 200,000

France (2)
Germany (3)
Italy (4)

Maximum marginal income tax rate

Netherlands
Spain
Sw eden (5)
USA (6)
United Kingdom (7)
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(1) Includes the crisis tax of 3% of income tax payable and the municipal tax of 9% of the income tax
payable (this rate may vary from 0% to 9% depending on the location of the individual).
(2) The average rate is rather low due to the splitting system and the standard deductions (10% and
20% of income) that apply to married couples in France, which lower the net taxable income on which
the scale is applied. The average tax on the same amount of income for an individual would be 37.2%.
(3) Includes the solidarity tax surcharge of 5.5% on the income tax payable but does not include the
church tax of 8% of income tax payable (which can be deducted from the taxable income).
(4) Provided that the taxable income was received for dependent service.
(5) Cumulative rate of national tax (25%) and municipal tax (27%-34%) taken at an average rate of
31%.
(6) Based on an exchange rate of EUR 1 = USD 0.8475 .
Based on an average state tax of 5%, the highest marginal rate is then 42%.
(7) Based on an exchange rate of EUR 1 = GPB 0.60634(as at 11 July, 2001).
The average income tax rate is calculated using the example of a married couple with one working
spouse and no children, and taxable income of EUR 200,000.
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An analysis of the average income tax rates shows that the US, France and the UK have much lower
average income tax rates of 29%, 32.23% and 33.95%, respectively.
With respect to the maximum progressive tax rate, the UK and the US clearly have the lowest rates
(40% and 42%, respectively).
BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
United Kingdom:
General income tax scale
Tax rates range from 10% to 40%. The lowest bracket of income, GBP 4,535 (approximately
EUR 7,479) is tax-exempt. The next brackets are taxed as follows::
Taxable income (in

Marginal tax rate

EUR )

applicable (%)

up to 3,101

10

3,101 - 48,488

22

over 48,488

40

Exchange rate: EUR 1 = GBP 0.60634 (as of 11 July, 2001).
The average tax rate applicable for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and
income of EUR 200,000, is 33.95%. The maximum marginal rate for this couple would be 40%.
Tax base
Expenses incurred for the purpose of employment are deductible from emoluments from employment.
Investment income is taxable at 20% unless the individual's total taxable income exceeds GBP 29,400
(approximately EUR 48,488), in which case the applicable tax rate becomes 40%.
Taxation of dividends
Dividends received by individuals are treated as being received net of a 10% tax credit. This credit can
be offset against the individual's tax liability for the year but is not repayable if not utilised. To the
extent that dividend income falls into the taxable income bracket below GBP 29,400 (EUR 48,488), it
is taxed at 10%, and therefore, the resulting tax liability is covered by the tax credit associated with the
dividend. Dividend income that falls into the income bracket above GBP 29,400 (EUR 48,488) is taxed
at 32.5%. Dividends are always added to the taxable income base and taxed as the "top layer" of
income, after all other income has been used to utilise the lower income tax bands.
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USA:
General income tax scale
Federal income tax rates range from 10% to 39.1%. State income tax varies from 3% to 11%,
depending on taxpayer's state of residence (8.84% in NewYork, 8% in California, and 4.5% in Texas).
The federal income tax scale for 2001 for a married couple is as follows:
Taxable
income
(EUR)
up to 14,159
14,159 - 53,331
53,331 - 128,904
128,904 - 196,394
196,394 - 350,784
over 350,784

Marginal tax rate
applicable (%)
10
15
27.5
30.5
35.5
39.1

Exchange rate: EUR 1= USD 0.8475 .
The average tax rate for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and income of
EUR 200,000 is approximately 29%, based on an average state income tax rate of 5%. The average
federal income tax rate on said income is 25.15%.
Taxation of dividends
No special regime applies to the taxation of dividends; they are taxable as ordinary income.

STANDARD COUNTRIES:
Austria:
General income tax scale
Tax rates range from a minimum of 0% to a maximum of 50%, as shown in the following table:
Taxable

income

(EUR)

Marginal tax rate
applicable (%)

up to 3,634

0

3,634 - 7,267

21

7,267 - 21,802

31

21,802 - 50,871

41

over 50,871

50

The average tax rate for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and income of
EUR 200,000 is 46%.
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Tax base
The taxable income is calculated on the basis of worldwide income. Expenses may be recognised, if
they are related to the taxable income. No income splitting system exists for couples, but a minimal tax
exemption may be applied.
Taxation of dividends
Dividends are taxed by way of levy: there is a 25% withholding tax on dividends from debtors whose
place of management or corporate domicile is located in Austria.
France:
General income tax scale
Tax rates range from 0% to 53.25%, as shown in the following table:
Taxable income

Marginal tax rate

for one part

applicable (%)

(EUR)
up to 4,055

0

4,055 - 7,976

8.25

7,946 - 14,039

21.75

14,039 - 22,732

31.75

22,732 - 36,987

41.75

36,987 - 45,613

47.25

over 45,613

53.25

The average tax rate for a married couple with, with one working spouse and no children, and income
of EUR 200,000, is 32.23%. The maximum marginal rate applicable to this case is 53.25%.
Tax base
Special calculations are used to determine taxable income: the aggregate income is divided according
to the number of dependents in the family (divided by two for a couple with no children, by three for a
couple with two children, etc.). The income tax scale is then applied on each portion of the income
thus divided, after deductions of 10% and 20% , which lowers the marginal tax rates applicable, and
the average tax rate. Depending on the level of income, standard deductions are allowed, e.g., a 10%
business expense allowance for salaries up to FRF 78,950(approximately EUR 13,158), and in
general, 20% thereafter on salaries (after the 10% deduction) up to FRF 722,000 (EUR 120,333).
Taxation of dividends
Dividends received by an individual, together with the related tax credits of 50%, are included in the
gross income tax base.
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Germany:
General income tax scale
Tax rates range from 19.9% to 48.5% (plus a solidarity surcharge of 5.5% of the income taxpayable,
for a total maximum rate of 51.2%).
Under the Tax Reform Act in Germany, steps are being taken to gradually lower income tax rates until
the top marginal income tax rate reaches 42% in 2005 (it is 48.5% in 2001).
The average tax rate for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and income of
EUR 200,000, is 40.75%.
Tax base
Under German individual income tax law, there are seven categories of taxable income. The total of
income minus related expenses and deductions from all seven categories is the taxpayer's adjusted
gross income. There are separate tax tables for single and married taxpayers. A splitting system
exists, whereby the aggregate amount of taxable income is divided by two for a married couple, and
the tax rates used for singles are applied to the two incomes.
Taxation of dividends
As regards the taxation of dividends, Germany applies the new half-income system, whereby only
50% of the dividend received is subject to income tax at the standard tax rate. This system will
continue to impose a 20% withholding tax on dividends (plus a solidarity surcharge), which can be
credited by German residents.
Italy:
General income tax scale
The rates range from 18.5% to 45.5%, as shown in the following table:
Taxable income

Marginal tax rate

(EUR)

applicable (%)

up to 10,329

18.5

10,329 - 15,494

24.5

15,494 - 30,987

32.5

30,987 - 69,722

39.5

over 69,722

45.5

The average tax rate for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and income of
EUR 200,000 is 41.2%. (Please note that the jointly tax return is not allowed for married couples. Each
individual should have to file it’s own tax return and pay its own taxes. An allowance for dependant
spouse –i.e. not working and without income- is provided).
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Tax base
Resident individuals are taxed on their aggregate taxable income, as calculated by adding world-wide
income derived from each category (there are six categories) minus personal allowances and
deductions.
Taxation of dividends
The taxation of dividends makes a distinction between dividend income from qualified shareholdings
and that from non-qualified shareholdings. Dividend income from qualified shareholdings is subject to
normal income tax, with a 58.73% tax credit (to be added to the amount of dividend cashed) being
deductible from the shareholder's personal income tax. Dividend income from non-qualified
shareholding is subject to a definitive withholding tax of 12.5% without tax credit. At taxpayer’s option,
also dividend income from non qualified shareholdings con be subject to the ordinary income tax, with
the 58,73% tax credit.
The Netherlands:
General income tax scale
The current Dutch income tax rates can be summarised as follows:
Taxable income

Marginal tax rate

(EUR )

applicable (%)

up to 14,870

32.35*

14,870 - 27,009

37.6*

27,009 - 46,309

42

over 46,309

52

* Including public social security premium of 29,4%.
The average tax rate applicable for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and
income of EUR 200,000, is 44.26%, after deduction of a pro rata part of the general tax rebate and
employment rebate
Tax base
Dutch resident individuals are taxed on their worldwide income. All resident individuals are entitled to a
general tax rebate, i.e., a credit on the amount of income tax payable. Resident employees are also
entitled to an employment rebate. In addition, there are several tax rebates for employees with
children under the age of 16. All deductions for employment-related costs were abolished as of
1 January, 2001.
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Taxation of dividends
Tax on dividends at individual level is determined by whether the investor holds a

"substantial

interest" in the corporation.
For shareholders that own 5% or more of the issued and paid-in capital of a company, the substantial
interest taxation is applied. Dividends will then be taxed at a flat Dutch income tax rate of 25%.
For shareholders that own less than 5% of a company, the dividends are not taxed the same way. As
from 2001, capital assets are subject to a net capital assets tax (Box 3). The annual average fair
market value of the net capital assets (i.e., the individual's assets minus related debts) is deemed to
generate an annual return of 4%. This return minus a tax-free exemption (depending on the marital
status and number of children the individual has), as well as certain personal deductions, is taxed at a
flat rate of 30%. The effective tax burden is therefore 1.2% of the taxable value of the annual average
net capital assets.
Spain:
General income tax scale
Tax rates range from 18% to 48%, including the state tax and the autonomous region tax.
While tax rates vary, depending on the region one lives in, the differences are minor.
Taxable income

Marginal tax rate

(EUR)

applicable (%)

up to 3,678

18

3,678 - 12,874

24

12,874 - 25,134

28.3

25,134 - 40,460

37.2

40,460 - 67,434

45

over 67,434

48

The average tax rate applicable for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and
income of EUR 200,000 is 43.67%.
Tax base
The tax base is the sum of different types of income, minus deductible expenses and reductions,
minus personal and familial deductions (certain amount of deduction per child).
Taxation of dividends
Dividends received from Spanish-resident entities are included in the individual taxable base. As a
general rule, the amount must be grossed up by 140%, being taxed with the other income. A tax credit
of 40% for the dividend (with no gross up) is deducted from this taxable income .
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LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES:
Belgium:
General income tax scale
Tax rates range from 25% to 55%.
Taxable income

Marginal tax rate

(EUR)

applicable (%)

up to 6,396

25

6,396 - 8,478

30

8,478 - 12,097

40

12,097 - 27,838

45

27,838 - 41,745

50

41,745 - 61,230

52.5

over 61,230

55

The average tax rate applicable for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and
income of EUR 200,000, is 50%.
Tax base
Belgian residents are taxed on their worldwide income, regardless of their nationality. Couples are
taxed separately. Employment-related expenses are deductible, provided that they are substantiated.
Several personal exemptions and exemptions for dependants are also granted.
Taxation of dividends
Despite the heavy tax burden, dividends received by Belgian resident individuals enjoy a lighter tax
treatment (withholding tax rate of 25%, plus municipal taxes). This withholding tax is withheld at
source, i.e., it therefore does not have to be reported in the individual's tax return.
Dividends held for business purposes must be reported as professional income, and the withholding
tax is deducted from the income tax payable.
Sweden:
General income tax scale
Two levels of income tax apply:
• municipal income tax (27%-34%, depending on the city ) on income from employment and
business, and
• national income tax on income from employment and business between SEK 252,000
(EUR 27,354) and SEK 390,400 (EUR 42,377) at a rate of 20%, and 25% rate if this income
exceeds SEK 390,400.
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Exchange rate of EUR 1 = SEK 9.2125 (as at 30 June, 2001).
The average tax rate for a married couple, with one working spouse and no children, and income of
EUR 200,000, is 49.4%.
Tax base
An individual's income is divided into three categories: income from employment, income from capital
and income from business. Married couples are not taxed jointly, as regards income tax.
Taxation of dividends
Dividends are normally taxed at a flat rate of 30% (income from capital).
However, dividends received by a holder of qualified shares in a closely-held company will be taxed
differently: The share exceeding the limit will be taxed as income from employment , and the share
below the limit will be taxed as income from capital taxed, at 30%.
The limit is the sum of:
• the basis for the limit amount multiplied by the government loan interest, plus five points, and
• saved dividend capacity.
The basis for the limit amount is the sum of: the initial value of the shares, and the saved dividend
capacity, and the salary base.
Saved dividend capacity: If the dividend for one financial year falls below the limit amount, the
difference (the saved dividend capacity) can be carried forward to the next financial year.
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Tax rates, per country, on the sale of a business by an individual holding shares (capital gains
tax)

For the purpose of this benchmark report, we have analysed the tax implications that arise when an
entrepreneur sells his/her shares in the company (exit strategy). In order to ensure a comparable
analysis, we have assumed that the entrepreneur has held a significant number of shares in the
company for at least one year.
Furthermore, in order to compare the tax rates that apply to capital gains derived by entrepreneurs
from the sale of their shares, we have based our analysis on the following assumptions:
 For countries where specific tax provisions apply to the disposal of shares exceeding a specified
percentage of the company's share capital, we have assumed that the interest held by the
entrepreneur qualifies for that specific tax regime;
 For countries where capital gains on the sale of shares are included in individuals' overall taxable
income, we have assumed that the highest marginal rate was applicable to the entrepreneur's
taxable income.
Country

Tax rate

Conditions

Belgium

No tax due

United Kingdom

10%

Spain
USA

18%
19,55%

Capital gains are tax exempt provided they are not characterised as speculative
or professional income
The maximum rate is 40%. This is reduced to 10% for capital gains derived from
the sale of “qualifying business assets” held for over four years. For nonqualifying business assets, a minimum rate of 24% would be applicable only if
the asset was held for over 10 years.
The flat rate of 18% applies to shares held for more than one year

Austria

25%

The Netherlands

25%

Germany

25.6%

France
Italy

26%
27%

Sweden

39-42%

The marginal tax rate of 19.55% applies to capital gains derived from the sale of
"small business stock". For other shares, a 18% rate applies to capital assets
held more than five years (20% for capital assets held more than one year but
less than five years)
The marginal tax rate of 25% applies, provided that the shares have been held
for more than one year and the shareholding was at least 1% at some point
during the five years prior to disposal
The 25% rate applies to capital gains realized by individuals provided that the
shares constitute a substantial interest (i.e., 5% or more)
The marginal tax rate of 25.6% is applicable to the extent that the vendor held a
substantial interest in the company at any time during the five-year period prior
to the disposal (10% or more in most cases in 2001)
Flat rate
The substitute tax of 27% applies to the extent that the participation in a unlisted
company represents more than 20% of the voting rights and more than 25% of
the share capital. As far as participation in listed companies is concerned, the
27% rate applies if the shares represent more than 2% of the voting rights and
more than 5% of the share capital
An effective tax rate of approximately 39%-42% applies to the sale of the shares
in a closely-held company when the owner or someone closely associated with
him has been operative in the company or in another closely-held company
which runs the same or similar business during the fiscal year or the five
financial years preceding the sale (or the company has owned shares in another
closely-held company and the shareholder has been operative in that company).
The aforementioned tax rate is based on that the capital gain derived from the
sale of shares amounts to EUR 1 million, that no saved dividend exists and that
the owner has additional income from employment of at least EUR 42,500
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Although some of the rates mentioned above are flat rates (France, Italy, Spain), whereas others are
marginal tax rates, it appears that in most of the countries within the scope of the benchmark report,
the tax rate applied on the sale of shares by an entrepreneur varies between 25% and 27%.
Therefore, a "standard" classification of tax rates between 25% and 27% seems to be appropriate.
Consequently, the following classification has to be considered:

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Belgium

Austria

Sweden

Spain

France

United Kingdom

Germany

USA

Italy
The Netherlands

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
In Belgium, as a general rule, private investors are not taxed on capital gains on shares that are part
of their private assets (unless the gains were generated on shares in certain special BEVEK’s
whereby a portion is considered a taxable dividend, at 15%). Under certain conditions, capital gains on
shares may however be taxed as miscellaneous income or as professional income.
Provided that the Belgian tax authorities can prove the taxable character of the capital gain (i.e., the
speculative intention involved), the capital gain would be considered as speculative income and may
be taxed at a rate of 33% plus a communal tax rate, depending on the specific commune and crisis
surcharge (3%). Although in the past, the Belgian tax authorities did not often try to tax capital gains
on shares generated by private individuals as speculative income, the Minister of Finance has recently
and publicly encouraged them to change this attitude in the future.
Capital gains generated on the transfer for consideration of shares in a Belgian company to a foreign
entity or state organization are also taxable at a rate of 16.5% (plus a communal and crisis surcharge)
if the transferor (or his legal predecessor, in the case where the shares were not acquired for
consideration), alone or together with his spouse, his descendants, his ascendants or his and his
spouse's immediate relatives , has owned, directly or indirectly, more than 25% of the shares in the
company concerned at any point in time during the period of five years preceding the transfer.
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Besides, if the purchase and sale of shares is organized in a professional manner, the capital gains
generated might ultimately be taxable as professional income at the higher progressive tax rates. The
burden of proof, with respect to taxability as professional income, lies with the Belgian tax authorities.
According to the Belgian Supreme Court, the taxability as professional income depends on the factual
appreciation of - among other things - the number, the frequency and the scope of the operations, the
link to one another, publicity expenses, etc. The link with the main profession has, in the past, also
been cited in case law as an important criterion.
As such, the mere fact that an individual has created a company, has held a significant percentage of
shares in said company, and has carried out his/her primary professional activity within said company
should not, in principle, lead to the gain derived from the sale of such shares being considered as
professional income. Capital gains generated under such conditions should consequently be tax
exempt.
Spain:
In Spain, capital gains derived from assets held for a period of more than one year are taxed at a rate
of 18%. Gains on assets held for less than one year are taxed at the applicable progressive rate of
income tax.
United-Kingdom:
In the United Kingdom, capital gains are taxed at the highest marginal rate applicable to the individual
(the gains are treated as representing their "top layer" of taxable income for the year), subject to an
annual exemption of GBP 7,500. In general, gains are calculated on the basis of the total capital
appreciation of the asset during the period of ownership minus any incidental disposal/acquisition
costs and any capital losses incurred during the period the gain was generated or preceding periods.
However, the 40% rate that applies to capital gains generated by individuals (assuming they are taxed
at the top marginal rate) can be reduced to 10% through taper relief if the individual invests in
“qualifying business assets” and holds them for over four years (according to the tax relief introduced
in 1998), compared to investments in non-business assets, which only enjoy a reduction of 24%
through taper relief of capital gains tax, if the assets are held over 10 years.
As from 6 April, 2000 qualifying business assets include all shareholdings in unlisted trading
companies, all shareholdings in unlisted or listed trading companies (or the holding company of a
trading group) held by employees in that company, shareholdings in listed trading companies where
the shareholder is not an employee, but can exercise at least 5% of the voting rights, and all
shareholdings in a non-trading company (or a holding company of a non-trading group) held by
employees in that company provided the individual does not have a material interest (broadly more
than 10% of voting rights) in the company.
For the purpose of taper relief applicable to capital gains derived by an individual from the sale of
qualifying business assets, the definition of a "trading company" is either:
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 a company existing solely or primarily for the purpose of carrying out one or more trades; or
 a company that would fall within the scope of the above definition, except for any purposes likely to
have a material effect on the extent of the company's activities.
A trade is generally defined as being anything which is a trade, profession or vocation and includes
any trade, manufacture, adventure or concern having the nature of a trade, provided that it is
conducted on a commercial basis, with a view to earning profits.
The current definition of a trading company is vague and unspecific, with many grey areas, especially
as regards companies that perform investment activities. The Inland Revenue proposes to issue
clearer guidelines in the future with regard to this definition .
USA:
In the United States, the capital gains tax for individuals is 20% for capital assets held more than 12
months. As from 1 January, 2000, an 18% rate applies to capital assets that are held more than five
years. The 20% rate will continue to apply to capital assets held less than five years (but more than
one). The reduced 18% and 20% rates do not apply if the individual sells “small business stock".
When “small business stock” is sold, one-half of the gain is exempt from income tax (the normal
maximum tax rate is 39.1% for individuals). A small business is generally defined as a corporation with
assets less than USD 50,000,000.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, capital gains arising on the sale of shares in a GmbH or AG are taxed at one-half the
normal tax rate (i.e., maximum marginal tax rate of 25%), provided that the shares have been held for
more than one year and at least 1% of the shares were held at some point during the five years prior
to disposal. If these conditions are not fulfilled, the capital gain is taxed at the maximum marginal tax
rate of 50%.
France:
In France, capital gains on the sale of shares of listed or unlisted companies are taxable at a rate of
26% (16% plus additional taxes: CSG1 7,5% + CRDS2 0,5% + 2% social security tax = 10%). The tax
is payable when total sales of such securities exceed an annual amount of FRF 50,000 (EUR 7,622).
Some exemptions may apply to the sale, when made between members of the same family, provided
that certain conditions are met.

1 The French supplementary social security contribution
2 The French contribution to the reimbursement of the social security debt
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Germany:
In Germany, capital gains arising from the sales of shares in a corporation are taxable under the
general income tax scale, regardless of how long they have been held, if the seller held a substantial
interest in the company at any time during the five-year period prior to the sale. Beginning in 2001, a
"substantial share" is defined as a shareholding of at least 1% according to the amended German
Income Tax Act. However, due to particular transition rules in the year 2001 in most cases actually a
substantial share is given, if the shareholder has held at least 10% within the last 5 years, i.e. in these
cases the application of the new 1%-limit is postponed to the year 2002. According to the new halfincome system only 50% of the realized capital gains, regardless of the amount, will be subject to
income tax. Losses arising under these circumstances can be offset against other income within
certain limits.
Italy:
In Italy, there is a 27% substitute tax on capital gains generated by individuals on qualified holdings. A
qualified holding is defined as participation in an unlisted company that represents more than 20% of
the voting rights and more than 25% of the share capital. (A qualified holding in a listed company is
defined as shares held that represent more than 2% of the voting rights and more than 5% of the
share capital.) A 12.5% substitute tax applies to capital gains generated on non-qualified holdings.
Capital losses can be offset with capital gains and, if the result is a net capital loss, it can be carried
forward to the subsequent tax periods, up to a maximum of four years. In this respect, it should be
noted that capital losses on non-qualified holdings can be offset only with capital gains on nonqualified holdings. The same applies for qualified holdings.
The Netherlands:
In the case where shares constitute a substantial interest (i.e. 5% or more), the capital gain generated
by an individual on the sale of such shares is taxed at 25%. If the shares do not constitute a
substantial interest, the capital gain is income tax exempt, but the net capital assets are taxed .
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Sweden:
In Sweden, capital gains are taxed at a flat rate of 30%. However, capital gains on qualified shares, to
a certain extent, shall be partly taxed as income from employment. In that case, part of the capital gain
is taxed at the flat rate of 30%, the remaining amount being liable to the municipal income tax and
national tax rates provided for income from employment. The maximum amount to be taxed as income
from employment is approximately EUR 400,500.
A "qualified share" is a share in a closely-held company, provided that:
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 the shareholder or someone closely associated to him/her has, during the financial year or the five
preceding financial years, been operative to a significant extent in the company or in another
closely-held company which conducts the same or similar business, or
 the company, directly or indirectly, during the financial year or any of the five preceding financial
years, have owned shares in another closely-held company and the shareholder or someone
closely associated to him/her has, during the financial year or any of the preceding five financial
years, been operative to a significant extent in this company.
Moreover, closely-held companies are defined as limited liability companies or cooperative economic
associations where four or fewer partners own shares equivalent to more than 50% of the votes for the
total number of shares in the company, or the company is divided into independent businesses where
one individual, by the possession of shares, through an agreement or similar means, has the actual
right of determination over such a business and is able to have entire disposal of the proceeds.
Provided that the capital gain derived from the sale of qualified shares amounts to EUR 1 million, and
that no saved dividend exists, the total effective tax rate applicable to that income should be
approximately 39%-42% (provided that the owner of the shares has additional income from
employment of EUR 42,500).
When the individual is not the owner of a closely-held company, or if the individual is just a passive
shareholder of a closely-held company (i.e., owns no qualified shares), the capital gain is taxed at the
30% flat rate.
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Tax on wealth or net worth payable by individuals in each country

In Europe only a few countries tax wealth or net worth. Among the ten countries studied in this
benchmark report, only France, the Netherlands, Sweden and Spain tax personal assets.
None of the other countries in the benchmark report impose a tax on personal assets. Accordingly, we
have classified those countries which do not apply a wealth tax as being "standard", and the rest as
"less than standard".

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Austria

France

Belgium

The Netherlands

Germany

Spain

Italy

Sweden

United Kingdom
USA

3

2

1

LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
France:
French residents pay tax on the value of their worldwide assets. Non-residents are only taxed on
assets located in France. Some assets, e.g., works of art, are exempt from wealth tax. Business
assets may also benefit from an exemption under certain conditions. As far as shares are concerned,
the exemption may in principle only be obtained if the shareholding exceeds 25% of the share capital
and if the individual is in charge of specific duties within the company (a limited list of duties is
provided by the French tax law, e.g. C.E.O., General Manager etc.). The financial investments of nonresidents are also tax-exempt. Tax is payable on the basis of assets owned as of January 1 of each
tax year. Only taxpayers whose net worth exceeds FF 4,700,000 (EUR 716,510) are liable for tax. The
rate depends on the net value of the property liable for tax, thus, the tax rate ranges between 0.55%
and 1.8% (the 1.8% rate applies to the portion of net wealth exceeding FRF 100 million, i.e.,
EUR 15,244,900 for the 2001 fiscal year). For individuals residing in France, there is an overall cap on
the amount of wealth tax payable. Wealth tax and income tax (including foreign income taxes) should
not exceed 85% of the taxpayer's income for the previous year under certain conditions. However, for
individuals whose assets total value exceeds roughly MFRF 15.16 (EUR 2,300,000 from year 2002),
the reduction of the wealth tax by application of this ceiling mechanism is subject to a cap (basically,
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the wealth tax reduction due to the ceiling mechanism may not exceed 50% of the tax which would be
due without the cap system) under certain modalities.
The Netherlands:
As of 1 January, 2001 net wealth is taxed as follows: An individual is deemed to have earned 4% profit
on the balance of certain assets minus certain attributable debts which can be allocated at the
beginning and end of a year. This flat 4% profit, is taxed at a rate of 30%. The actual income received,
such as interest or dividends, is not taxable in the Netherlands.
Spain:
Resident individuals are liable for tax on worldwide assets; non-resident individuals, for property
located or rights exercisable in Spain as of 31 December of each year. To calculate the taxable base,
a minimum of ESP 18 million (EUR 108,182) is exempt from net worth tax. Tax on net worth ranges
from 0.2% to 2.5% for the remaining net tax base of more than EUR 5,347,998 of net taxable property.
Certain assets are exempt from wealth tax, such as those required for a business activity carried out
on a habitual basis, personally and directly by the taxpayer and constituting his/her main source of
income.
Resident individuals may limit the tax on net wealth. The tax payable on personal income and net
wealth may not exceed 70% of the taxable base for personal income tax purposes. If it does, the
taxpayer may reduce his/her net wealth tax liability by the excess amount, although such reduction
may not exceed 80%, therefore giving rise to a maximum tax of 20% on the original tax liability.
Sweden:
In Sweden resident individuals are taxed on wealth at a rate of 1.5% on net worldwide property
exceeding SEK 1,000,000 (EUR 110,000) for an individual and SEK 1,500,00 (EUR 163,000) for joint
taxed couples. Non-residents are only liable for tax on certain assets located in Sweden, such as real
estate.
The Act (1997:324) on the tax limitations , is applicable in certain cases. The Act states that the tax on
net wealth, national income tax on capital (30%) and national income tax on employment, in this order,
could be limited under certain conditions: If the total amount of national income tax, municipal income
tax and net wealth tax is higher than 60% of the sum of an individual's taxable income from
employment and capital, the net wealth tax payable and the national tax payable will be reduced by
the excess amount. The net wealth tax payable cannot, however, be reduced to lower than the tax on
50% of the individual's taxable net wealth. For persons who are subject to joint taxation according to
the net wealth tax regulations, the reduction is proportional to the amount of their taxable net wealth.
The total net wealth tax cannot be reduced to lower than the tax on 50% of the joint taxable net
wealth.
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CORPORATE LAW REGULATIONS

How easy is it to found a new business in form of a limited liability company?

The following represents a summary of our analysis of the differences and common grounds in the
jurisdictions of the various examined countries with regard to corporate law. We have evaluated the
available information taking into account the background of practicability, time factor and cost. Other
factors like the nature and number of documents needed for the incorporation were left out regardless
of whether they are of advantage for entrepreneurs or not.
In order to evaluate this topic, we have focused on the following sub-topics:
 Period of time necessary to found a limited liability company
 Minimum capital necessary
 Costs incurred with the foundation

a) Time required for the foundation of a standard limited liability company
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Please note that our analysis only focuses on the time period necessary to fulfil all applicable legal
requirements such as registration with a commercial register, but does not take into account other
subjective criteria such as the time necessary to draft the incorporation documentation (e.g. the
company’s by-laws or other minutes).
In most of the analysed countries a limited liability company (either public or private or which might
become listed) may be incorporated in about two weeks. Our “standard” classification thus includes all
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jurisdictions in which incorporation is completed within this time frame. Consequently, all countries in
which the period needed to fulfil all mandatory formalities exceeds 2 weeks will be qualified as "less
than standard" and the jurisdictions requiring less than 2 weeks will be qualified as "better than
standard".
According to the above, Austria, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium and Sweden are classified as
“standard”. The UK and the USA where incorporation may require only one day are considered to be
“better than standard”. Germany and Spain rank “less than standard”.
Note that we have classified Belgium in the “standard” category though limited liability companies may
be incorporated within one week, because such incorporation period only applies to “big” limited
liability companies3. In fact, a much greater period (which varies from 2/3 weeks to 4/5 months) is
necessary to incorporate “small” companies. This difference is the result of the far more burdensome
requirements to be satisfied prior to the incorporation of a “small” company.
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The Netherlands
Sweden

3
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1

Please further note that in the Netherlands it is (i) necessary to obtain a ministerial statement of nonobjection prior to the incorporation and (ii) possible to incorporate a public limited liability company in 2
or 3 days pursuant to an “emergency procedure”. In Austria, the incorporation of a public limited
liability company (also called “stock corporation”, the only entity which might become listed) takes one
to two months.
Please note that in most countries the incorporation is dependent on the co-operation of many bodies
such as public authorities (commercial registries, chambers of commerce) and the entrepreneurs
themselves. The indicated figures can thus only give an overview of periods required in most cases
and cannot guarantee that a company will be registered in the respective country within such period.
Incorporation processes in all analysed countries may always last longer depending on the specific
circumstances or difficulties.

3 Please note in this respect that a limited liability company will be considered “big” under Belgian law if it has more than 50
employees, or a turn-over greater than EUR 7 M (or if its balance sheet exceeds EUR 5M), or if another “big” company owns at
least 25% of its share capital.
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Minimum nominal share capital of a private limited liability company
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35 00 0

4 0 00 0

The nominal share capital differs in a range from 0 to EUR 35,000 and no country shows the same
amount. We have therefore set the standard from an amount of EUR 10,000 to EUR 20,000. Amounts
exceeding this range will therefore be considered "less than standard" and amounts inferior to this
range "better than standard".
Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden are accordingly classified as “standard”. Austria and
Germany which require the highest two minimum share capital amounts are graded “less than
standard”, while France, Spain, the USA and the UK range "better than standard”. Note that the UK
and the USA do not require any specific minimum share capital.
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Please note that although we have classified countries requiring comparably high minimum share
capitals as being less than standard - and thus disadvantageous compared with the other countries -,
other aspects, such as a better acceptance of a company with a higher minimum nominal share
capital (because of a conceivable better reliability) have not been taken into consideration but may
also be an advantage for a company towards investors or customers.
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c) Minimum nominal share capital of public limited liability companies
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Higher capital requirements apply to financial institutions

**

Please note that the minimum capital for a listed public company is EUR 1,202,024

110 000

As an introductory remark, please note that except as otherwise provided the minimum capital applies
to all public companies regardless of whether they are or might become listed. However, in order to
achieve the listing of the company, the amount of the foreseeable market capitalisation should in
certain countries exceed certain thresholds (e.g. in the UK, the expected market value of the shares to
be listed must amount to EUR 1.120.000).
The amounts of minimum nominal stock capital range between less than EUR 1 and EUR 225,000.
We have established our standard between EUR 50.000 and EUR 60.000 which roughly corresponds
to the average of all amounts. Amounts exceeding this range will be considered “less than standard”
and those falling short of this range “better than standard”.
According to the above definition, Germany, Spain and Sweden are classified as “standard”, while
Austria, Italy, Belgium, the UK and France range “less than standard”. Yet again, the USA do not
require any minimum capital and are therefore classified “better than standard”, together with the
Netherlands.
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We have classified countries requiring a comparably high minimum share capital as being below
standard while other aspects, such as a better acceptance of a company with a higher minimum
nominal share capital have not been taken into consideration.

d) Number of shareholders required for the foundation of a limited liability company (either
public or private)
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Please note as an introductory remark that the required number of shareholders applies to all types of
limited liability companies, regardless of whether or not they are private, public or might become listed,
except for Spain and Sweden which respectively require that listed corporation have a minimum of
100 and 300 shareholders, and for the UK and Austria where one sole shareholder is required for
private companies, but 2 shareholders are required for public companies. For purposes of clarity, we
have only focused on the minimum applicable requirements.

In the various analysed countries, the minimum number of shareholders ranges from 1 to 7 (France).
Since the number of countries (five) requiring only one shareholder prevail, the standard in this
category has been established at one shareholder. Since a company needs be set up with one
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shareholder at least, and that the standard is set at one shareholder there is no “better than standard”
available for this category. Jurisdictions prescribing two or more shareholders are considered “less
than standard”.

Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, the UK, the USA and Sweden are therefore classified as
“standard”. “Less than standard” comprises Austria, Belgium, Italy, and France.
This basic classification being made, it is important to note however that in some of the countries
where one sole shareholder is required (namely Belgium and Italy), strong incentives promote the
incorporation of a company gathering at least two shareholders (such incentives mostly regard the
much heavier liability of the only shareholder). Moreover, as already pointed out, 2 shareholders are
required for the incorporation of a public limited liability company in the UK.
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e) Costs incurred with the foundation of a limited liability company (either public and private)

Please note that the “costs for founding a limited liability company” include legal fees and the costs
incurred in connection with the mandatory formalities to be performed, including the filing of all
necessary documents with the competent authorities.
Please note that as regards countries where the foundation costs vary according to the private or
public nature of the company to be incorporated, we have only quoted an average amount.
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Please note that an amount of EUR 60 per published page is to be added
Please note that registry’s fees in the United States vary according to the number of registered shares

The foundation costs of a limited liability company range from EUR 1,000 to EUR 10,400. We have set
our standard between EUR 4,000 and EUR 6,000. Amounts exceeding this range will be considered to
be "less than standard" and those falling short of this range "better than standard".
According to the above definition, Spain, Belgium and Sweden are qualified as “standard”. The UK,
the USA, France, Germany and the Netherlands all have foundation costs below the standard range
and are therefore considered "better than standard". "Less than standard" are Austria and Italy (whose
foundation costs of EUR 10.000 exceed those of other countries).
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Summary of the subtopics:
The maximum score concerning legal requirements for the foundation of a limited liability company
was 15 points. A majority of countries (5) rank between 8 and 10 points, a range which we have
therefore set as standard.
Belgium, France, Germany, Spain and Sweden are classified as “standard”. With 7 points or less,
“less than standard” countries comprise Austria and Italy. Whereas the UK (12 Points), the
Netherlands (12 points) and the USA (14 points) are “better than standard”.
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“Quality” of intellectual property rights

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

For entrepreneurs the “quality” of intellectual property rights primarily depends on whether the
employer owns the invention created by the employee, and if so, under which conditions. The
ownership of intellectual property rights depends on the circumstances of the invention. Therefore we
have to distinguish the following hypothesis: (a) the creation of the invention by the employee, who is
hired to invent, (b) the invention created outside of the scope of the employee’s employment contract
but during his/her working hours and with the equipment of the employer, and finally (c) the invention
created by the employee outside of his/her working hours and without the equipment of the employer.
Note that for each category (save for point (c)), we have distinguished between patents and
copyrights, which are generally treated differently by the various jurisdictions.
a) invention by an employee, hired to invent
(i) Patents
When the creation of the employee has been hired to make an invention, we have considered it was
"standard" for the employer to be the owner of the patent without any (financial or other) restriction.
When the transfer of the patent’s ownership to the employer is conditional upon any condition,
including the payment of an additional compensation, the country is considered "less than standard".
No “better than standard” average is available for this question.
In France and Austria, the employee is entitled to a special compensation which may be determined in
the employment contract or under the applicable collective bargaining agreement. For the purposes of
our analysis, we have considered that this fell within the scope of the ordinary salary. France therefore
ranks “standard” together with Austria, Italy, Belgium, Sweden, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
the USA and Spain where the patents belong to the employer without any financial restrictions. Note
however, that in the UK, where the patent is of “outstanding benefit” to the employer, the court may
grant the employee a financial compensation.
In Germany, ownership of the patent is originally vested in the employee but the employer may use its
pre-emption right and be assigned the patent’s ownership. However, such transfer must be express
and implies the payment of an additional compensation to the employee. This country therefore
ranges “less than standard”.
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(ii) Copyrights
If an employee is “hired to invent” we consider it is “less than standard” that the employee be the
owner of the intellectual property right. The countries where the employer is automatically granted
either a right to use or the ownership of the copyright on software (but not on other inventions) are
classified as “standard”. Finally, there are countries where the employer is automatically considered
the owner of the copyright on any inventions, those countries rank “better than standard”.
According to the above classification, Belgium, Sweden, Austria, France, and Germany where the
employee is the owner of the copyright on their inventions save for software which either belongs to
the employer or may automatically be used by the latter, are considered “standard” countries. Note
however that in France, the invention of an employee hired to invent will often qualify as a “collective
work”, ownership on the said invention being therefore automatically assigned to the employer. In a
majority of the other “standard” countries, the copyright may be assigned by the employee to the
employer.
In the Netherlands, the UK, and the USA the employer is generally the owner of the copyright
regardless of the nature of the invention at stake. In Spain, unless otherwise agreed in the
employment contract, all exploitation rights are assigned to the employer (though the moral rights on
the invention vest in the employee). All four countries therefore qualify as “better than standard”.
In Italy, ownership of the copyright on any inventions is vested in the employees. This country
therefore ranks less than standard.
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b) invention by an employee (who was not hired for this purpose) during his working hours
with the equipment of the employer
(i)

Patents

If an employee is not “hired to invent”, we have considered that it was "standard" for the employer to
have a first right to the patent (provided that the employee receives a compensation not covered by its
regular salary) or a free license to make use of the invention. Countries where the employer owns the
patent without any restrictions are therefore considered "better than standard" and countries where
ownership of the patents is vested in the employee are ranked "less than standard".
In Italy, Spain, Germany, Sweden, France and the USA, the employer either has a first right on the
patent (provided that he pays a compensation to the employee) or is granted a license right to make
use of the invention (which, depending on the country at stake, may involve the payment of a
compensation). Those countries therefore range “standard”. In the Netherlands and in Austria, the
patent belongs to the employee (unless otherwise agreed). Those countries therefore classify as “less
than standard”.
In the United Kingdom, if it can be shown that as a result of the employee’s duties and responsibilities
he/she has a special obligation to further the interests of the employer, then the patent will be owned
by the employer rather than the employee. The UK therefore ranks “better than standard” for the sake
of our report. This is however something of a grey area and the allocation of the patent’s ownership is
in practice to be determined in the employment contract.
Please note that in Belgium there is no final answer to the above question, which depends on the
discretionary interpretation of Belgian courts. However, the jurisprudence most often considers that
the employer either (a) owns the rights to the invention (provided that he can prove a tacit transfer) or
(b) has a pre-emption right on the said invention. In situation (a), a compensation might have to be
paid to the employee. For this reason we have classified Belgium as “standard”.
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(ii)

Copyrights

When the invention is developed outside of the scope of the employment contract, we have
considered that it was “standard” for the employee to hold all the rights on the inventions save for
software which might either be used or owned by the employer. It is therefore “less than standard” that
the employee be the owner of the copyrights on any inventions without any distinctions. Finally,
countries where the employer is automatically considered the owner of the copyright on any inventions
or have a pre-emption right on the said inventions rank “better than standard”.
According to the above Belgium, France, Austria, and Sweden rank “standard” while Italy and the
Netherlands and the USA are classified “less than standard”.
Germany (where employers have a pre-emption right on the copyright, save for software whose
ownership is automatically vested in the employer) and the United Kingdom (whose regime is the
same as for patents on inventions created by an employee not hired to invent, see point (i) above) are
classified as “better than standard”. An additional compensation must however be paid to the
employee under German law.
In Spain, unless otherwise agreed in the employment contract, all exploitation rights are assigned to
the employer (though the moral rights on the invention vest in the employee). Spain therefore also
ranks “better than standard”.
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In most jurisdictions, the legal position concerning the ownership of intellectual property rights
depends on the circumstances, such as the scope of the employment contract (and in the event it
does not cover the invention, the existence of contractual provisions governing the assignment of the
rights at stake to the employer), the existence/absence of a required compensation, or the type and
definition of intellectual property right concerned. In practice, it seems therefore necessary to draft an
agreement in all countries.

c) invention by an employee (who was not hired for this purpose) outside his working hours
without the equipment of the employer
In this case the ownership of all intellectual property rights is vested in the employee in each of the
analysed countries, without distinction between patents and copyrights. Please note however that in
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Sweden, if the patented invention falls within the scope of the employer's “field of business”, the
employer may be granted a license to use the said invention it being specified that it is in this case the
employee's duty to inform his/her employer about the invention.
Therefore, all countries are qualified as “standard” and Sweden is classified as "better than standard".
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Summary of the subtopics’ results:
The maximum score was 15 points concerning the “quality” of intellectual property rights. We have
established the standard at 10 points.
The USA, Belgium, France and Germany therefore rank “standard”; while the UK (13 points), Spain
(12 points) and Sweden (11 points) are “better than standard” and Austria, Italy, and the Netherlands
rank “less than standard” (with 8 to 9 points).
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FAILURE IN BUSINESS

Regulations with respect to the failure in business – toleration vs. acceptance

The following represents a summary of our analysis of differences and common grounds in the
jurisdictions of the examined countries with regard to insolvency law. We have evaluated all the
available information relating to practicability, consequences for entrepreneurs and the time factor.
All of the examined countries provide legal regulations relating to insolvency. Due in particular to the
duality between case law (in the UK and the USA) and civil law, most European countries have more
regulations on insolvency proceedings than under Anglo-Saxon systems.
In order to keep this analysis short and precise, we have focussed on the following sub-topics:
•

Is failure tolerated or accepted?

•

Is there any procedure for out-of-court or amicable settlement with creditors prior to a situation of
insolvency?

•

When are companies or individuals forced to apply for the opening of insolvency procedures?

•

How fast can entrepreneurs be rid of their liabilities as a result of insolvency without a criminal
background?

•

Is there any track record held by a central bank or any other organism enabling a third party to
track down the management of an insolvent company and which prevent it from incorporating or
managing other companies?

a)

Is a failure tolerated or accepted?

Where bankruptcy is a consequence of a mere business failure (i.e. a consequence of wrong
estimation, wrong products, wrong marketing or other entrepreneurial decisions which does not
include wrongful behavior), it is in general free from heavy legal consequences.
In Italy, in the case of fraudulent bankruptcy, directors are prevented from carrying out a business
activity and forbidden to assume business managing roles; bankruptcy may also result in the
prohibition for the managers/directors to leave their residence without authorization. These restrictions
however expire after a final “discharge” is granted. In Belgium business failure is considered as having
adverse legal consequences though the Belgian legislator has softened this opinion by introducing a
“Fresh Start Doctrine” (see point (c) below). In Sweden, the individuals are prevented to practice some
professions as well as being part of a board directors or to run business when the bankruptcy is
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pending. In the Netherlands the Ministry of Justice may refuse to approve the incorporation of a
company when the founders prove to have been involved in prior bankruptcy proceedings. In France
and the UK, there are no special legal consequences if the directors have not been sentenced to
management incapacity.
Though they are not laid down in the legislation, there are “social” consequences for bankrupt
entrepreneurs in the following countries: Spain, France, Sweden, Germany, the UK, Austria. In these
countries, bankrupt entrepreneurs may for example encounter difficulties to obtain permits or
authorizations necessary to carry out another business or to find creditors or suppliers. Note that
failure of business in the USA carries an increasingly diminishing stigma.
We have defined as “standard” all countries where bankruptcy result in either social or legal
consequences to bankrupt entrepreneurs (or to the individuals managers and directors behind the
corporate venture). The countries outlined as “less than standard” stipulate social and legal
consequences for business failure. Whereas the “better than standard” category groups countries
where business failure has limited stigma on the said entrepreneurs.
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Is there any procedure for out-of-court or amicable settlement with creditors prior to a
situation of insolvency?

Countries where one or more out-of-court procedures are available at an early stage to prevent the
filing of bankruptcy proceedings, organised by law, and supervised by an independent authority range
"better than standard". Countries where no such procedure is legally defined but where alternative
solutions serve or may in practice serve the same purposes are classified as "standard". Countries
where neither type of procedures is available to prevent bankruptcy at an early stage are graded “less
than standard”.
In some countries, namely France, Italy (where two different types of legally defined procedures are
available), the UK, Belgium and Sweden, legally defined out-of-court or amicable settlement
procedures are available to those companies experiencing financial difficulty. Those countries
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therefore rank “better than standard”. In other countries, namely Spain, the United States, and the
Netherlands, such settlements are not regulated but organised negotiations with the creditors (in most
cases under the supervision of an independent authority) are in practice available prior to mandatory
filings under insolvency proceedings.
In Germany and Austria, no specific out-of-court or amicable prior procedure is available (mere
insolvency proceedings may however be filed at an early stage so as to permit the company to settle
its debts and continue its business). The initiative to amicably settle creditors’ claims is therefore left to
individual entrepreneurs who remain free to negotiate with their creditors on an individual basis.
Theses countries therefore rate “less than standard”.
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c)

When are companies or individuals forced to apply for the opening of insolvency
procedures?

In order to classify the various countries examined, we have considered it was “standard” for “overindebted” companies not to be compelled to apply for insolvency proceedings though legal incentives
encourage them to do so. We have thus deemed that it was “less than standard” that the laws of a
country compel the filing of an application for insolvency and “better than standard” that no legal
provision govern the issue, leaving the matter at the discretion of entrepreneurs.
In Italy, Spain, Sweden, Netherlands, the UK and the USA, there are no regulations compelling
entrepreneurs to apply for insolvency proceedings. In Spain, the Netherlands, the UK, and Italy there
are incentives to apply for the opening of insolvency procedures such as criminal penalties (Italy), an
increased liability of the directors (Italy, the Netherlands), or the presumption of managers’ negligence
(Spain), a risk to individual directors of personal and criminal liability (the UK). The said four countries
therefore rank “standard”. In the absence of any such incentives, Sweden and the USA are therefore
classified “better than standard”.

Finally, the German, Austrian, French and Belgian sets of laws determine insolvency on the basis of
“over-indebtedness” which corresponds to a lack of assets in comparison to liabilities. Under the laws
of the said countries, the company is under the obligation to file an application for bankruptcy as soon
as it becomes “over-indebted”. Germany, Austria, France and Belgium therefore qualify for the “less
than standard” category.
Finally, the laws of Germany and Belgium provide for a third reason for insolvency filings called
“threatening inability to pay”. A company which faces such a situation may file an application for
insolvency proceedings, with a view to satisfy most creditors and, when possible, continue its business
after the insolvency proceedings have ended.
Please note that in most countries creditors and debtors themselves may file an application for
bankruptcy based on the company’s “inability to pay” and “over-indebtedness”, whereas the
“threatening inability to pay” may only lead to filing by the debtor.
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d)

How fast can entrepreneurs get rid of their liabilities as a result of insolvency without
criminal background?

Except in the case of wrongful behaviors, most countries discharge individual entrepreneurs, limited
liability company’s shareholders and/or bankrupt companies’ managers and directors after the close of
the insolvency proceedings.
The actual discharge may be subject to the expiration of a certain period of time (2 to 6 years in the
UK) and/or to the fulfillment of certain conditions such as : the payment by the entrepreneur/ bankrupt
company of the quota of the major 20%-creditors’ claims which have not been written off within two
years (Austria), the fulfillment of certain obligations under the bankruptcy’s court ruling and evidence
of good behavior for five years (Italy), the assignment of the distrainable part of the liable person’s
salary, in which case the discharge occurs after seven years (Germany). We have considered it was
“standard” that the discharge be conditional upon the fulfillment of certain prerequisites. The above
mentioned countries therefore range “standard”.
The countries where the discharge is automatic upon closure of the insolvency proceedings are
considered to be “better than standard”. In the Netherlands, no further action against the said
individuals is available if the company is dissolved for “lack of financial resource” (save for liabilities
incurred for mismanagement). In France and Spain all liabilities terminate upon the closure of the
procedure. All those countries are for the purposes of our analysis considered to be “better than
standard”.
Finally in Sweden, there are no specific rules to terminate any liabilities with regard to insolvency. In
the United States, when a bankrupt corporation is liquidated (and not reorganized), no such discharge
is available either. In Belgium, the liabilities of the directors incurred in connection with the errors that
contributed to the bankruptcy do not terminate (though the liabilities of the bankrupt entity itself
terminate in the event the bankruptcy is excused). In these countries (except for the USA), the
managers/directors of bankrupt companies (and individual entrepreneurs as the case may be) may
only get rid of liabilities according to the general statute of limitation, which broadly ranges from five to
ten years. Those countries therefore range “less than standard”.
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3
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e)

Is there any track-record held by a central bank or any other organism enabling a third
party to track down the management of an insolvent company

In most countries such track-records are held (by different authorities). They disclose the names of
bankrupt companies or entrepreneurs. For the purposes of our analysis, we have considered that it
was “standard” that such registers be held, “less than standard” that the said registers or any other
public register disclose or permit to trace the names of bankrupt company’s managers or directors
after the close of all insolvency proceedings and “better than standard” that no tracing of either the
bankrupt companies or its directors/managers be possible.
According to the above classification, Germany, Sweden, France, the Netherlands, the UK, and
Austria rank “less than standard”. Italy and the USA where registers of bankrupt companies or
entrepreneurs do not indicate the names of directors/managers, are classified as “standard’.
In Spain, the company’s commercial excerpt mentions the undergoing bankruptcy procedure until the
said procedure is closed by a final court decision. The indication regarding the liability of directors is
removed after a final discharge of liability is granted by the competent court. We have considered this
country to be “better than standard” since the tracing is only possible prior to the end of bankruptcy
proceedings. This is also the case of Belgium where no such mechanism is available.
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France
Germany
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Sweden
United Kingdom
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Summary regarding the failure in business:
The maximum score a country could get with respect to its legal environment governing business
failure was 15. Scores range between 7 and 12, with a majority of countries having a score of 10. We
have therefore considered that 10 was the “standard”, and that countries below this score were “less
than standard” and countries above were “better than standard”.
The USA (11 points) and Spain (12 points) therefore rank “better than standard”; while France, the
Netherlands, Italy, and the UK are “standard” and Austria, Austria Sweden and Belgium rank “less
than standard” (with 7 to 9 points).
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LABOUR LAW REGULATIONS

Labour law restrictions with regard to the lay off of employees

Labour law restrictions with regard to the lay off of employees may lead to a high financial burden for
companies and influence their flexibility on a given market.
To evaluate the labour law restrictions with respect to the lay off of employees, we took the following
information into account:
-

the length of notice periods and the influence of branches of industry, levels, age and seniority
of the employee on these periods;

-

employee entitlements to payments in lieu of notice; and

-

the amount of compensation to be paid in the event of dismissal and the influence of branches
of industry, age, seniority and level of the employee, financial situation of the company and
involvement of workers representatives on this amount.

a) Length of notice periods and payment in lieu of notice
Most of the countries included in this report have notice periods of varying length depending on the
age or the seniority of the employee. We therefore defined as “standard“ countries with a minimum
notice of one month and a maximum notice of four to six months.

Better than standard
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Spain
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3
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1

It should be noted that this analysis can only evaluate the statutory notice periods. Various bargaining
agreements may provide for shorter or longer notice periods. In some countries, shorter periods of
notice may also lead to higher severance payments. As the presentation of all the different systems to
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determine the length of notice periods in the different countries would go beyond the scope of this
report, we have give a general overview of these systems.
BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Spain:
In Spain the only case (unless the applicable collective agreement provides for the extension of the
prior notice requirement to other situations, which is not frequent) where the companies are required
to comply with a prior notice requirement is that of individual dismissals on objective grounds, for
which the notice is at least one month. This notice period is the same for all branches of industries and
levels of employees. If a company fails to observe or only partly observes the notice obligation, it must
indemnify the worker by paying the salary for the days for which notice was not given. It is up to
employers to grant the notice or make payment in lieu (for individual dismissals only).
United Kingdom:
In the United Kingdom the contract of employment will usually specify the period of notice to be given.
Otherwise there is an implied term that it may be terminated upon reasonable notice. The courts will
determine what amounts to reasonable notice. As a very rough guide, the following periods of notice
might be appropriate: two weeks or one month in the case of a manual worker, three months in the
case of a senior skilled worker or middle management and between three months and one year for
more senior managers. The contractual provision concerning termination of the contract must not be
less than the statutory minimum period of notice. The statutory notice periods range from one week
after one month of seniority to 12 weeks after 12 years of seniority.
If it is not provided for in the contract the payment in lieu of notice is only possible by mutual consent.
USA:
Under federal law in the United States, there are only two basic sources for the obligation of an
employer to provide notice to employees when it has layoffs or plant closings: the National Labour
Relations Act (“NLRA“) and the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (“WARN“) Act. WARN
requires employers to give at least 60 days notice of a plant closing affecting 50 or more employees or
a mass layoff affecting 50 or more employees when this constitutes one third or more of the work
force. An employer who does not provide this notice may be liable for the total loss of wages and
benefits for the period of the violation (up to 60 days). In addition the employer could be liable for civil
penalty of $ 500 per day for up to 60 days.
The NLRA only applies when the employees are represented by a union. With the decision of the
employer to close or sell a business, there is only an obligation to bargain with the union over the
effects of that decision.
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STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, there is no standard period of notice for all branches of industry and all levels of employees.
Periods of notice depend on the length of service, the branch of industry and on the qualification of the
employee as "white-collar" and "blue collar". However, the average notice period is from 2 to 3
months.
On the other hand, Austrian laws do not recognise the notion of "payment in lieu of notice". The rule is
that the employee is entitled to all benefits up until the contract terminates, i.e. the notice period ends.
France:
In France mandatory notice periods range from one month for blue collar employees with less than
two years of seniority to two months for employees with at least two years seniority. For white collar
employees there is a notice period of three months. The duration of these notice periods can be
increased by applicable collective agreements and depends in most of the cases on the position the
employee holds in the company.
Moreover, in France, the employees are entitled to receive payment in lieu of notice, corresponding to
the amounts of the salary which would have normally been received.
Italy:
In Italy, in the event of dismissal for reasons which make continuing the working relationship
impossible, the employee is not entitled to a notice period.
For employees who are entitled to notice periods, these are not the same for all branches of industries
and levels of employees. Thus, depending on whether the employee is subject to the collective
agreement for commercial companies or for industrial companies, the notice period ranges from
twenty days to 4 months.
Managers who are subject to the aforementioned collective agreements have a notice period ranging
from 6 months to 12 months. Only the duration of the notice period for managers depends on the
individual's seniority.
The choice between worked notice and pay in lieu of notice depends on the “non-withdrawing party”,
that is, the employee in the event of dismissal and the employer in the event of resignation.
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The Netherlands:
In The Netherlands, the parties may agree to a notice period, provided that the minimum statutory
notice period is complied with. The length of the statutory notice period depends solely on the duration
of the employment agreement and ranges from 1 months to 4 months.
Legally, there is not a statutory rule which allows payment in lieu of notice, but if the parties mutually
reach an agreement, this is possible.
Sweden:
In Sweden, the notice period varies, depending on whether the employee entered into an employment
contract prior to January 1, 1997 or from this date.
In the first case, the notice period, which is based only on the age reached by the employee when
notice of dismissal is given, ranges from 1 months to 6 months.
In the second case, the notice period, which is solely based on the total period of employment with the
employer, ranges from 1 month to 6 months.
During the notice period, the employer must pay salary and all other benefits to the employee. This
applies even if the employee is not provided with any work or is relieved from work during the entire
notice period or part of it. However, if the employee resumes a new employment during the notice
period, the employer may deduct income earned in the new employment.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
As regards Belgian law, the length of notice period depends on the professional category of the
employee.
For white-collar employees, the notice period varies depending on whether the employee's annual
gross salary exceeds € 24,491.88. In the first case, the length of the notice period should be at least 3
months during the first five years of seniority with the same employer, and must be increased by
another period of 3 months at the beginning of each new period of 5 years’ seniority. In the second
case, the law provides that parties should try to reach an agreement on the length of the notice period
based upon the possible outcome if the case were brought before the Court. As guidance for the
evaluation of notices for this category of white-collar workers, legal writers have identified a number of
formulae, based on Court decisions, the best-known formula being referred to as the "Claeys
formulae":
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ths
ths
Total of: Length of service (years and months in 10 of years) x 0.89+ Age (years and months in 10

of years) x 0.08+ Annual remuneration ( 1/1000 x index of the month of july 1997(= 125,30) ) x 0.0013
index of the month of dismissal (July 2001=134.44)
Minus: 2
Equals: Number of months of notice.

Concerning blue-collar employees, the length of the notice period ranges from 28 days (for seniority
below 6 months within the undertaking) to 112 days (for seniority of 20 years or more than 20 years
within the undertaking).
The indemnity in lieu of notice is equivalent to the remuneration the employee would have earned
during the notice period, if such notice period had been worked.
Thus, concerning an executive aged 40, with 10 years' seniority and earning € 100,000 pa, the
indemnity in lieu of notice would be € 125,000.
Germany:
In Germany, the statutory period of notice for termination for an employee during the first two years of
th
employment with the same company is four weeks to the 15 day or the end of the calendar month. If

an employee has worked two or more years in the same company, the period of notice is one month
to the end of a calendar month. The longer the employment relationship lasts and the more highly
qualified an employee is, the longer the period of notice will be (up to a maximum of 7 months if the
employee has a seniority of 20 years or more). Payment in lieu of notice is not possible.
b) Is there a compensation that has to be paid to the employee for the loss of his job and what
are the determining elements for this compensation ?
Most of the different law systems provide for a compensation determined by the seniority of the
employee and length of service in the company. We have therefore set as "standard" the following
formula: 0.5 up to 2 x monthly gross salary x years of service.
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BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
In the event the employer chooses to terminate an employment contract under Belgian law, he must
either give notice of termination, during which the employee continues to work, or, in the event of
immediate termination of the contract, pay an indemnity in lieu of notice. Should such notice be given,
and provided it is sufficient, no termination indemnity is due at the expiration of the notice period.
In Belgium, The notion severance indemnity corresponds to the notion indemnity in lieu of notice, also
in the event the employer did not respect a sufficient notice period or when the employer failed to give
notice, an executive aged 40, earning € 100,000 pa with 10 years' senority, is entitled to receive an
average indemnity corresponding to € 125,000.
In the case of collective dismissals, employees hired for an indefinite period of time may be entitled to
claim from the company, for a period of four months following the dismissal, an indemnity equal to
50% of the difference between the employment benefits or the net salary earned under new
employment and their latest net salary.
Employees whose contracts have been terminated following the closure of a plant may be entitled to a
closing indemnity which consists of a basic indemnity and a possible extra indemnity. The basic
indemnity currently amounts to € 118,89 (amount applicable as of June 1, 1999) per year the
employee has been employed by the undertaking with a maximum of € 2,377.79 (20 times the basic
amount) and the extra indemnity currently amounts, equally, to € 118,89 (amount applicable as of
June 1, 1999) for every year the employee is older than 45 with a maximum of € 2,377.79 (20 times
the basic amount).
France:
In France, an employee is entitled to a dismissal indemnity calculated on the basis of seniority unless
termination occurs as the result of gross or wilful misconduct. For employees with at least two years of
th
seniority, French law provides for a minimum dismissal indemnity as follows: 1/10 of a monthly gross
th

salary per year of seniority as of the hiring date; plus an additional 1/15 of the monthly salary for
every year of employment after 10 years of seniority. This dismissal indemnity is often increased by
the applicable collective agreement.
The dismissal for economic reasons of at least ten employees over a period of 30 days in companies
with at least 50 employees, obliges the employer to prepare a redundancy scheme and to award
higher compensation to employees (i.e. measures like early retirement, outplacement are paid by the
employer which raise the total cost).
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In addition, a special social tax known as the "Contribution Delalande" is payable to the ASSEDIC for
each dismissal of any employee who is over 50 years old at the expiration of his/her notice period. The
amount of this special tax varies according to the size of the work force and to the age of the
employees from 1 month to 12 months.
Please note that a French bill on the modernisation of labour-related matters which is currently
presented by the French government and which is currently being debated, proposes, in particular, to
distinguish between the indemnity in case of dismissal based on personal or economic grounds by
increasing the amount of the latter.
In conclusion, in the event of a dismissal based on personal grounds, an executive aged 40, with
10 years' seniority and earning € 100,000 pa is entitled to receive an average severance indemnity
corresponding to € 8,333.30 (tax free).
Sweden:
In Sweden, there are no statutory provisions whereby employees are entitled to a severance
indemnity.
However, employers who are members of the Swedish employers’ confederation are bound by
collectively agreed insurance benefits under the Readjustment Agreement covering severance
payments for the benefit of certain white collar employees. As a general rule, the severance pay to
eligible white-collar employees equals 75 % of the previous salary and is available for a maximum
period of time depending on the employee’s age. To be eligible an employee must have reached the
age of 40 years on his last day of employment and also have been employed by the employer for at
least 5 years. In the great majority of companies, only white-collar employees are covered, but the
readjustment agreement makes it possible to have all employees covered (except certain executive
employees).
There is also a similar collective agreement specifically for blue-collar workers, but for those eligible
the severance pay is insignificant. In order to fund these insurance benefits, employers subjected to
the relevant collective agreements continuously allocate money for use in the event of redundancy.
USA:
Regarding the United States other than payments in lieu of notice under WARN, there is no
requirement under federal law that any amount of severance must be paid to employees who are
terminated or laid off. For unionised employees, the union contract may or may not provide for
severance pay for employees who are permanently laid off. Individual employees (usually higher
levels of management) may have written employment agreements which provide for a specific term of
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employment (for example, 3 years) with a required payment if the individual is terminated without
cause prior to the end of the term.

The Netherlands:
In Netherlands, there are no statutory criteria for determining the amount of severance payment. In the
event of termination by mutual agreement or after approval from the RLO, no severance payment is
due.
However, in case of dismissal proceedings, the Subdistrict Court can award the employee an
indemnity. As of 1 January 1997, a guideline from the Subdistrict Court in the Netherlands containing
a formula for the purpose of calculating such severance pay will be applicable in dismissal
proceedings. This formula is the following:
A = Years of service x B = "compensation" (includes the base monthly gross salary plus holiday
allowance, thirteenth month, structural overtime compensation and fixed compensation with respect to
shift work) x C = "correction" which allow to adjust the multiplication of the factors A and B, based on
the specific circumstances of the matter.
In fact, according to the Subdistrict Court judges, a higher or lower amount of compensation may be
determined if one of the parties is largely to blame for the dismissal and/or due to other special
circumstances of the case.
In the case of collective dismissals, alternative arrangements may be agreed upon with the unions,
such as a redundancy scheme consisting of supplementing unemployment benefits for a certain
period depending on the seniority, outplacement, reimbursement of certain expenses, etc.
In conclusion, in case of dissolution procedure, an executive aged 40, with 10 years' seniority and
earning € 100,000 pa is entitled to receive an average severance indemnity corresponding to €
91,666, which is not subject to social security contributions.
United Kingdom:
In United Kingdom, there are no statutory provisions whereby employees are entitled to a severance
indemnity, in the event of dismissal for personal reasons.
However, an employee who has been unfairly dismissed can claim a compensation. If the
Employment Tribunal orders compensation, it will generally make two awards:
- the basic award, based on length of service, age and a week's pay, which is broadly equivalent to a
statutory redundancy payment, and
- the compensatory award, based on loss suffered by the employee.
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In the event of redundancy, a statutory redundancy payment will be made where an employee is made
redundant and has at least two years service. This payment is dependent on the age of the employee,
the length of service (which is capped after 20 years' service) and his/her salary (again, which is
capped at € 379.57 per week). A multiplier of:
- ½ is used for each year of service while under 22;
- 1 is used for each year of service while over 22 but under 41;
- 1 ½ is used for each year of service where the employee is 41 or over; and
th
- where the relevant date is beyond the employee's 64 birthday, the payment is reduced by 1/12 for

every completed calendar month after that birthday, thus statutory redundancy pay ceases to be
payable when the employee reaches 65.

STANDARD COUNTRIES

Austria:
In Austria, statutory severance payments are calculated based on the average monthly remuneration
and depends on the years of service. The monthly remuneration is annual gross income (14 months’
salary plus bonuses and fringe benefits) divided by 12.
This compensation ranges from 2 months’ to 12 months’ remuneration.
In the event of mass redundancy proceedings, where a substantial part of the workforce is affected,
compensation is typically paid out based on the basis of a redundancy scheme. As a rule of thumb,
such compensation is equal to two times statutory severance payments.
In conclusion, in the event of a dismissal based on a personal reason, an executive aged 40, with 10
years' seniority and earning € 100,000 pa is entitled to receive an average severance indemnity
corresponding to € 33,333.33 which is not subject to social security contributions.

Germany:
In Germany, statutory severance payments do not exist. However, the termination of an employment
relationship under the Employment Protection Act is usually complicated and often results in paying off
the employee through a settlement agreement. As a general rule, an average severance payment
amounts to 50-100 % of the monthly gross salary for each year of service depending on the merits of
the case.
Also, if a such severance indemnity is paid for a dismissal based on a personal reason, an executive
aged 40, with 10 years' seniority and earning € 100,000 pa is entitled to receive an average severance
indemnity corresponding to € 41,666.67, which is not subject to social security contributions.
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In case of mass redundancies due to alteration of business, the works council and the employer can
agree upon a redundancy scheme which determines an amount of compensation and regulates the
criteria for calculation (age, seniority, etc.). Usually, the compensation depends on the financial
situation of the company, the reasons for the mass redundancy and the sector of activity.
Italy:
In Italy, the end of service allowance is roughly equivalent to one month's salary for every year of
employee's service.
In the event of a collective dismissal, in addition to the amounts mentioned above, the employees
registered in special list, with the requested seniority of service and the special request, can receive
an unemployment indemnity.
This indemnity is equal to the entire salary for a certain period according to seniority, age and
geographic areas (ranging from 12 to 36 months).
An agreement between the employer and the employee can be reached upon the dismissal, in order
to avoid a challenge to the dismissal, litigation and possible reinstatement. In that case, an incentivo
all'esodo or lump sum may be payable to the employee.
An executive aged 40, with 10 years' seniority and earning € 100,000 pa is entitled to receive an
average severance indemnity corresponding to € 74,074, which is not subject to social security
contributions.
Spain:
In Spain, compensation for termination is calculated by dividing the annual gross salary by 365 days
and multiplying the result by the years of service of the employee in the company, and by a
determined number of days. The legal minimum established by law is 20 days of salary per year of
service up to a maximum of 12 months.
Certain contracts concluded under a new law approved during 2001, are subject to a system whereby,
in the event of dismissal due to economical, technical, organisational or production related reasons
and if the dismissal is deemed to be unjustified, the severance payment will be equivalent to 33 days
of salary per year of service up to a maximum of 24 months.
In conclusion, an executive aged 40, with 10 years' seniority and earning € 100,000 pa is entitled to
receive an average severance indemnity corresponding to € 54,794.
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Summary of the sub-topic’s results:
As the length of the notice period has to be seen in close relation with the granting of a compensation
for the loss of job we combined the results of a) and b) in a third table:

Better than standard

Standard

Spain

Austria

United Kingdom

Belgium

USA

Less than standard

France
Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Sweden

3

2

1

The United States and United Kingdom are in the better than standard category as they qualified in
both categories for this section. For this evaluation it is considered as more important to have shorter
notice periods than to have lower compensation costs, because, on the one hand, notice periods
create costs of their own (wages, social security deductions, etc.) and, on the other hand, they curb
entrepreneurial decisions requiring flexibility to adapt to the market. That is why Spain is qualified as
better than standard although it was only standard in category b). That is why also France,
Netherlands and Sweden are qualified standard although there were better than standard in category
b). Belgium is qualified standard as it was less than standard in category a), but better than standard
in category b). Germany is qualified standard even if it is qualified less than standard in category a),
because in category b) it is one of the “better” standard countries and the only one month longer than
standard notice period (up to seven months) in section a) does not justify an overall classification of
less than standard.
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Summaries of the severance pay for an executive, earning € 100,000 pa, aged 40 and with 10
years' seniority.

Countries

Cost

Subjected to social security
contributions

France

€ 8,333

Sweden

no statutory severance pay

USA

no statutory severance pay

Austria

€ 33,333

Germany

no statutory severance pay

Italy

€ 74,074

Netherlands

no statutory severance pay

Spain

€ 54,794

Belgium

no statutory severance pay

United Kingdom

no statutory severance pay

no

no
no
no information available
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Labour law restrictions due to laws on collective relationships

For the purposes of this benchmark, we have analysed labour law restrictions due to laws on
collective relationships as they may interfere with the freedom of the employer to take core
entrepreneurial decisions related to the direction and scope of the business or driven by labour costs.
To that end, two indicators were useful:
• restrictions with regards to the rights of a works council;
• restrictions related to general wage agreements that might be hinder the growth of the company
and the entrepreneur respectively.
a) Restrictions with regard to the rights of a works council
To evaluate the labour law restrictions due to the rights of a works council, we took the following
information into account:
-

different types of co-determination with the works council such as information, consultation,
veto-rights, obligation to enter into formalised agreements etc.;

-

the rank of these different rights;

-

the most relevant circumstances requiring co-decisions;

-

the different types of conflict solution between employers and works councils;

-

the time frame for finding a solution in an average dispute between an employer and workers’
representatives;

-

the most relevant points of discussion between the employer and works council in practice.

In most of the countries the concept of a local works councils exists. The various systems of law
distinguish between different kinds of participation such as information, consulting etc. Therefore,
these countries are to be defined as "standard". Please note that in these countries, solely the
employers take the initiative of informing or consulting the employee representatives.
Therefore, countries that do not recognise the statute of a works council will be "better than standard",
as employers are only influenced or restricted in their entrepreneurial freedom by trade unions.
However, in these countries, the role of trade unions can be more or less important. If their role is
quite important the country will be rather qualified as "standard".
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Contrary to the standard countries, some countries are qualified as "less than standard" as the ways of
co-operation with employee representatives are more cumbersome. Indeed, in those countries, not
only the employers must take the initiative in consulting or informing local works councils or unions,
the employee representatives can also initiate consultations. Moreover, among those, some have
conflict solutions which can be costly.
Consequently, the following classification has to be considered:

Better than standard
USA

Standard

Less than standard

Austria

Sweden

Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
United Kingdom
3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
USA:
In the United States, labour law restrictions on business decisions only occur if trade unions are
involved. It must be recognised that only approximately 10 % of the private sector work force in the
United States is unionised. Even if governmental employees are also considered, only approximately
13.5 % of the work force is unionised. Therefore, a large majority (86.5 to 90 %) of the employees in
the United States are not represented by unions. Thus, subject to any WARN obligation to provide
notice to employees, union-free employers are generally free to make entrepreneurial decisions
related to the scope and direction of its business.
But if and after a union is certified by the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB), the employer has
an obligation to negotiate in good faith with that union over the wages, working hours and working
conditions of all employees represented by the union. The union contract typically provides the wage
and benefits for represented employees during its term which is usually two or three years.
The most relevant subjects for bargaining concern subcontracting, transfer of unit work between plants
and lay off of employees.
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Furthermore, please note that in practice most disputes are resolved through the grievance and
arbitration procedures. such disputes are usually resolved within a time frame that does not exceed six
months.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
Austrian laws typically distinguish between different levels of co-determination such as information,
consultation, veto rights, etc. Some measures require the prior written consent of the works council in
the form of a "works agreement" (remuneration system, protection and storage of personal data),
others require only a consultation of the works council (like planned reorganisation measures possibly
resulting in a redundancy scheme). The works council must also consent to a planned relocation.
Sometimes, the works council must be merely informed (hiring of a new employee and the general
economic situation).
The most important role of the works council is its capacity to challenge the termination of an
employee on due to lack of a valid labour-related cause. The works council is very active in this area
in Austria and also in the area of redundancy schemes.
In the event of conflict between the employer and the works council, a reconciliation commission may
hand down a decision (if in court, the matter typically takes up to 2 to 3 years. Out-of-court settlements
require at least a couple of months).
Belgium:
In Belgium, employees and employers are represented at different levels (national, branch or
company levels). At each level, collective bargaining agreements are concluded and bind employers.
At plant level, employees may be represented at three different levels: (i) the works council, (ii) the
committee for prevention and protection at the workshop and (iii) the union delegation. The works
council (set up in companies with at least 100 employees) should be informed and/or consulted on a
number of issues within the economical, financial and social field. The tasks of the committee for
prevention and protection at the workshop consists mainly of improving the general welfare of the
employees in the execution of their work. The Union delegates represent and/or assist the employees
in individual and/or collective matters.
The main tasks of the works council are consultative or informational whereby the decision-taking
power may be described as rather limited. The works council’s main mission under Belgian law is a
controlling one.
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The above employee representative bodies clearly provide a first conflict solution possibility. Thus,
collective conflicts are avoided as much as possible. In the event things do go wrong, an official
negotiator may be designated. Finally, Labour Courts may take a final decision in the event of a
collective conflict (it is a matter of days or weeks, but a couple of months could be necessary).
In general the most relevant points of discussion relate to salary and work conditions, sometimes the
termination.
France:
Under French Law, several bodies may represent employees at company level: (i) the works council
(set up in companies with at least 50 employees), (ii) the central works council (when a company has
several establishments), (iii) the staff delegates, (iv) the committee on health, safety and working
conditions and (v) the union representatives.
The works council is in charge of the management of the social and cultural activities set up for the
benefit of the employees which are financed by the employer’s contributions. It is also periodically
informed and consulted on the situation of the company: financial, commercial, industrial, collective
dismissal for economic grounds, transfer of undertaking, training programs, etc. The cases of
information and consultation of the works council are numerous.
The employer has to be vigilant with respect to the rules which govern the works council, as otherwise
he may be criminally convicted for obstruction of the works council. In this respect, if the information
and consultation requirements have not been complied with within the legal time period, and/or without
the required mandatory information, the employer is personally subject to criminal punishment for the
offence of obstructing the works council 's rights. Finally, the company rules and regulations are not
binding on the employees if they are implemented without the prior consultation of the works council.
Conflicts between employer and employee representatives are solved by negotiations (duration: two to
three months).
Germany:
In Germany, the rights of the works council (in all plants which regularly employ at least 5 employees)
range from rights to information to co-determination rights on organisational, social and other matters.
Thus, the works council must be informed prior to the dismissal of any employee. The dismissal will
otherwise be null and void. Moreover, three types of co-determination rights can be distinguished: (i) in
some parts the employer can only act, if the works council has given its prior approval (e.g., hiring,
transfer of employees). Otherwise, the action of the employer is ineffective. Please note that the works
council is not entitled to force the employer into any decision; (ii) the next level of co-determination
right is where the employer has to enter into an agreement with the works council, if he wants to
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implement certain regulations; (iii) in the majority of cases, however, the works council is entitled to
initiate actions or agreements (such as working overtime, commencement and termination of daily
working hours, questions related to remuneration arrangements and the plant, reconciliation of interest
and social plan in case of a mass redundancy).
In the event of a dispute, if no consent can be reached, either party may convene a conciliation
committee. The employer has to bear the costs for the conciliation committee (meeting 2-5 times
within a period of mostly up to 2 months). This conflict solution is quite costly (each meeting might add
up to € 6,136).
With respect to an evaluation of rights granted to a works council, the judgement of the isolated
collective labour law frameworks on the works council level does not lead to a realistic picture.
Germany has a very specific system of assigning co-decisive rights either to the works council or to
the trade union. Consequently, not only the corporation with the works council but also with the trade
union is essential to be successful in business. One appropriate indicator, which reflects the overallpicture in this respect is the average tendency to be on strike. Since in Germany this tendency is very
low compared to other countries, the combination of legal framework and actual experience leads to
the result, that Germany qualifies as standard country.
Italy:
In Italy, no local works council has to be set up. The employee representatives are essentially the
trade unions. However, Italian law provides that in some events the employer has to inform, consult or
enter into formalised agreements. Unions are mostly involved in regulating health and safety at work,
disciplinary procedures, transfers of undertaking and collective dismissals. The most relevant point of
discussion between employers and trade unions is the employer's anti-union activity (i.e. to deny or to
limit the exercise of trade union freedom or activity), transfers of undertaking, salary, working time and
collective dismissals.
In the event of conflicts between employer and unions, the parties try first to reach an agreement but
sometimes the employees prefer to be on strike in order to obtain a result more quickly.
The Netherlands:
In The Netherlands, the employer is obliged to establish a works council if at least 50 employees work
within the company. The works council must be given the opportunity to advise with respect to various
decisions to be taken by the entrepreneur (e.g. advise on significant organizational changes, closing of
units, major investments). Certain decisions even require the prior approval of the works council
before they can be implemented (e.g. the decision to implement or change working time and holiday
regulations, the decision to implement or change bonus and remuneration systems). The works
council also has the right of initiative, but this right cannot block the employer’s decision. This allows
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the works council to come up with issues to be discussed in a meeting between the employer and the
works council.
In the event of a dispute between the works council and the employer, they will first try to resolve it
during a meeting. If they fail, for disputes regarding the issues needing prior approval, the works
council has the right to argue the invalidity of the decision (special committee and court proceedings
can be requested if need be). For the disputes regarding the issues needing advice, the decision is
suspended for a period of 1 month, then the works council has the right to institute legal proceedings
(duration: 10-12 weeks).
Most of the proceedings concern the question if decisions of the employer need the prior approval
from the works council or whether the works council has the right to render advice.
Spain:
In Spain, the works council has, in particular, the following types of authority: (i) to receive information, to
be provided on a quarterly basis at least, on the general development of the company's economic sector,
on the company's production and sales, on its production program and the probable development of
employment in the company and regarding the employer’s forecasts on new contracts to be entered into,
stating their number, the types of contracts which will be used and the extent of subcontracting, (ii) to
issue reports before implementation by the employer of certain decisions (such as reorganisation of the
work force, reductions of working hours, when a merger, absorption or change in the legal status of the
company implies any change in headcount.
The conflicts between employer and employee representatives are usually resolved by mediation or
arbitration.
United Kingdom:
In the United Kingdom, collective labour law, more commonly referred to as "industrial relations law",
is a complex area, deriving both from common law and extensive statutory legislation. The main law
regulating industrial action is in the Trade Union and Labour Relations Act 1992 (“TULRCA”). The
latest important piece of legislation is the Employment Relations Act 1999 ("ERA"). The ERA attempts
to simplify the law, add new rights for striking workers and introduce an important statutory right to
trade union recognition.
In the United Kingdom today, the most common body to mediate employer-employee relations and
initiate industrial action is the trade union. The incidence of industrial action and trade union
membership has fluctuated over the years depending on the economic and political climate. Currently,
the total membership of unions is 7.8 million. The United Kingdom is also subject to European level
legislation concerning the establishment of an European works council.
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Provided an employer has more than 20 employees, a trade union may apply to an employer in writing
to request recognition. The recognition procedure is lengthy, complicated and require strict compliance
with timescales. For these reasons, and in the interests of maintaining good employee relations, some
employers have taken a pro-active approach and have entered into voluntary recognition agreements
with their employees. Voluntary arrangements allow employers potentially to retain more control over
the content of the resulting agreement and subsequent negotiations and the way the collective
bargaining process is conducted. However, the statutory procedure provides an important new right
for trade unions.
Trade unions have the right (i) to send representatives to meetings for consultation regarding the
employer’s policy on training for workers within the bargaining unit, and a right to consultation on
training plans, (ii) to be informed and consulted in advance of certain transfers of undertakings, (iii) to
be consulted by the employer where he proposes redundancy and (iv) to be provided with information
on health and safety matters and occupational pensions.
Trade unions have various other statutory rights. In all cases, if an employer fails to comply with its
obligations there is a right to appeal to an employment tribunal.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Sweden:
The concept of establishing local works councils at workplaces does not exist in Sweden. However,
obligations of employers with respect to the trade unions as regards consultations and information in
relation to various issues exist. Moreover, the European Works Council Directive (94/45/EC) has been
implemented in Sweden by the adoption of the European Works Council Act of 1996. Accordingly,
Swedish employers qualifying to set up a European works council must comply with specific
consultation requirements at a European level.
The obligations for employers in terms of consultations with trade unions can be divided into two
categories: (i) general consultations, and (ii) co-determination consultations. Today, 70-80 % of
employees are unionised. Thus, we can say that trade unions to some degree restrict the majority of
Swedish employers. (i) General consultations can be initiated by either the trade union or the
employer on almost any specific subject relating to the relationship between the employer and
employees who are members of a trade union (and irrespective if there is a collective agreement in
place between the union and the employer). The most common situation for general consultations
(initiated by trade unions) is in relation to individual dismissals of employees. (ii) Co-determination
negotiations can be divided in two categories: primary consultations (initiated by the employer before
taking a decision on certain issues, as for example a restructuring) and secondary consultations
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(initiated by the trade union having collective agreement). Sometimes, the trade union also has a
limited veto right and may obstruct a decision.
Furthermore, the employer has extensive obligations to inform and provide documentation to the
unions on any issue of relevance to the consultation issue.
Finally, concerning Swedish conflict solutions, issues relating to the negotiation of a collective
agreement are not deemed to be legal disputes. If the parties cannot reach an agreement, the matter
is referred to mediators and the parties may also take industrial action (e.g., strikes, blockades) to put
pressure on each other. In the event of a dispute regarding redundancy consultations, if the parties fail
to reach an agreement, the employer can always carry on the redundancy exercise and the unions
cannot block the decision. However, the trade unions may take legal action against the employer.
b) Restrictions related to general wage agreements that might be binding for the growth
company respectively the entrepreneur
In almost all of the European countries collective agreements lead to further restrictions on the
decision-making power of the entrepreneur. They provide for minimum wages and salaries as well as
regulations regarding working time, the duration of holidays, notice periods, etc.
The impact of these agreements on the freedom of the entrepreneur is usually the same in each
country as the impact of rights of a works council. Thus, except for Germany and Sweden, the table
under a) is virtually the same:

Better than standard
USA

Standard

Less than standard

Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
Sweden

3

United Kingdom
2

1
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BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
USA:
In the United States, federal law does require employers to pay a minimum wage (which is currently
set at $ 5.15 per hour) and overtime at a rate of 1.5 times the regular hourly rate for all hours worked
in excess of 40 hours in a work week. Executives, administrative and professional employees are
exempt from this law.
Concerning wage agreements if they exist, they are very uncommon and deal only with unionised
employees (see above a)).
In practice, most employers pay wages that substantially exceed those required by the wage and hour
laws.
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
In Austria, collective bargaining agreements set minimum wages and increases of actual wages in the
industry concerned. There is little room for manoeuvre.
Typically, collective bargaining agreements include provisions relating to working time, notice periods,
days off for family events, form requirements for giving notice (vary depending on the branch of
industry).
Belgium:
In Belgium, the legal minimum salary determined by collective bargaining agreements binds
employers. These minima apply to all employees excluding those that are working in family
undertakings or employees that are employed for a period of less than 1 month.
Furthermore, the employer may also be bound by the minimum salaries determined by the Labour
Management Committee for the sector of activity in question (e.g. white collar workers in the chemical
industry or blue collar workers in the food production industry). Exceptionally, this committee is divided
into different regional subdivisions entailing different salary scales.
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France:
In France, the law provides for a minimum wage, but this is often increased by the applicable
collective bargaining agreement, depending on the employee's seniority and the position held in the
company. Almost all employers comply with these agreements, which provide for minimum mandatory
wages.
These agreements contain also provisions concerning dismissal, working hours, paid vacation, notice
period and non-competition clauses. All these rules have to be applied by employers.
Germany:
In Germany, the wage may be agreed upon in collective bargaining agreements between the
employers’ association and the competent trade union. Several of these agreements have been
declared generally binding. It means, that these agreements are applicable in every company that falls
within the scope of application of the agreement in question. Such agreements usually regulate all
financial matters, i.e. wages and salaries as well as special payments etc.
Italy:
In Italy, wage agreements are always applicable irrespective of the employers' to apply such rules,
because the applicable collective agreement provides for the minimum mandatory wage for
employees. The employers cannot pay employees a lower salary than that provided by the collective
agreements.
Moreover, such collective agreements contain restrictions on entrepreneurial decisions in other
aspects (e.g. working time and overtime hours).
The Netherlands:
A company can be bound by a collective bargaining agreement, even if the company is not a member
of the contracting employer’s association. Collective bargaining agreements are well known in The
Netherlands, they provide for additional rights and obligations to be observed by the employer. These
agreements contain, in particular, restrictions on entrepreneurial decisions relating to wages and other
aspects.
Spain:
In Spain, there are general collective agreements which contain provisions concerning salary and
other working conditions in companies. They are generally binding upon the members of the
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employers' association who have negotiated these provisions and all employers whose activities fall
within the scope of the agreement.
Sweden:
In Sweden, collective agreements on salary/wages (and also in relation to other subjects) exist and
are normally only binding on employers which are members of the employers’ organisations which are
parties to such agreements (or employers entering into collective agreement at the local workplace
level). Please note that the Gender Equality Act 1991 was amended (effective January 1, 2001) to
include further obligations for employers (e.g. active measures to promote equal pay for men and
women, requirements to make an annual survey of employees' salaries and to disclose such
information to unions having collective agreement with the employer).
Moreover, various collective agreements regulate a wide range of issues relating to the employment
relationship, such as working time, holidays, pension benefits, terms and conditions of employment
etc. Such agreements may contain various provisions which restrict employers (subject to such
collective agreements) from taking certain entrepreneurial decisions if such decisions violate the
collective agreement.
United Kingdom:
The Employment Relations Act 1999 introduced a new right for trade unions to be recognised as
entitled to conduct collective bargaining agreement (i.e. negotiation relating to pay, hours or holidays,
and other agreed matters) provided they can show: (a) that a majority of workers in a bargaining unit
are trade union members, or (b) if recognition is supported by workers in a secret ballot.
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Summary of the sub-topic’s results:
As the restrictions with regard to the rights of a work council have to be seen in close relation with the
restrictions related to general wage agreements, we combined the results of table a) and table b) in a
third table:

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

USA

Austria

Sweden

Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
3

United Kingdom
2

1

Sweden is less than standard because the influence of the rights of the trade unions in Sweden is a
factor which is more important than the restrictions due to wage agreements when assessing the
freedom of the employer to take core entrepreneurial decisions related to the direction and scope of
the business.
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Social security and other mandatory charges to be paid by the employer on a wage of
€ 100,000 pa (gross salary)

Entrepreneurs need to know the extent of social security or other mandatory charges incurred by
paying wages to staff. These charges – although from a labour standpoint of view necessary and in
general at least partially accepted – are costs and thus reduce the available cash-flow as well as
potential profits.
For the purpose of this benchmark, we have analysed the social security and other mandatory
charges which are due on a gross salary of € 100,000 pa and are charged to the employer and to the
employee.
In some countries, the social security charges are not calculated on the full salary. Thus, the charges
are reduced. For instance, in Austria, Germany, Spain, the United States and The Netherlands, social
security charges are only levied up to a certain level. The excess amount is not subject to social
security charges.
In other countries, the levy rate is quite fair but assessed on the entire remuneration (United
Kingdom).
The rest of the countries have prohibitive levy rates, which create a big burden for the employer and
affect cash-flow and profit.
In order to classify the countries, we considered that:
• the countries, in which the employers bear less than 10 % (charges) on a gross salary of
€ 100,000, are "better than standard";
• the countries, in which the employers bear between 10 % and 30 % (charges) on a gross salary of
€ 100,000, are "standard";
• the countries, in which the employers bear more than 30 % (charges) on a gross salary of
€ 100,000, are "less than standard".
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Countries

Social security

Total cost (wage

Social security

Total cost (social

and other

+ charges) for

and other

charges only)

mandatory

the employer

mandatory

(in €) for the

charges (in %)

(in €) for a gross

charges (in %)

employee

for the employer

salary of

for the employee

earning a gross

on a gross

€ 100,000

earning a gross

salary of

salary of

salary of

€ 100,000

€ 100,000

€ 100,000

Austria

17.8 %

€ 117,795

7.9 %

€ 7,900

Belgium

35 %

€ 135,000

13.07 %

€ 13,070

France

45 %

€ 145,000

25 %

€ 25,000

Germany

8.5 %

€ 108,500

8.5 %

€ 8,500

Italy

35 %

€ 135,000

10 %

€ 10,000

The Netherlands

4%

€ 104,311

9%

€ 9,308

Spain

9%

€ 109,180

2%

€ 1,905

Sweden

32.82 %

€ 132,820

3%

€ 2,500

United Kingdom

11.05 %

€ 111,047

32.42 %

€ 32,416

United States

7%

€ 106,901

6%

€ 6,435

In respect of the above mentioned allocation of rates the following result seems to be appropriate:

Better than standard

Standard

Less than standard

Germany

Austria

Belgium

The Netherlands

United Kingdom

France

Spain

Italy

USA

Sweden

3

2

1

BETTER THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Germany:
Contributions to the social security system are shared equally between the employer and the
employee. The employer withholds the employee’s share of the contribution from the employee’s
salary and combines it with its own contribution to the insurance office. The payment is defined by a
certain percentage of the salary, but is capped at certain amounts.
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The contribution to the health insurance is between 11 and 15 % (Only for employees with a gross
salary not exceeding € 39,574 annually in West Germany and € 32,672 annually in East Germany).
The same applies for the nursing care insurance which share is currently 1.7 %.
The employer and employee also share old age benefit contributions (19.1 % of the gross salary but
capped at a gross salary of € 52,765 annually in West Germany and € 43,562 annually in the East
Germany). The unemployment benefit is levied at a rate of 6.5 % (same threshold as the old age
benefit).
The Netherlands:
In the Netherlands, social security charges are only levied up to a maximum amount of wage.
Thus, the employer’s maximum mandatory charges are as follows:
• Employee disability insurance (WAO) ("average figures"): total average maximum premium
€ 3,069;
• Employee unemployment insurance (WW) ("average figures"): total average maximum premium
€ 1,242;
• Mandatory employee health-insurance scheme (ZFW): maximum premium € 1,673.
The employees’ mandatory charges are as follows:
WAO: no employee contributions;
WW: maximum premium € 1,368;
ZFW: maximum premium € 455;
National insurance premiums: premium of 29.4% of total taxable income from employment and
principal residence (income capped at € 27,009. No employer’s contributions).
For a salary of € 100,000, the net in pocket (less income tax, social security contributions, general tax
rebate and employment rebate) for the employee will be € 56,441.
Spain:
The employers' mandatory charges are equal to 30.6 % of the gross salary capped at € 29,999
(annually).
The employees' mandatory charges are equal to 6.35 % of the gross salary capped at € 29,999
(annually).
USA:
The employer’s mandatory charges (social security and other mandatory contributions) are as follows:
-

Social Security Tax: 6.2% on the first € 80,400 of compensation (i.e. € 4,985);
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-

Medicare Tax: 1.45% on all compensation (i.e. € 1,450);

-

Federal Unemployment Tax: 0.8% on the first € 7,000 (i.e. € 56);

-

State Unemployment Tax: varies by state, but an average would be 2% on the first € 9,000 (i.e.
€ 180);

-

Workers Compensation Insurance: 0.23% (i.e. € 230).

Thus, for a gross salary of € 100,000, the employer charges are equal to € 6,901, i.e a levy rate of
7 %. The employer total costs are € 106,901.
The employees’ mandatory charges (social security and other mandatory contributions) are as follows:
-

Social Security Tax: 6.2% on the first $80,400 of compensation (i.e. € 4,985);

-

Medicare Tax: 1.45% on all compensation (i.e. € 1,450).

Thus, for a gross salary of € 100,000, the employee charges are equal to € 6,435, i.e a levy rate of
6 %. The net in the pocket for the employee (minor income tax and social contributions) is
approximately € 61,512 (for a New Yorker).
STANDARD COUNTRIES
Austria:
The share the employer has to pay for social contributions is based on the employee's gross salary
and is equal to 21.65%. The employee's share of social insurance contributions is equal to 17.65%
based on the gross salary.
However, there is a ceiling for contributions to Social Security, which is currently a monthly gross
amount of € 3,227 (i.e. an annual gross amount of € 45,178 as the salary is paid in 14 monthly
installments).
So, the effective charges for the employee (contributions to Social Security) earning a gross annual
salary of € 100,000 are approximately 7.9%.
The employer has to pay further mandatory charges in addition to the contributions to Social Security.
Therefore and considering the “ceiling” for social contributions, the effective total charges for the
employer on a gross salary of € 100,000 are approximately 17.8%.
United Kingdom:
On a wage of € 100,000, the costs are as follows:
-

PAYE: € 28,404

-

Employees National Insurance Contributions (not contracted out rate): € 4,012
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-

Employers National Insurance Contributions (not contracted out rate): € 11,047

Therefore, employee's net pay is: € 100,000 - (€ 28,404 + € 4,012) = € 32,416.
Total cost to the employer is: € 100,000 + € 11,047 = € 111,047.
LESS THAN STANDARD COUNTRIES
Belgium:
Social security contributions are calculated on the employees’ gross salary. The share paid by the
employee is deducted from the gross remuneration before calculation of tax deductions at source
(prepaid income tax). The rate of such contributions is 13.07% and is applied to the normal
remuneration of the white-collar employee and to 108% of the salary for blue-collar workers. The
share paid by the employer is calculated on the gross salary but can vary according to the employees’
status, the sector of activity in which the company is engaged and the number of personnel the
company employs. The rate for employer’s contributions varies between 34 % and 40 %. Please note
that an executive with an annual gross salary of € 100,000 can expect a net in pocket of € 43,465.
France:
Under French law, regardless of the location of the employer, the employment of a person in France
entails the payment of social security contributions by both the employer and the employee, the rate of
which is currently between 40 and 45 % (for the employer) and approximately 20-25 % (for the
employee) of the gross salary paid to an employee.
Italy:
In Italy, both the employer and the employee are bound to pay the contribution to the Social Security
Agency. Such social security contribution is calculated on the bases of a percentage of the employee’
salary (roughly 35 % of the salary for the employer, i.e. a Business Executive's yearly gross salary of
€ 100,000 costs for the employer € 135,000 and roughly 10 % of the salary for the employee, i.e.
€ 10,000 for a gross salary of € 100,000; please note that the net in pocket for the employee would be
€ 57,000).
The employer is obliged to pay the entire amount due to the above Agency. Therefore the employer
will deduct the required contribution from the employee’s salary.
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Sweden:
Social security charges of the employer is levied at a rate of 32.82 % of the gross salary, i.e. the
employer charges in relation to salary of € 100,000 are € 32,820. Thus, total cost for the employer is
€ 132,820.
Mandatory charges for employees are pension contributions levied at a rate of 7 % of the gross salary
up to an income cap of SEK 304,234 (i.e. for € 100,000, charges will be approximately € 2,500). The
employer normally deducts such charges from the gross salary, but the employee is automatically
granted tax relief corresponding to the pension contributions made. Employee charges in relation to a
salary of € 100,000 will be approximately € 2,500. The net in pocket for the employee (less income tax
and social contributions) is approximately € 50,000.
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SUMMARY OF BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
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OVERALL SUMMARY

Section

Austria

Belgium
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FUNDING

7

6

9

6

6

7

7

6
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6
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13
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8
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16
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